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For under X200;you can
now own the direct -drive PL -510.

*For informational purposes only. The actual resale prices will be set by
the individual Pioneer dealer at his option.
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Pioneer has
conquered the one
big problem of
high-priced
turntables.
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The best way to judge the new
Pioneer PL -510 turntable is to pre-
tend it costs about $100 more. Then
see for yourself if it's worth that kind
of money.

First, note the precision -

machined look and feel of the
PL -510.

The massive, die-cast, alumi-
num -alloy platter
gives an immediate
impression of quality.
The strobe marks on
the rim tell you that
you don't have to
worry about perfect
accuracy of speed.
The tone arm is made
like a scientific in-
strument and seems
to have practically no
mass when you lift it
off the arm rest. The
controls are a sensu-
ous delight to touch
and are functionally
grouped for one-

handed operation.
But the most expensive feature

of the PL -510 is hidden under the
platter. Direct drive. With a brush -

less DC servo -controlled motor. The
same as in the costliest turntables.

That's why the rumble level is
down to -60 dB by the JIS standard.

(This is considerably more stringent
than the more commonly used DIN

"B" standard, which would yield an
even more impressive figure.) And
that's why the wow and flutter
remain below 0.03%. You can't get
performance like that with idler

drive or even belt drive. The PL -510
is truly the inaudible component a
turntable should be.

Vibrations due to external
causes, such as heavy footsteps, are
completely damped out by the
PL -510's double -floating suspen-
sion. The base floats on rubber in-
sulators inside the four feet. And the

turntable chassis floats
on springs suspended
from the top panel of
the base. Stylus hop-
ping and tone arm
skittering become
virtually impossible.

(Even the turntable
mat is made of a special
vibration -absorbing
material.)

But if all this won't
persuade you to buy a
high-priced turntable,
even without the high
price, Pioneer has three
other new models for
even less.

The PL -117D for
under $175? The PL -115D for under
$125? And the amazing PL -112D for
under $100?

None of these has a rumble level
above -50 dB (JIS). None of them
has more wow and flutter than
0.07%.

So it seems that Pioneer has
also conquered the one big problem
of low -priced turntables.

The low performance.
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,

75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie,
New Jersey 07074.

Turntable:
Direct drive
Brushless DC servo -controlled

motor
331 and 45 RPM speeds
Strobe light
Strobe -calibrated platter rim
±2% fine adjustment of speeds
Double -floating system of

suspension
Turntable mat of high -internal -

loss rubber
One -handed operation of

controls

Tone arm:
Lightweight S-shaped tubular

design
Static balance

-bearing pivot with
contact

Anti -skating device
Lateral balancer
Direct -readout counterweight
Viscous -damped cueing
Lightweight plug-in headshell

PIONEER*
Anyone can hear the difference.
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THIS PREAMP
HAS 3

PROBLEMS

It is too small.

 It doesn't have
enough knobs to
look at.

3. It sounds better than
preamps costing up
to twice as much,
so some dealers are
afraid of it.

But listen to the
Stax SRA 12S: the reality
preamp with all FET
Class A circuitry.
Take your choice-knobs
or sound. Or send us
$1.95 for an8"x12"
camouflage panel to
cover your 12S.

d American Aiic lot x)rt
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According to TRUTOHE RECORDS. The Stanton
calibrated 681 series is our total point of
reference in our Disc Mastering Operation"

"Carl Rowatti, Chief Engineer, adjusting the Program limiters prior to cutting a master lacquer".

Trutone can be described as a family enterprise ... but
what a family! Father Lou Rowatti is the President; Son Carl
is Vice President and Chief Engineer; and daughter-in-law
Adrianne handles the business end of the operation. They
have great pride in their family, in their family's enterprise
and in their products. That's why they insist on using the
best - always.

Trutone Records in Northvale, New Jersey always uses
the Calibrated Stanton Triple -E for A -B comparisons be-
tween tape and disc. They also use the Triple -E to check
the frequency response of the cutter head (they'll record a
1,000 Hz tone and a 10 kHz tone twice a day to check the
condition of the cutting stylus and the high end frequency
response of the cutter head).

They make test cuts and play them back, using the
Triple -E for reference, as high as 15 kHz all the way down
to 30 Hz. Carl Rowatti says "We use the Stanton Calibrated
681 series as our total point of reference in our disc master-

ing operation. Everything in the studio is judged - and we
think perfectly judged for quality-with this great cartridge".

Professionals can't afford to take chances with quality.
That's why they depend on Stanton in their operations.

Each Stanton 681 Triple -E is guaranteed to meet its
specifications within exacting limits, and each one boasts
the most meaningful warranty possible. An individually cal-
ibrated test result is packed with each unit.

Whether your usage involves record-
ing, broadcasting, disco or home enter-
tainment your choice should be the
choice of the professionals... the Stanton
681 TRIPLE -E.

Write today for further information to:
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive,
Plainview, New York 11803

Lou Rowatti inspects a master lacquer,
Adrienne checks the lathe.

Carl Rowatti adjusts the pitch computer
on the mastering lathe.

Carl installs the Stanton Calibrated
681 Triple -E on the playback table.

Check No. 21 on Reader Service Card

Lou Rowatti (The Prez) adjusting the high
frequency limiter in his cutting room.
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With the 2000Z, you can
exaggerate highs, accentuate lows
or leave it flat. You can make your
own adjustments without being
tied to the dips and peaks charac-
teristic of most other cartridges.

The extreme accuracy of its
reproduction allows you the lux-
ury of fine-tuning your audio sys-
tem exactly the way you want it.

The Emprie 2000Z.
Already your system sounds

better.

SUPER' STEREO CARTRIDGE

Empire Scientific Corp.,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli

Phonograph Cartridges and
Cable Capacitance

Q. Some cartridges appear to be
particularly sensitive to the amount of
shunt capacitance into which they are
connected. I am using a Shure V-15
Ill, which requires "400-500 pF total
capacitance per channel" for opti-
mum results. I understand that this to-
tal is made up of the capacitance with-
in the arm and interconnecting ca-
bles, as well as that in the preamp cir-
cuitry. I know that the value of capaci-
tance for my AR arm and connecting
cables is 145 pF per channel.

Is there a way by which I can deter-
mine the shunt capacitance my pre-
amplifier presents to the cartridge uti-
lizing either a VOM or a VTVM? I
have no other test equipment.-Dr.
Leonard Drasin, Liberty, N. Y.

A. With the test equipment you
have on hand, there is no way I can
think of whereby you can determine
the amount of capacitance in the
phonograph input section of your
preamplifier. This capacitance value
will be only a few pF at most, how-
ever, and, for your purposes, can be
ignored. You can consider the capaci-
tance of the leads within your
tonearm and that of the inter-
connecting cables to be the total
amount of capacitance your cartridge
"sees."

The additional capacitance needed
in your case-using your figures-will
be about 250 pF per channel. This will
provide you with 400 pF. This addi-
tional amount of capacitance can be
added by obtaining the correct ca-
pacitors and soldering them into the
preamplifier. One capacitor will be
required for each channel. It is wired
between the "hot" and ground termi-
nals of the phono input connector.

An alternative solution is to obtain a
small metal box. Mount appropriate
input and output connectors on it, so
arranged that the box can be con-
nected between the preamplifier in-
put and the phono cables. Such a de-
vice will eliminate the need to make
internal modifications to your equip-
ment.

The input and output connectors
on the box are wired "straight -

through," so that when the box is
added, the phonograph will operate
as before. The next step is to wire the
appropriate capacitor values between
the "hot" and ground terminals of the
input connector-just as was done for
the preamplifier.

The use of this little box will proba-
bly require the use of some additional
cable, which will have capacitance of
its own and which must be taken into
account when calculating the values
to be wired into the box.

Tuning Accuracy of FM Receivers
Q. A tuner whose frequency is de-

termined by a crystal -controlled os-
cillator is precisely tuned to the de-
sired frequency. This is fine, but is it
not possible that the desired station is
not broadcasting precisely on its as-
signed frequency? Can an FM station
control its broadcast frequency ac-
curately enough to match the fre-
quencies tuned in by a crystal -con-
trolled oscillator? If there is an error in
the broadcast station's frequency, it
follows that a receiver tuned with
more conventional means but equip-
ped with an accurate tuning meter
can be adjusted more accurately than
a crystal -controlled tuner. Is this cor-
rect?-Dr. Leonard Drasin, Liberty,
N.Y.

A. An FM station must broadcast on
its assigned frequency with an ex-
tremely high degree of accuracy.
Therefore, any crystal -controlled
tuner whose crystals are properly
trimmed and whose i.f. and detector
systems are properly centered, must
be properly tuned. In any case, slight
inaccuracies of tuning cannot be nor-
mally detected, especially with today's
wide -band detectors.

Even a tuning meter will have a cer-
tain amount of offset, in that it is not a
completely accurate device-right
down to the cycle. Fortunately, such
accuracy is not required. Q

If you have a problem or question on audio, write to
Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters are answered.
Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO  SEPTEMBER, 1976
Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card
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At TEAC, our funda-
mental mandate for any
new product is performance
and reliability. First and finally.
Qualities that are measurable in terms
of mechanical stability and inherent
design integrity.

These are essentials. Because our technological
resources established the cassette deck as a true high
fidelity component. So we demand that a new product
possess that measure of TEAC quality.

And that's what distinguishes the A-170. Compare it with
other inexpensive cassette decks with Dolby, please. Just call
(800) 447-4700* for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer.
We think you'll agree it's a value you can rely on.

*In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400.

A-170

TEAL performance
and ieIiabiHt...
how can you really afford anything less?
TEAC®
The leader. Always has been. TEAC Corporation of America/7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, Ca. 90640 ©TEAC 1975
Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Tape
Herman Burstein de'
Deck Specs

Q. I am planning to buy a Sony
tape deck but have some apprehen-
sion because its signal-to-noise ratio is
specified as only 50 dB. I would appre-
ciate any information you can sup-
ply.-B. Greenberg, Manlius, N.Y.

A. If the S/N of a tape recorder is 50
dB based on 1 per cent harmonic dis-
tortion, this implies that the ratio is in
the range of 56-58 dB at 3 per cent
harmonic distortion, which is quite
good. I don't know whether the
Sony's 50 dB spec is based on 1 or 3
per cent distortion. If on 1 per cent,
then it would appear to be a good
performer in terms of S/N.

Rebiasing
Q. (1) I have two Sony two -head

tape recorders. Using low -noise tape,
the treble seems overly bright. I've
been told that two -head machines are
very difficult to rebias. Can they be re -
biased? If so, how? (2) What is cupped
tape? (3) If a 7 -inch reel of 1-1/2 mil
tape holds 1,200 feet, wouldn't the
double -play tape be 3/4 mil rather
than 1/2 mil?-David Rowland, Gen-
eva, N.Y.

A. (1) Two -head machines can be
rebiased, although the procedure is
more tedious than in the case of a
3 -head machine. Using the latter, the
tape can be monitored as it is record-
ed, so that the result of bias (and oth-
er) adjustments can be immediately
checked. With a 2 -head machine, it is
necessary to change bias, record au-
dio signals, rewind the tape, and
check the result of the bias change in
playback. If the result is not satisfac-
tory (flat response being desired), one
has to go through the foregoing pro-
cedure several times until it is accom-
plished. When shifting from conven-
tional to low -noise tape, an increase
in bias is required; otherwise treble is
exaggerated.

(2) Cupped tape has a curl in the
long direction. If laid on a flat sur-
face, the tape does not lie flat but is
U-shaped.

(3) The terms 1-1/2 mil, 1 mil, and
1/2 mil as applied to tape refer to the
thickness of the base of the tape. Add-
ing the thickness of the magnetic

coating, the so-called 1-1/2 mil tape
has a total thickness of about 2 mils,
while the total thickness of so-called
1/2 mil tape is about 1 mil.

Tape Hiss
Q. 1 have an Ampex tape deck and

have the following three problems:
(1) When the machine is on but the
tape is stationary and the tape mon-
itor switch is depressed, there is a no-
ticeable hissing sound. The hiss in-
creases when the tape is moving and
decreases somewhat when the tape
equalization switch is set to 7-1/2 ips
rather than 3-3/4 ips. How can this
noise be eliminated? (2) When the
tape is running, the deck makes a
sound much like a fan, which is quite
distracting and drowns out low vol-
ume passages of music. (3) When I
record using microphones, the play-
back sound has very heavy bass.-
Garry Ballek, Chicago, Ill.

A. (1) It appears that the playback
hiss is due to the playback amplifier in
the tape deck. If the tape hiss, which
comes up when the tape is moving,
appreciably increases the total hiss,
this suggests that the electronic hiss is
at a reasonably low level and will be
swamped by the audio signal and tape
hiss. If the total hiss in playback is sub-
stantial, this suggests that you are
recording at too low a level or playing
back at an exaggeratedly loud level.
To reduce electronic hiss would re-
quire redesign and/or use of a noise -
reduction unit such as the Dolby B.
Perhaps some improvement can be
achieved by introducing low noise re-
sistors in the first stage of the playback
amplifier. (2) Consult Ampex about a
suitable method of reducing mechan-
ical noise. Perhaps seating the deck
on a soft pad might help (but be care-
ful not to block any air passage re-
quired beneath the deck in order to
afford ventilation). (3) The heavy bass
response may be due to the particular
microphones you are using, or the
way you use them. The proximity ef-
fect of bass accentuation occurs if you
are too close to the mikes. Perhaps
you don't have the mikes directly fac-
ing you, so that they don't pick up

enough high frequencies. There may
be a fault in your method of con-
necting the mikes to the deck; a long
length of cable when using high im-
pedance microphones will attenuate
treble, causing a bassy effect. There
may be a fault in the input circuit of
your tape deck.

What Bias Frequency?
Q. A question on Tandberg bias-

ing. I understand that bias frequency
should be set to about five times the
highest audio frequency to be repro-
duced. Using a cross -field head, the
Tandberg 3000X and 5000X decks can
reproduce to about 26 kHz, but the
bias is only about 85 KHz. Why wasn't
a higher bias used? Also, won't the FM
multiplex carrier beat with the
bias?-Jeffrey Ahl, Ithaca, N.Y.

A. There is very little in the way of
audio signal above 15 kHz. So, as a
practical matter, Tandberg has proba-
bly found that bias frequency raises
problems of loss of bias current due to
head inductance and winding capaci-
tance. Also, with increasing frequen-
cy, bias assumes the properties of a ra-
dio wave and gets into places where it
isn't wanted. As for the bias beating
with the FM multiplex carrier, this is
taken care of by filtering out the carri-
er.

Demagnetizer Warning
Q. My head demagnetizer carries a

warning that the demagnetizing poles
should not come into contact with the
surface to be demagnetized. Is this
warning solely due to the damage
possible by physical contact or does
touching the surface to be demagne-
tized negate the demagnetization?
Can a head demagnetizer be used to
degauss a color TV?-Ronald Slakie,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. The warning has in mind physi-
cal damage. The usual head de-
magnetizer is too weak for color TV. A

If you have a problem or question on tape recording,
write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401 North
Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

AUDIO  SEPTEMBER, 1976
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Is it live, or
is it Memorex?

The amplified voice
of Ella Fitzgerald can shatter

a glass. And anything Ella
can do, Memorex cassette tape

with MRX2 Oxide can do.

If you record your own music,
Memorex can make all

the difference in the world.

MEMOREX Recording Tape.
Is ii live, or is it Memorex?

01976, Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, California 95052

Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Ralph J. Perk, Mayor, on behalf of
the Citizens of Cleveland, invites you
to attend the REDEDICATION CERE-
MONY of the Cleveland Municipal
Organ in the Music Hall....

The Mayor, as it turned out, never
made it to the big show, but I did. I

wanted to hear that organ "live" be-
cause it is one of the few left intact of
those grand E. M. Skinner Romantic -
style organs which once were the
,pride of many an American city, not
to mention such places as the Wan-
amaker department stores in New
York and Philadelphia. Cleveland's
huge instrument, with 150 stops, more
than 10,000 pipes, made its debut in
1922 to an enormous audience. But,

with changing styles, it was gradually
forgotten and for years remained si-
lent and decaying. Now, with the ar-
dent help of Michael Murray, young
Cleveland organist, plus the Kulas
Foundation, the organ has been re-
stored to its authentic sound, and
Murray is Cleveland's official
Municipal Organist.

I had a further motive, as you will
guess. I already knew the sound of
Michael Murray's organ records on
Advent, which have been reviewed in
Audio's pages. Public radio wanted a
tape of Murray's rededication per-
formance; if the sound turned out
OK, there might be an LP record, and
I could be in on both aspects, live and
recorded versions of the very same
performance. Could be instructive.

Municipal Music Hall
So I went out to Cleveland and

loved every minute of it, especially
the Rededication concert itself, which
surprisingly drew almost 4,000 people.
They sat, stood, and lounged in every

available Music Hall space, a happy,
cheering, whistling municipal mob
(the concert was free), who managed
to pry five encores out of Murray.
Heartening! Even for me, whose or-
gan heart, I must whisper carefully,
really belongs to the Baroque organ. I
also thrill to the sound of the Mighty
Wurlitzer when the occasion is right,

like, say, a super hi-fi recording. And
so I went all-out, along with the
crowd, for the remarkable sound ef-
fects of this ultimate Romantic instru-
ment. Even if the thing was enveloped
in a disconcertingly muffled, deadish
hall. More of that later.

The Cleveland organ was built in
1921-22. In those days, at the end of
the Romantic age and pre -electronic
glorification of mechanical ingenuity,
the big pipe organ was still King of In-
struments, the very embodiment of
man's highest skills. Every American
city had its Municipal Organ (and Or-
ganist), and the bigger the burg, the
bigger the organ. Pipes in the thou-
sands, stops in the many hundreds, a
sound to bewilder with its variety and
stun in its potency. On the very hot
September day in 1922 when this or-
gan was dedicated, more than 20,000
Clevelanders turned out-with no air
conditioning-to hear Edwin Arthur
Kraft put his big new machine
through its paces. It was that kind of
an age.

But this was only moments before ra-
dio, the talking film, and then TV. In a
sadly short time, the huge organs
were forgotten and fell slowly into
decay. Who wanted big noises when
little ones could be amplified? Cleve-
land's managed to hold out, barely,
until after the War. But from the 1950s
on, it was dead, silent, and un -
playable. Luckily, the Music Hall re-
mained intact (probably because of
the much larger Public Auditorium in
the same building) and so, unlike the
other organs which were rebuilt or
junked, this one was merely left to rot.
Just in time, it has been saved. If the
precious tin required could now be
gotten for its pipes, which is doubtful,
a new duplicate might cost a half mil-
lion dollars.

Cosmopolitan Comraderie
After New York, that Rededication

was so middle -American that I was
enchanted. No ordinary concert audi-
ence, I guess that most of those
people seldom (if ever) had been to a
concert. Everybody got there early,
and when I arrived, 10 minutes ahead
of time, the place was mobbed, and
such a roar of good-humored conver-
sation you never heard. It's a big city,
Cleveland, but also very much a small

AUDIO  SEPTEMBER, 1976
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presents

WAWhole New World of
sa,LSZ.:

Live from the Agora,
Cleveland's famed music club.
Listen to

Billy Cobham,The Brecker Brothers,
Dave Liebman, Dave Brubeck,
Jean Luc -Pont Weather Report,
and other famous jazzmen on your local FM station.
Sponsored by Sansui and brought to you in breathtaking
QS 4 -channel. If you don't have a 4 -channel receiver,
don't worry. Your stereo will sound even better

than before. These full hour shows are part
of a continuing series of authentic modern jazz
broadcasts recorded for your listening pleasure on 24
tracks with special recording techniques.

f Check this list for the time and station in your city.
CITY STATION FREQ. DAY TIME CITY STATION FREQ. DAY TIME

Albany, NY WQBK 103.9 Philadelphia, PA WYSP 94.1 Saturdays 7 PM

Atlanta, GA* Pittsburgh, PA WYDD 104.7 Sundays 11PM

Baton Rouge, LA WFMF 102.5 Wednesdays 10 PM Princeton, NJ WPRB 103.3 Fridays 11PM

Baltimore, MD WKTK 105.7 Mondays 12 MID. Richmond, VA WGOE 1590 AM Sundays 3 PM

Boston, MA* Rochester, NY WCMF 96.5 Mondays 10 PM

Chicago, IL WXFM 105. Thursdays 11PM Sacramento, CA* KZAP 98.5

Cleveland, OH WMMS 100. Sundays 8PM St. Louis, MO*

Dallas, TX KZEW 97.9 Sundays 12 MID. San Bernadino, CA* KOLA 99.9

Dayton, OH WVUD 99.9 Sundays 10 PM San Diego, CA*
Denver, CO KADX 105.1 Saturdays 10 PM San Francisco, CA* KYA 93.3

Detroit, MI* San Jose, CA* KOME 98.5

Erie, PA WMDI 102.3 Wednesdays 9 PM Seattle, WA KYAC 96.5 Mondays 11PM

Fargo, ND KIDA 99.9 Saturdays 11PM Santa Barbara, CA* KTYD 99.9

Fresno, CA* KFIG 101.1 Santa Maria, CA KXFM 99.1 Sundays 6 PM

Houston, TX* Sarasota, FL WQSR 102.5 Tuesdays 11:30 PM

Los Angeles, CA KBCA 105.1 Sundays 7 PM Utica, NY WOUR 96.9 Wednesdays 11PM

Miami, FL KBUS 93.9 Tuesdays 11PM Washington, DC WHFS 102.3 Tuesdays 9 PM

Milwaukee, WI* Wheeling, WV WOMP 100.5 Sundays 12 MID.

New York, NY WRVR 106.7 Saturdays 7 PM Yankton, SD KQHU 104.1 Sundays 11PM

*Consult your local newspaper for time and station.

Sansui is a world renowned manufacturer of Hi -Fi stereo components. If you already
own Sansui, you own some of the finest music reproduction equipment available to-
day. If you don't, go to your nearest franchised Sansui dealer today. He will offer you a
whole new world of mus'.c.

Woodside. New York 11377/(212) 799-5300
Gardena, California 90247 /(213) 532-7670
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town; you'd think everyone knew ev-
erybody else. And such a cross-sec-
tion, from blue jeans to blue blood,
babyhood to old age. (I know of one
segment of tape that won't appear on
the LP. A small child let loose a series
of loud wails right in the quietest
place of all.) We began with The Star
Spangled Banner after a series of ded-
icatory speeches and "please stand
ups, to enthusiastic applause-such
a booster town! Wayne Mack, local
radio announcer, boomed a welcome
through the PA, loud enough to
knock the walls down. "GLAD TO SEE
WE HAVE AN ABSOLUTELY FULL
HOUSE!" (Cheers.) Dignitaries
sounded off on behalf of the Mayor,
and the Kulas Foundation and the
Greater Cleveland Growth Assn.
(more cheers)-"the little city that has
EVERYTHING!" (shouts of joy)-"it
might even be the Greatest City the
World has Ever Seen" (more ap-
plause)-all as nice as applesauce and
nobody minded the rhetoric. Good to
hear that kind of sentiment again. We
can use it.

The shorter, the more agile, is all I can
say in this case.

This was indeed a Show, for the or-
gan itself, however, highly bred, is

definitely a show instrument for the
virtuoso Romantic music which it
projects best, by such 19th century
masters as Cesar Franck, Widor,
Vierne, Karg-Elart, Guilmant, and
Murray's own teacher, the famed late
Marcel Dupre. I liked this carnival
atmosphere because it clearly put
aside the too -familiar tradition that
organ music means church. Church
-yes, often enough. But that does
not necessarily mean stuffiness, our
common mistake. This reviving tra-
dition of the Municipal Organ, you
see, has much of the impact of that
unchurchlike organ, the Mighty Wur-
litzer, but at the same time it stems
from an impeccably "classical" tradi-
tion going back a century, mostly in
France, where the famous Cavaillé-
Coll originated the Romantic type of
organ in the 1830s, an enlarged instru-
ment to parallel and equal the sonic
virtuosity of the new Romantic sym-

Then -darkness, a sudden spot-
light, and the curtains rolled back to
disclose the Great Console at the
back of the stage, blindingly lit. Mi-
chael Murray, who is a bit over five
feet tall, appeared dramatically in a
white coat and black pants, followed
by more spots as he climbed aboard.
You could see his feet under the or-
gan bench, which was good-such
agility! That had the audience fascina-
ted, as did the great arrays of knobs,
sliders, and pushbuttons on every
side, as well as the five big, white key-
boards. Fortunately for Murray, the
pedals of Skinner organs are laid out
in a concave arc so that the end pedals
aren't beyond the reach of short legs.

phony orchestra. Bigness-of course,
the theme of the 19th century! And
inventive ingenuity. A new device
called the Barker lever, for instance,
made it possible to add stop on stop,
simultaneously played from the or-
ganist's keyboard, without increasing
the mechanical force needed at the
keys, the touch. As the power of
sound increased, the vital wind sup-
ply was built up too, so that the
demands of thousands of pipes could
be met at the finger's tips. All this,
though, was before the age of elec-
tricity. The entire development of the
Romantic organ was mechanical-and
don't think that didn't apply to the
wind supply.

Mechanical Monster
Today, we have electric air pumps.

But that imaginative picture that many
musicians still cherish of mystical old
César Franck playing alone, high up in
his Paris organ console, hour after
hour, improvising great paeans to the
Lord, is fine and dandy if you under-
stand that it took five sweating men
below, working bellows by hand and
by leg, to produce those hours of
heavenly sound. That was in the Nine-
ties; the last French organ to convert
the air supply to electricity was in Paris
as late as the mid -Twenties. Electricity,
electro -pneumatic action, the all -
electric console, these refinements in
truth came after the definitive high
point of Romantic organ building,
though electricity did bring a final
ease and versatility to a type of organ
which would and did get along with-
out it.

In fact, the Mighty Wurlitzer was
the end -result and all-out extreme
product in respect to electrical con-
trol; but that's another story. The pure
traditional Romantic organ is all pipes,
or nearly, and all wind. The Wurlitzers
(thanks to electricity) went in for ev-
ery imaginable and outlandish sound
effect that could be operated from a
keyboard, including drums, cymbals,
chimes, piano, and Heaven alone
knows what other delectable items.
Classical organists do not approve;
Wurlitzer fans definitely do, including
myself.

Ancient PA
I must say, there was at least a hint

of television showbiz in all this, what
with the glad-handing introductions
and Michael Murray's own informal
remarks through a stage mike and a
monster PA system, two huge early
Voice of the Theater speakers halfway
up each side of the proscenium arch.
But again, why not? Let two eras meet,
a nostalgia show and a bit of the tube,
all in one package. Which proves that
organ music can be Fun, a message
that is a very important one if we are
to restore others of those now -silent
monsters.

Murray made one interesting mis-
take, from the audio viewpoint. He in-
troduced the piece de resistance (ap-
plause), the Bach Toccata and Fugue
in D minor, and forgot to turn off his
stage mike. Such a caterwauling of
sound, and Murray, stage -rear out of
the speaker's range, didn't hear a
thing. The right hand speaker was
straight in front of me, maybe 40 feet
away, and the most hideous squawks
of overload blasted forth from that
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TDK SA. WE DEFY
ANYONE TO MATCH

OUR VITAL STATISTICS.

Manufacturer Brand

MAGAZINE A MAGAZINE B

S/N
Ratio

Weighted in dB

Output
@

3% THD

S/N in dB
(re: 3%
THD)

THD
at O dB

(%)

TDK SA 66.5 +4.2 66.0 0.9

AMPEX 20:20+ 56.4 +1.9 - -
FUJI FX 60.0 +2.3 - -
MAXELL UD - - 58.5 1.1

MAXELL UDXL 62.5 +2.7 - -
NAKAMICHI EX 60.0 +2.3 55.0 1.1

SCOTCH CHROME - - 64.0 1.3

SCOTCH CLASSIC 62.5 +2.0 - -
SONY FERRICHROME 64.0 +2.1 64.0 1.8

Decks used for tests: Magazine A -Pioneer CT -F919 (cross-checked on DUAL 901, TEAC 450); Magazine B-NAKAMICHI 1000.

Two leading hi-fi magazines working independently tested a wide
variety of cassettes. In both tests, TDK SA clearly outperformed the other
premium priced cassettes.

The statistics speak for themselves. TDK SA provides a greater S/N
ratio (66.5 dB weighted and 66.0 dB @ 3% THD) , greater output sensitivity
(+4.2 dB @ 3% THD) , and less distortion (THD 0.9%) than these tapes.

When you convert these statistics into sound, TDK SA allows you to
play back more of the original signal with less distortion and noise.

Put these facts and figures together and TDK SA adds up to the State
of the Art because it provides greater dynamic range. This means cleaner,
clearer, crisper recordings, plain and simple.
Sound for sound, there isn't a cassette that can
match its vital statistics.

Statistics may be the gospel of the audio-
phile, but the ultimate judge is your own ear.
Record a piece of music with the tape you're
using now. Then record that same music at
the same levels using TDK SA. You'll hear why
TDK SA defies anyone to match its sound.

Or its vital statistics.
TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate

Boulevard, Garden City, New York 11530.
Also available in Canada.

4TDK®
Wait till you hear

what you've been missing.Check No. 31 on Reader Service Card
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unlovely source, completely drown-
ing out the organ. My fingers were in
my ears in a moment, and if the noise
had continued, I would have walked
straight out-I cannot endure loud
distortion. But a chorus of uninhibited
shouts broke in at the end-"TURN
OFF THE MIKE! CUT THE PA!" Mur-
ray heard and did the deed. I'm won-
dering whether that PA system also
dates from Nostalgia Days. In any
case, it is from the time when PA was
accomplished via a few large and loud
speakers, up -front, instead of the dis-
tributed sources and natural low lev-
els we use in the best newer installa-
tions, today.

Muffled Music
Muffled? Deadish? Yes, and thereby

hangs an interesting tale. As one
slightly waspish lady music critic
wrote the next day, "Soupy, mushy,
and muffled! Oh, that organ!" Tech-
nically, she had something. I heard it
too. The big organ just did not project
its full power and color into the Music
Hall. The sound was surprisingly dead,
as we heard it. But the reason for this
is part and parcel of the very era in
which the organ was built, along with
the Hall itself.

First, as was the style, the Public Au-
ditorium and Music Hall was one big

building of marble, the two halls shar-
ing a doublet stage in the middle, the
Music Hall in the small end, and the
much vaster Auditorium the other
end. Separating the two halls are fire
curtains which can be rolled back to
expose both to the in-between stage.
The organ had to be mounted on one
side, above the big stage area, so that
it could be used to play into either
hall. Thus, no fancy frontal towers and
pinnacles of pipes, and an indirect,
90 -degree sound entangled in too
many curtains and fly spaces. On the
stage itself, the sound is gorgeous.
Out in the Music Hall, most especially
on the floor, it is underpowered and
muffled.

But there is something else. The au-
thorities assured me that the acoustics
would soon be improved; the hall, it
seems, boasts a large installation of
what was the latest miracle of the
1920s, soundproofing, carefully dis-
guised to look like stone, though it
sure isn't. This material will not be re-
placed by more suitable reflective sur-
faces, to bring out the natural liveness
of a well -shaped hall. Ahh-but
should it be?

A neat question! For you must un-
derstand that this deadened hall
sound is just as authentic to its own
time, 1922, as is the organ itself. Dead

If that expensive cassette deck
you wanted is so good,

why aren't its specs better
than the lowest priced JVC?

111 Ska,

S

f0 -1V10 S1l1110 IIIi fA(: JVC

A high price doesn't necessarily mean
better performance.

JVC's least expensive front -loading
cassette deck, the new CD -1920, proves
this conclusively with performance
specs that equal (and surpass) many
manufacturers' higher priced models.

It also has something
you won't find on other
makes with more expen-
sive price tags. Five LED
peak level indicators that

help you eliminate under -recording and
tape saturation. Also includes: built-in
automatic noise reduction (ANRS),
3 -step bias and equalization switches
and automatic tape -end stop.

Listen to the CD -1920 at your JVC
dealer. (Call toll -free 800-221-7502 for

his name.) You'll come to
one conclusion. With the
CD -1920 you can compro-
mise on price without com-
promising on performance.

sonics were a great new discovery. At
last, the blur and confusion that had
hampered us for centuries in public
halls and churches could be elimi-
nated. Now, we had crystal clarity,
both for music and for voices! You
could hear every last detail. All the
new churches and auditoriums of that
day got the modern sound treatment,
though it was always disguised as
stone or wood work.

"Stone" Soundproofing
Well, the fake -stone soundproofing

is architecturally authentic. And we in
audio know that, in truth, the pre-
ferred sonics of many early electrical
recordings now seem to us remark-
ably dead. It was the style-remember
Toscanini's famed studio 8H at NBC?
As nearly an anechoic chamber as any
large studio has ever been and abso-
lutely lethal for music! However, in
1937, they didn't think so. They even
contrived to make Carnegie Hall and
Symphony Hall in Boston sound much
deader than on our present record-
ings in the same places.

On the other hand, the Cleveland
organ itself is the culmination of a
great school of organ building, the
late American arm of a European tra-
dition which took for granted the
acoustic delay systems of the old-
world cathedrals and buildings. The
organs themselves and the music
composed for them assumed a large
reverberation as normal.

From this viewpoint, you see, the
1922 Cleveland soundproofing was a
momentary aberration from traditions
that go back centuries. Therefore-go
ahead and rip out the stuff, so that the
sonic truth may be heard! After all, in
architecture it's looks that count, not
sound. (Now, I suppose, the stone-
work will be reflective plastic.)

P.S. I got to hear the stereo tape of
that concert the very next day. Su-
perb! Astonishingly, there was all that
vast sonic power and the spacious re-
verberation which was missing in the
live performance. How come?

Recording versatility! The stereo
mikes were placed up on the stage
opposite the sidewise organ. Within
that stage area, plenty big in itself,
there is a remarkably fine reverb. And
all the sonic power the organ can pro-
duce was picked up.

So, fittingly enough, it was the
recorded sound of the organ which in
the end gave me a true idea of what
E. M. Skinner's fine instrument could
do. How's that for a commentary on
our art? Keep an eye and an ear out
for the record, maybe some time next
year. Q

APPROXIMATE RETAIL VALUE OF CO -1920 Is $250.

JVC America, Inc., 58-75 Queens Midtown Expressway, Maspeth. N.Y. 11378 (212) 476-8300

Check No. 11 on Reader Service Card
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This is a pair of Bose Model 301
Direct/Reflectingp bookshelf
speakers with their grilles removed.

What's odd about them might
not be immediately obvious, but
it's very significant. Unlike most
pairs of speakers, they're not
identical. Instead, the left-hand
speaker is a mirror image of the
right-hand speaker.

Bose goes to the extra trouble
and expense of making the two
speakers of the pair you buy differ-
ent to provide the proper propor-
tion of reflected and direct sound
at high frequencies, a feature
unique among bookshelf speakers.

To accomplish this, each
speaker is of an "asymmetrical"

Direct Sound

Reflected Sound

design. As a result, a pair of Model
301s has woofers pointing straight
ahead and tweeters angled out-
ward. A large proportion of the
high frequency energy is reflected
off the side walls and then into the
center of the listening room, rather
than being aimed directly at the
listener. As in a live performance,
the listener is surrounded with a
balance of reflected and direct
sound. This is the same principle
used in the Bose 501 and in the
legendary Bose 901R' Direct/
Reflecting speaker system. The
result is extraordinarily open,
natural, and spacious sound.

In addition, the Model 301 Dual
Frequency Crossover' network
causes the woofer and tweeter to
operate simultaneously for more
than an octave, providing excep-
tionally smooth midrange response
and an open spatial quality.

With the unique Direct Energy
Control, the Model 301 provides
excellent performance in a wide
variety of rooms, including small
apartments and dormitory rooms.
And it is truly small enough to fit
in a bookshelf.

These features make the
Model 301 an unusual speaker
with unusually fine performance.
Its suggested retail price- less
than $100 per speaker- makes it
an extraordinary value.

You already know the Model
301 looks different from other
bookshelf speakers. Now visit a
Bose dealer and hear
how different
it sounds.

The Mountain
Framingham, Mass. 01701

Patents issued and pending.
For a full -color brochure on the Model 301, write:
Bose, Dept. AU9, The Mountain. Framingham,
Mass. 01701.
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Stylus Velocity and
Making Records
Dear Sir:

I read your June, 1976 issue of Au-
dio and would like to clarify the ques-
tion and answer sequence in "Audio -
clinic" referring to measurement
specifications for phono cartridges
and to add some data to Mr. Cous-
ino's article, "Making Records."

Inasmuch as "stylus velocity" as a
concept applies equally well to either
a cutting stylus or a playback stylus, I

would like to refer to a system of stan-
dards in daily use by the disc -cutting
profession in the U.S. In the early days
of long playing microgroove record-
ing for home consumption, RCA Vic-
tor developed a set of record -repro-
duce frequency response equaliza-
tion curves known simply as "new

14 orthophonic" recording character-
istics. There was, and still is, in the
recording mode bass cut and treble
boost, with a matching bass boost and
treble cut in the reproduce mode.

Since how much bass cut and treble
boost had to be specified against a
known reference point, 1000 cycles
per second was chosen (1 kHz in
modern "audio -ese"). Just why 1 kHz
was selected is not too important
here; the importance lies in the fact
that a standard reference frequency
was selected and is still adhered to.

RCA Victor recorded, pressed, and
distributed a 10 -inch "new ortho-

phonic" frequency test record which
was designed to assist users in adjust-
ing phonograph record reproducers
to the proper response for playing the
"New Orthophonic" records. The
records commercially released using
this scheme of equalization were a big
success, and soon other record com-
panies were interested in adopting
this scheme. In fact, it was so success-
ful that the whole concept was adopt-
ed by the recording industry and is
now the famous "RIAA curve."

In 1964, the NAB (National Associ-
ation of Broadcasters) issued its NAB
Test Record, which was the same as
the RCA disc with a few important ad-
ditions, some of which follow.

First, and most important of all the
new features, is the statement that the
1 kHz, 0 VU reference level tone is lat-
eral modulation  (we're now in the
stereo era of 1964) and generates a
peak stylus velocity of 7 cm/sec.

Other additions and changes from
the original RCA disc have to do with
cutting in the stereo mode: Left chan-
nel only (channel "A" or "1"), right
channel only (channel "B" or "2"),
both channels together in phase (lat-
eral modulation or mono), and both
channels together with 180° phase re-
versal (vertical modulation, first used
in cylinder phonograph records).

Another feature of this disc is that
the overall recorded level is 2 dB
higher than the RCA disc, due primar-

ily to improvements in cutterhead
technology.

Now, let's return to the first of the
new features of the NAB test
record-the business about the 7
cm/sec. peak velocity, lateral modu-
lation. An interesting sidelight of this
discussion is that there is no mention
of any kind of stylus velocity any-
where on either the record jacket or
label of the RCA disc. The 0 dB, 1 kHz
level is 2 dB lower than the NAB stan-
dard and is 5.5 cm/sec. peak velocity
and is, of course, pure lateral modu-
lation, having been cut with a mono
cutterhead.

Now, let's look closely at the words
and symbols contained in the expres-
sion "7 cm/sec. peak velocity, lateral
modulation," and analyze the parts of
that expression bit -by -bit.

In dealing with the sine wave tests,
which both records contain, two
terms normally come to mind-
"peak" and "rms" (root mean
square). The term "peak" or highest
has to be self-explanatory, but not all
readers know how to calculate rms
values. Rms is the product of peak val-
ue x 0.707, which when dealing with
the 7 cm/sec. peak velocity, lateral
modulation, comes out to be 4.949
cm/sec. rms velocity, lateral modula-
tion. This figure is commonly round-
ed off to 5.0 in most literature.

Lateral modulation is mono modu-
lation, parallel to the surface of the

NAB 7.0 CM/SEC PEAK VELOCITY STANDARD
"0" REFERENCE LEVEL

4.949 PEAK
= 3.49894300 RMS

7.0 PEAK =4.949 RMS

90°

RCA 5.5 CM/SEC PEAK VELOCITY STANDARD
"0" REFERENCE LEVEL

3.8885 PEAK
= 3.49894300 RMS = 2.7491695 RMS

5.5 PEAK = 3.8885 RMS

90°

3.8885 PEAK
= 2.7491695 RMS
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This is no way to nail down
a hi-fi bargain.

Some stores think that one of their cost -cutters in assembling a "bargain"
stereo system is to install a run-of-the-mill, inexpensive cartridge. After all,
who's going to notice a tiny cartridge when it's surrounded by powerful
speakers and a dynamite turntable? Unfortunately,some shoppers are reluc-
tant to insist on a better cartridge when buying one of these package spe-
cials. But you are made of sterner stuff! And if you insist on a Shure cartridge,
"better" doesn't have to mean more expensive. Time and time again, con-
sumer magazines have rated Shure cartridges the best in their price category.
As the source of sound for the entire system, that tiny Shure cartridge and
its critical stylus determine what you'll ultimately hear. And as bargains go,
that's the best tip you'll hear today-or any day!

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited PA

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
Check No. 27 on Reader Service Card
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record and, as such, indicates that
both channels of the cutterhead are
driven equally in all respects. Seen in
this light, it follows that mono is a spe-
cial case, with both channels doing
the same thing at the same time. An-
other special case of stereo is the situ-
ation when one channel does nothing
at all, and the other channel is driven.
In the case of the NAB test record, the
remaining channel is driven at 0 refer-
ence level at 1 kHz. Due to the basic
design of stereo cutters and playback
cartridges, wherein the two planes of
modulation, as well as the two groove
walls are at right angles (90°) to each
other, it then becomes possible to
solve an isosceles right triangle (shades
of high-school Geometry I1) for either
leg, with the hypotenuse equal to 5.0
cm/sec. rms (or 4.949 to be more ac-
curate). Using 4.949, the value equals
3.49894300 cm/sec. rms, usually
rounded off to 3.5 cm/sec. rms. This
value represents the rms velocity for
each channel. If a person chooses to
compute the per -channel velocity us-
ing an already rounded -off hypote-
nuse value (rms lateral modulation) of
5.0, instead of the more accurate
4.949, the per -channel velocity is

3.535. At this point, some of the
16 numbers alluded to in the original

question in "Audioclinic" begin to
look somewhat familiar. In order to
more clearly illustrate the values, both
rms and peak, there is included here a
set of isosceles right triangles, one with
RCA values and the other with the
NAB values. In today's mastering, the
NAB 7 cm/sec. peak velocity, lateral
modulation, is the most widely used.

I think one can see from this dis-
cussion that a few standards need to
be clearly recognized, stated, and ad-
hered to by phono cartridge manu-
facturers, printers and proofreaders of
phono cartridge advertising literature,
phono cartridge reviewers, testing fa-
cilities, technical writers, and all other
of us who influence the thinking and
reasoning of the many readers who
are searching for a little bit of the
truth. I hope that the cartridge "num-
bers game" of velocity vs. output may
now be a bit easier to work with when
comparing differing devices.

I would also like to comment on a
portion of the article "Making
Records" by Ralph Cousino of Capitol
Records, appearing under the sub-
head "Master Disc." I'm sure he
knows the facts, probably better than
I, but the wording can lead the reader
astray. Quoting R.C. now,-

"Because it will adhere to the
lacquer surface, silver is used as

the first agent. On top of the sil-
ver goes a thin coating of nickel,
deposited by dipping the silver -
coated disc into a nickel solu-
tion."
While it is necessary that the silver

adhere to the lacquer surface, so
would peanut butter or motor oil. The
primary reason for the silver to be
there is to make the lacquer's surface
electrically conductive. Without the
silver, the nitrocellulose, of which the
lacquer is made, would present an in-
sulator in the latter steps in the elec-
troplating.

After being sprayed with the silver
solution and being made very con-
ductive, "the lacquer is dipped"-to
use R.C.'s wording-"into a nickel-
sulphamate solution." The inference
to be drawn here is that somehow
some of these little "nickels" in the
solution walk over and hop onto the
silver coating on the lacquer. It just
ain't so! The silver becomes uniformly
covered with metallic nickel by means
of an electroplating process wherein a
low, carefully controlled d.c. voltage
of opposite polarity is applied to the
nickel metal chips present in either
cloth or plastic bags a few inches
away.

The resulting flow of electrons (am-
perage) through the nickel -sulpha -
mate electrolyte causes nickel ions to
migrate and deposit onto the silver
surface of the lacquer. The amperage
is closely controlled to minimize the
heat buildup at the surface of the lac-
quer. The first stage of plating is ex-
tremely important as too much cur-
rent, which generates too much heat,
can cause all kinds of failures on the
lacquer master original. Ticks, pops,
groove echo or "ghosting," loss of
high frequencies, and total destruc-
tion of the lacquer coating on the
master are all possibilities caused, at
least partially, by inattention or care-
lessness in the preplating sequences.
Because it is such a critical stage in
production of the final product, I feel
it should not be glossed over too
lightly.

Stan Ricker
Chief Engineer,
Disc Mastering,

JVC Cutting Center,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Cheap Shot
Dear Sir:

On your comment to M.J. Martis,
say "cheap shot." He was only point-
ing out that he does not agree with
your reviews, which did not need an
explanation of his intelligence, but it
does show yours.

I am in complete agreement with
this gentleman that artistic style is

being oppressed in the record indus-
try, and the "dollar" determines the
artists and the critics. As far as I'm
concerned you are all commercial
whores.

Gary Lahmers
New Philadelphia, O.

Critical Purpose
Dear Sir:

Mr. Martis, you must be reminded
that a critic's job is to write down his
opinion on how he views a particular
record. Certainly his critique of a par-
ticular album is not going to condemn
it to eternal damnation, nor is it going
to boost it to superstardom. He is
merely there to give you his opinion,
and whether or not you use that opin-
ion to your advantage is up to you.
don't agree with the critics all the time
and I don't like the top 40 ideals ei-
ther, but I'm not cutting off my sub-
scription to Audio Magazine over so
trivial a complaint.

I personally do not feel that Audio
limits itself to top 40 records. It covers
a wide variety of areas and does it
well. One thing that amazes me is that
after reading only one issue, you au-
tomatically know that the critics are all
writers with delusions of grandeur,
that the editor is afraid of his readers
and certain letters, and that Audio is
the most narrow-minded magazine
published.

I think your letter was totally un-
called for, and I am tired of people
complaining about critics doing their
jobs. They have a purpose and you
don't have to listen to them if you
don't want to.

Richard Colvin
Bethel Park, Pa.

Mike Update
Dear Sir:

The article, "Build A Binaural Mike
Set", in the May 1976 issue contains
two technical errors. First, the input
attenuator in Fig. 3 is a 40 dB pad, not
20 as the article states. The 10 K resis-
tor should be replaced with a 1 K
(1000 Ohms) to produce a 20 dB pad.

Also, it is conceivable that some
users may have trouble due to the -9
V d.c. output of the unpadded mi-
crophones, possibly reverse biasing
the input capacitor of their recorders.
A series capacitor eliminates this
problem and can be used also to roll -
off the low end as the author suggests.
My diagram below shows the 20 dB at-
tenuator with a 50 Hz roll -off
achieved by adding a 3 piF/15-V ca -
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This is an oscilloscope picture
of amplifier output showing

perfect reproduction of
a complex musical passage.

This is a picture of amplifier
output for the same sound output

level. It shows severe
transient response distortion.

This is the same amplifier.
The only difference

is the BIC VENTURÍ speaker.
That's a fact! The speaker you use with an amplifier
will significantly affect the performance of the ampli-
fier. Amplifiers can be driven into severe distortion
by heavy symphonic passages or the electronic in-
strumentation of "rock" music, in many instances
with the volume control setting turned up only half-
way! The flat-topped picture shown above is known
as amplifier "clipping", and it results in highly dis-
torted sound similar to speaker "break-up".

Clipping occurs when the power required to drive
a loudspeaker leaves insufficient reserve in the am-
plifier to handle musical peaks that can be as high as
200 times the average program level!

The combination of exceptional sensitivity and high
power handling capability of BIC
VENTURI speaker systems can how-
ever, make an amplifier behave as if
it has power output many times its
actual rating. The result is
clearly superior perfor-
mance. So, whether you

Canadian inquiries to
C.W. Pointon. Ontario.
RI-C. RTC VENTURI and

RICONEX are trademarks of
British Industries Compan .

Division of Avnet. Inc.

want to get the most out of low and medium power
amplifiers, or to make the most of high power ampli-
fiers that can provide very wide musical dynamic
range... BIC VENTURI is the logical choice.

But, this is just one of the critically important ad-
vantages of using BIC VENTURI speakers. In addi-
tion, there's our patented "VENTURI" principle which
insures clean, extended bass response; and the
patented BICONEXTMI wide dispersion mid/ treble
range transducer which permits less critical
speaker positioning and room placement. Also the
exclusive Dynamic Tonal Balance Compensation cir-
cuit which overcomes human hearing deficiencies, so
that whether you play music loud or soft, you hear

all the music equally well.
Get the complete story.
Write to BIC VENTURI,West-
bury, N.Y. 11590 for a free
copy of our 20-page"Consum-
er's Guide to Loudspeaker
Performance".

TMBIC VENTURISPEAKER SYSTEMS

000

1151
BIC VENTURI

RIM

Check No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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INTRODUCING
ONE MORE

GREAT REASON
TO OWN

SENNHEISER
HEADPHONES:

UNDER $3O.
Our new HD -400's incor-

porate everything that's made
Sennheiser the premier head-
phones in the ears of discrim-
inating audiophiles:

Wide response. Unusual
smoothness. Superior tran-
sient ability. And extremely light-
weight, rugged construction.

They sound so good,
they've been compared with
the finest loudspeakers.
And deliver such a vastly
improved sound from most
amplifiers and receivers that
people are actually buying
Sennheiser headphones
instead of trading up to a
more expensive system.

18 It's entirely practical, too.
Because their unique

Open -Aire' design lets you
enjoy your music with more
comfort and less listener
fatigue than any other style of
headphone... in fact, it's easy
to forget you've got them on.

Your dealer has the new
Model HD -400 now. But don't
confuse it with imitations or
'look-alikes'

They may have our great
sounding new price tag, but
not our great Sennheiser sound.

z f zSENNHEISER
10 West 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf. Hannover. West Germany

pacitor. Delete the capacitor if the
roll -off is not desired. The pad will re-
duce the d.c. level in that case.

Alan Feierstein
New York, N.Y.

Critic's Reply
Dear Sir:

Please don't change your music
critics. I usually find myself in total
agreement with their reviews.

Perhaps Mr. Martis should consider
why young musicians imitate their
heroes so often. Almost any Junior
High School musician can, given the
resources, duplicate their music, even
the aura of Crosby, Stills and Nash. As
for the top forty ideals, this person is
obviously on the outside looking in.

But he's right in the fact that it takes
a lot to be a "superstar"; like perfect
teeth, symmetrical ears, or conversely,

a readily identifiable costume or 9,000
watts of twelve -bar, three -chord
change, heavy metal garbage.

John B. Hamblin
Quartz Hill, Cal.

Burwen System
Dear Sir:

Richard S. Burwen's system (April)
has got to be the most fantastic home
sound system I've yet seen. Just read-
ing and looking at the article seemed
to make my system cringe out of em-
barrassment-and for some un-
explainable reason it just doesn't
sound the same anymore.

Just out of curiousity, what is the to-
tal dollar value of the whole "thing?"
This wasn't mentioned in the article.

C. Engebretsen
Port Reading, N.J.

Editor's Comment: We're sorry that
your system doesn't sound the same
anymore, and we don't think it's pos-
sible to put an accurate dollar value
on the Burwen system-let's just say
it's expensive.

Circuit Revision
Dear Sir:

Several readers have called atten-
tion to an error in my dynamic noise
filter circuit revision (Dear Editor,
Sept. 1975). The 470 Ohm and 3.9 K re-
sistors at the output of 4A ill Fig. 6
were omitted. These provide the
stated closed -loop gain of 2.7 in 4A;
without them it will oscillate. The cor-
rected circuit is shown below.

Some had trouble selecting the
FET's required for the circuit of Fig. 8
in the original article. For new con-
struction I recommend an inherently
matched dual FET, National Semi-

conductor type 1410, which should be
available at distributors in July at un-
der $2.00 each. Using my samples of
this new FET, I have found the follow-
ing value changes desirable in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 8: R4 = 20 K, R5 = 4.7 K, Cl
=.047 µF and C2=.015 µF.

This filter is under consideration for
marketing as a single -channel kit. It
effectively boosts the S/N of acoustic
records, 78s and tapes by at least 8 dB.
I shall be glad to send complete litera-
ture, when available, to anyone inter-
ested.

Maxwell G. Strange
11710 Wayneridge Ct.

Fulton, Md. 20759
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PART TWO:
THE END OF THE DOUBLE STANDARD.

In the frequency range where you find most music, our least expensive
speaker offers virtually the same flat frequency response

and freedom from distortion as our most expensive speaker.
Until recently, you could

consider the selection of
speakers an act of faith.

Because of the lack of in-
dustry standards and the
resulting confusion in the mar-
ketplace, the speaker buyer
had to depend almost totally
on personal taste and subjec-
tive evaluation.

But no longer.
At Yamaha, before we de-

signed a new line of speakers
that would equal the revo-
lutionary standard of our elec-
tronic components, we first
defined our goal:

High accuracy across the
musical spectrum. One of the
few objective criteria for rat-
ing speaker performance.

Then we proceeded to make
all Yamaha speakers to a sin-
gle revolutionary standard of
accuracy:

A frequency response curve
that varies by no more than
±3dB from 100 Hz to 15,000 Hz.
With typically no more than
1% harmonic distortion.

But since the frequency
range of all our speakers ex-
tends well below 60 Hz to
beyond 15,000 Hz, why do we
even bother mentioning this
figure?

Because, with the exception
of the very deepest rumblings
of a pipe organ, all music is
produced within this range.
In fact, few if any commer-
cially available stereo press-
ings have frequencies below
100 Hz and above 15,000 Hz.

Yamaha's success in achiev-
ing a single standard of accu-
racy in all our speakers is
confirmed in the chart above.

Unlike the frequency re-
sponse curves of other speaker
manufacturers which indicate
unnatural booming in the bass,
added sparkle in the treble,
and extreme loudness level
variations of as much as 10 dB,
Yamaha's frequency response
curves show a relatively
straight line, which indicates
uncolored, natural sound.
Yamaha's musical heritage.

Yet, in spite of Yamaha's
objectivity in design, the per-
ception of sound remains
subjective.

That's why Yamaha speak-
ers aren't designed to meet
objective standards alone, but
to meet a higher standard: the
ears of the people who make
Yamaha's world-famous musi-
cal instruments.

C :C::CC::::M:::":=:::.,T,t.,....':C
ove 'um. emealser. 'l11=~=...= ===:::111~1~=1..

ONS -1000
CC=:::a=:I~NM 11/11 CC=:::7 :7'=:::====::::=MI

:'.:CO=C::::C~i=C:::: CICC::::C---- C=C::::C~.:CCO 1,~1~1=1.1.. 11...C==::CCCC==....
MaM MIM:::0=_C=_::::immicim_CO=C::::CC=C::::OC=::::CC~11M.1.. MIMI ~11111E.. I

20 Hz 100 Hz 15 kHz 20 kHz
While many manufacturers offer accurate reproduction only in their top -end sp .akers.
Yamaha brings you an extremely high degree of accuracy in all models throughout the line.
The above curves, comparing the NS -1000 with the NS -2, were recorded under the following co ditions:1. Equipment aced- Bruell & Kjaer IB&KI 4133 microphone, 1022 oscillator. 2113 spectrometer, nd 2305recorder. 2. Input -A "pink" noise source was used with an input level of 3 watta (significantly higher.more rigorous, and more closely corresponding to actual home listening levels than the commonly used
industry standard of 1 watt). 3. Meaeamment - Each loudspeaker was placed in a "free field' loll thefloor and no closer than 5 feet to any wall boundary in an average size listening rooms. A multiplicity ofcurves were taken at various points in the listening room and averaged, to produce the tote/energy
curves pictured.

Since 1887, Yamaha has been
making some of the finest mu-
sical instruments in the world.
Pianos, organs, woodwinds,
guitars, and brass.

With our musical instru-
ments, we've defined the
standard in the production of
fine sound. And now, with our
entire line of speakers and
electronic components, we've
utilized not only our studio en-
gineers, but also our musical
instrument designers to de-
fine the standard of music
reproduction.

It's called Natural Sound.
And it's totally unique to
Yamaha.
Five different speakers,
built to one standard.

Yamaha offers five different
speaker models, ranging in
price from $1,350 a pair down to
$200 a pair.

At the top, the revolution-
ary beryllium dome NS -1000
Series, offering the ultimate in
state-of-the-art performance.
Following the NS -1000 are our

suspension for midrange and
tweeter domes to provide
smooth response. Acoustic
equalizers on tweeters to flat-
ten frequency response and
enhance dispersion. Diago-
nally edge -wound voice coils
for greater diaphragm control
and increased transient re-
sponse. Plus thick felt lining
inside the cabinetry to isolate
rear sound waves for distor-
tion -free bass response.

But regardless of how much
you pay, every Yamaha
speaker is built to the same
essential construction criteria
and tonal accuracy.

Proven acoustic suspension
design. Dome drivers for bet-
ter high frequency dispersion.
Carefully matched crossover
networks. And heavily rein-
forced, extremely rigid en-
closures.
The End of the
Double Standard.

The single standard of per-
formance found throughout
the entire line of Yamaha
speakers is a demonstration of
product integrity that no other
manufacturer can claim.

But in the final analysis,
only your ears can be the
judge.

That's why we invite you to
visit your Yamaha audio dealer
soon. His knowledgeable sales-
men and extensive demonstra-
tion facilities can save you
time and trouble in selecting
the speaker that's right for
your budget. And right for
your ears.

other three-way types: the
NS -690, NS -670, and NS -3. Our
least expensive, but still highly
accurate, is the two-way NS -2.

Since each is built to the
same high quality standard,
you're probably wondering
what those extra dollars are
buying.

It's very simple.
To satisfy the most demand-

ing audiophiles, those extra
dollars buy extended response
at the frequency extremes.
Higher sound levels with equal
or lower distortion. More
power handling capacity. More
tone controls to contour the
tonal balance of the speakers
with the characteristics of the
room.

More specifically, on our
model NS -670 and above,
Yamaha offers die-cast speaker
frame baskets to eliminate po-
tential resonance. Luxurious
wood enclosures (even rare
ebony wood!). Tangential -edge

*YAMAHA
International Corp., P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, Calif. 90620

Check No. 32 on Reader Service Card
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theehscénes
The 1976 Consumer Electronic

Show in Chicago was held a bit later
than usual...June 13 to 16...and as a
consequence we suffered from the in-
famous Chicago summer weather,
with temperatures over 90° F. and aw-
ful, energy -sapping humidity. Com-
pounding this misery were the diffi-
cult logistics of covering this show.
Oh yes, the official headquarters
for the CES still is the cavernous
McCormick Place, which more than
ever reminds me of a misplaced hang-
ar for B-52 bombers. All of the big
guns in the industry were there
...Pioneer, Kenwood, Sansui, Pan-
asonic/Technics, Superscope/
Sony/Marantz, and a host of bare-
ly lesser lights. But, as usual, the ca-
cophony in McCormick Place pre-
cluded any meaningful audio demon -

20 strations, so myriad
hotel demonstration suites scattered
all over town. Even with a stout con-
stitution and plenty of taxi money, it is
well nigh impossible to cover all of
the suites, thus I freely acknowledge
the assistance of several trustworthy
surrogates in compiling this report.

What might be called the "hit" of
the show was the Elcaset, the new
large format cassette system, which I
previewed in the July issue of Audio.
Teac showed a prototype Elcaset
recorder, but gave few indications of
price or date of production. Technics
displayed a very elaborate Elcaset
unit, obviously a "high end" model,
but here again had little informa-
tion on price or on production.
Sony/Superscope seems to have really
jumped on the Elcaset bandwagon.
They were showing two front -loading
Elcaset recorders. Model EL -7 is the
top of the line unit, priced at "under
$900," and the EL -5 model is priced at
$630. Both are slated for introduction
into the U.S. market in September of
this year. Both models feature sole-
noid -operated logic control mode
change systems and Dolby -B noise re-
duction, including an FM Dolby posi-
tion. The EL -7 has a three -motor,
closed -loop, dual -capstan tape drive
system, with three ferrite heads for
"off tape" monitoring. The EL -5 is a

single -motor system, with two ferrite
heads (which I personally feel is a mis-
take, since one of the advantages of
the Elcaset system is the ease of mon-
itoring). The EL -7 is said to have a fre-
quency response of 25 Hz to 22 kHz
±3 dB with the Type Two FeCr tape, a
S/N ratio of 62 dB, and a wow and
flutter spec of 0.08'/o (W DIN). Im-
pressive figures, but Sony expects to
better them with the Type Three tape,
especially formulated for the Elcaset.
Superscope invited the press corps to
Hugh Hefner's Playboy mansion
where a delicious libation of Pol Ro-
ger and orange juice helped us wax
loquatious, and where I had the pleas-
ure of meeting Mr. Masaru Nagami,
General Manager of the Sony Audio
Technical Development Laboratory,
and Mr. Yoshihiro Wada of the Inter-
national Division. Both men are deep-
ly involved in the Elcaset project, and
we had some interesting discussions
on the subject. Best of all, they are
rushing Elcaset recorders and Type 1
and 2 tape to me, so I should be able
to give you an evaluation fairly soon
on this interesting new tape format.

At McCormick Place, it would ap-
pear that the top receiver manu-
facturers are caught up in a horse-
power race. Current champion is

Technics with its SA -5760 rated at 165
watts, with Pioneer close behind with
its 160 watt SX-1250. Note that these
are the watts per channel figure!
Marantz has a 125 watt/channel unit,
Kenwood a 120 watt/channel brute,
and Sansui a 110 watt/channel receiv-
er. No question about any of these
units driving the low efficiency air sus-
pension speaker systems to high SPL
levels.

Shades of the Revolution!
The British hi-fi invasion continues,

and many people commented on the
attractive exhibits of the British group
at McCormick Place, which included
Alba, Armstrong, Decca, Expotus,
Goldring, Jordan -Watts, Keith Monks,
Linn Products, Metrosound, Monitor,
Mordaunt-Short, and Rola-Celestion
(Rocelco). Many of these companies
have set up marketing organizations

in this country, so you'll soon be
seeing their cartridges, turntables,
electronics, and speakers in the audio
shops. Good friend Raymond Cooke
of KEF had a demonstration suite at
the Drake and was showing no fewer
than six speakers to be marketed in
the U.S., four of which are new, in-
cluding the KEF 105 reference unit,
whose drivers are arranged for min-
imum time delay distortion. Over at
the Bismarck Hotel, that affable Brit-
isher Keith Monks teamed up his new
mercury -contact arm with the Linn-
Sondek turntables, along with NAIM

pre- and power amps and Keith's own
speakers, as well as a Linn speaker.

Speaking of the Bismarck, there was
what was termed a "high end" group
at the hotel, and it included such au-
dio manufacturers as C/M, Dayton -
Wright (ES speakers & pre- and power
amp), Armstrong (British pre- and
power amps & tuners), Dunlap -Clarke
(amplifiers), and Quintessence (pre -
and power amps). Hardly the least of
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Size isn't everything

Japan. Land of the audio giants. Com-
panies like Pioneer, Sony, Yamaha. Each with
100 times more engineers, production effi-
ciency, research facilities, marketing
resources, and sales - than your average
good-sized U.S. or U.K. manufacturer.

November 3rd, 1975, Prince Hotel, Tokyo.
The scene of a hallmark event - the 5th an-
nual Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix
Contest. An occasion which has indeed
become the Grand Prix of the Japanese
audio scene. Stereo components from Japan,
the U.S., the U.K., and Europe - to be judg-
ed on the basis of performance and design
by eight famous Japanese hi-fi journalists.
Among the entrants: a small speaker, the
UL6, recently launched by a not -so -big com-
pany: Celestion of England.

January 1976 - the results. AMONG ALL
THE ENTRANTS, WORLDWIDE AND
JAPANESE - ONLY ONE SPEAKER WINS
THE GRAND PRIX: CELESTION'S DIMINU-
TIVE UL6.

Surprising? Not really. All the engineers,
efficiency, marketing and money in the
world are not sufficient to build a great
speaker. Intangible resources are needed:
experience, intuition, and dedication.
Resources which Celestion has more of than
any other speaker company in the world.

Since 1924, Celestion engineers have
dedicated themselves uniquely to one art -
that of building great speakers. And to doing
it all by themselves - from scratch.

Starting from the outside, we see that styl-
ing is a special feature of the UL6, with
beautiful dark walnut finish on all sides -
even on the front baffle -board which is nor-
mally concealed by the grille. The grille con-
sists of a slim frame carrying two stand-off
ribs to give a three -faced appearance when
the black, acoustically transparent cloth is
stretched over it.

Now for the guts. UL6 deploys the new
HD1000 ultra -wide dispersion 1" dome
tweeter, a new Celestion mid -bass unit with
massive magnet system and specially treated
Bextrene diaphragm, and a new ABR (aux-
iliary bass radiator) which extends bass
response, raises sensitivity ánd4reduces dis-
tortion to negligible limits. These advanced
precision components were totally research-
ed, designed and built by Celestion to op-
timize overall performance in the UL6. The
result is clean, tight, smooth response from
35 Hz -28 kHz. Performance so superlative
that we realistically predict that UL6 will
become the reference standard for
bookshelf -size speakers.

Celestion UL6. Not gigantic. Not made by
a giant. Just a giant -killer.

Sole North American Distributors:
ROCELCO INC. 160 Ronald Dr., Montreal, Canada H4X 1MB Phone (514) 489-6842
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SHOULD
GUAM

60
PUBLIC?

1
The chances are good that you've
already invested in Quam loud-
speakers, without even knowing it.
You'd be surprised how many of
the famous manufacturers of hi-fi
speaker systems have Quam driv-
ers lurking anonymously behind
their fancy grille cloth'

For over forty years we've cher-
ished our anonymity at the con-
sumer level while enhancing our
reputation with the audio profes-
sionals who buy speakers in quan-
tity. They appreciate the return on
investment they derive from our
attention to materials, our quality
control, and our performance
specifications. The experts know
that Quam Speakers are the brand
to buy when you're buying more
than one!!

If Quam speakers can pass the
rigorous tests of the prestige
speaker system manufacturers for
incorporation in their high-priced
original equipment, can they pass
your listening test for replacement
or extension use in your stereo
system? Only if we "go public"
and tell you about them! Ask your
audio distributor about Quam, the
not -quite -so anonymous loud-
speaker.

Quam:
The

Sound Decision
QUAMNICHOLS COMPANY

234 East Marquette Road
Chicago, Illinois 60637

(312) 488-5800

this group was Mark Levinson Audio
Systems. Mark was showing his new
electronic crossover, which is now in
production, and an incredible ampli-
fier which really raised a lot of eye-
brows. Imagine a black anodized unit
about 2 ft. wide by 3 ft. deep and
about 18 in. high, which is absolutely
festooned on each side with massive
heat sinks. Must weigh over 200
pounds! This is a Class A amplifier
with an output of...15 watts! No, I'm
not kidding, and evidently neither is
Mark. While it can be used as a stereo
amplifier to power high efficiency
speakers (it will deliver 50 watts into 1
ohm), its real purpose is as a tweeter
amplifier in multi -amplified systems,
such as Mark's own HQD monitor sys-
tem, which combines Hartley 24 -in.
woofers, with Quad electrostatic mid-
range (two stacked on each side in a
special frame), and Decca ribbon
tweeters. Overkill? I guess it depends
on your depth of involvement and
committment to audio and the size of
your pocketbook. Anticipated price
of the ML -1, $1800-2000.

While on the subject of amplifiers,
Yamaha was showing its new B-2
power amplifier, which is a 100
watt/channel unit, using a new type
of vertical FET in what they call a cas-
code bootstrap circuit, said to give
very low distortion, i.e. 0.08% THD at
rated output, 20 Hz -20 kHz. Price of
the B-2 is $850. A companion pre -
amp, the C-2, is a new design, which
features a phono S/N ratio of 99 dB
below 10 mV (IHF-A, shorted input).
You can acquire it for $650.

Sony Corp. of America, the other
purveyor of vertical FET amplifiers,
has a new integrated amplifier, the
TA -5650, which features true com-
plementary push-pull V-FET output.
The unit is rated at 50 watts/channel
and will sell for $500.

Four -Channel
Is quadraphonic sound dead? Per-

haps the situation is best described as
"difficult." There was little activity at
the CES, although behind the scenes
(no plug intended) there were several
new developments. Peter Scheiber,
the matrix pioneer, has joined forces
with the Deltec Company, a manu-
facturer of electronic components
such as PC boards, and will produce a
super-duper parametric SQ decoder,
said to provide 35 dB of separation. In
the same vein, the Tate SQ decoder,
which was shown in "breadboard" fa-
shion a couple of years ago, will now
be available to audio equipment man-
ufacturers in the form of three mon-
olithic integrated circuit chips manu-

factured by National Semiconductor
Co. The decoder is said to provide 30
dB separation in all directions with a
70 dB S/N ratio. Perhaps some of this
SQ activity has been prompted by the
announcements from Columbia
Records and EMI in England that
henceforth most of their classical
recordings and selected pop material
will be issued as single inventory
items. In other words, no separate
stereo and SQ recordings. Sig-
nificantly, Pioneer introduced a new
four -channel receiver at the show,
Model QX-949A. This 40 watt/channel
unit features an elaborate CD -4 dem-
odulator with phase -locked loop and
AGC, a new SQ full -logic decoder,
and Regular Matrix decoder. Sansui
introduced the QRX 5001, 6001, and
7001 four -channel receivers, all with
their Variomatrix circuits for QS, CD -4
demodulators, and with SQ decoding
through their phase matrix circuit.
The QS -D2 outboard decoder was
also shown which uses basically the
same circuitry as the receivers.

On the quadraphonic cartridge
front, Shure made its long awaited en-
try into the field with the M24H CD -4
cartridge. I've already sampled one of
these units, and it does an excellent
job of reproducing CD -4 recordings.
Micro -Acoustics has entered the four -
channel cartridge market with their
QDC lab model which uses dual-elec-
tret transducer system coupled to a
beryllium stylus assembly. Price, $150.
Lastly, JVC was showing their new CD -
4 demodulators utilizing the new
noise gating circuitry, which I de-
scribed in my report on the Los An-
geles AES convention. All in all, they
haven't put the sod on the quad-
raphonic grave yet, and with these
promising new developments, I don't
think it will happen.

AKG introduced six new phono
cartridges, their first entry into this
field. All of them employ the "trans-
versal suspension" system, described
by its inventor, Dr. Fidi, in the March,
1976 issue of Audio. The top of the
line model, the P8ES, is said to track in
top quality tonearms at 0.75 gram.
Each P8ES cartridge is furnished with
an individual frequency response
curve.

Needless to say, there were tape
decks, both open reel and cassette, in
profusion at the show, far more than I
can hope to cover here. One item that
caught the eye was the new Teac 860
cassette deck that incorporated dbx
noise reduction as well as Dolby B.
Nakamichi showed its "recording di-
rector" series, slant front cassette unit,
with companion "pre -amp," which is
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AsIatic 800 Series
Cardoid and Omnidirecflo

Microphone

Does over 40 years of
experience mean we

make a better microphorgp?
We think so, but only you can

Pe the judge. Your experience
has taught you what makes

a fine microphone. Now
treat yourself to a test

experience with the finest.
Ask your nearest Astatic

distributor or write direct for
additional information.

REMEMBER-Sound
Reproduction is our only

business.

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION

CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030

IN CANADA:
Canadian Astatic Ltd.,
Scarborough, Metro Toronto, Ontario
EXPORT SALES:

Morhan Exporting Corp.,
270 Newton Road,
Plainview, New York 11803 U S.A.

Check No. 1 on Reader Service Card
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specifically geared to recording func-
tions including mixing facilities. An
unusual item from Nakamichi was a
very modern, sleek -looking power
amplifier with a 100 watt/channel rat-
ing. The Model 620 is a class B design
said to eliminate crossover and
switching distortions. It is expected to
sell for $600.

In blank tape, Ampex introduced
what they call the "Plus Series," a
high -end consumer tape, in open
reel, cassette, and cartridge. I'm sure

it's a fine tape, but more significantly,
Ampex is making available its "Grand
Master" professional tape to the con-
sumer market, in 7 -in. reels and on
101/2 -in. NAB reels. Some tape ma-
chine manufacturers have been
checking Grand Master for use with
their high end recorders, and likely
will bias and EQ for it.

My Kingdom for a Speaker
New loudspeakers? What flavor

would you like? Ye gads, there were

THE EQUALIZATION LEADER...

WHY? Because WE CARE about HOW an equalizer does its job BEST!
That's why we provide our customers with our exclusive...

10 -POINT "TOTAL -SYSTEM EQUALIZATION"

YOU NEED MOPE THAN JUST AN EQUALIZER ... FOR
OPTIMUM EQUALIZATION BENEFITS, HERE ARE THE TEN
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS YOU NEED:

JAL ZERO -GAIN LEVEL INDICATION: SOUNDCRAFTS-
MEN provides combinationzero-gain controls with LIGHT EMITTING
DIODE indicators to show when exact zero -gain is accomplished. Ad-
justing the zero -gain controls for equal L.E.D. Intensity assures you of
input vs. output level matching.

2YOU NEED FULL -SPECTRUM BOOST OR CUT CONTROLLABILITY:
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S "zero -gain" circuit provides an additional 18 dB
control -range over the full spectrum 20 to 20,480 Hz on each channel
for instantaneous input-output zero -distortion signal matching.
3 YOU NEED AUTOMATIC/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT -OVERLOAD WARN-
ING SIGNAL: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S 2 top L.E.D.'s glow brightly, (bot-

tom L.E.D.'s off), if output voltage is boosted excessively, thus elim-
inating the danger of distortion and/or damage to related equipment
resulting from the high voltages that can be generated by any fine
equalizer.

4 YOU NEED A POSITIVE METHOD OF READING 1 dB SETTINGS .
5YOU NEED AT LEAST 24 dB TOTAL CONTROL OF EACH OCTAVE
6 YOU NEED A UNIT THAT WILL ADD ZERO NOISE AND DISTORT
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S signal-to-noise and distortion performance fig -
Ares are far superior to most high fidelity components. SOUNDCRAFTS
MEN products are used in professional broadcast and recording
systems, assuring you of completely noise -free and distortion -free
integration into your system.
7 YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO LOOK AT YOUR ACTUAL "EQ" CURVES.

B YOU NEED THE ABILITY P. I.

YOU NEED AN ACCURATE, EASY -9 TO -USE INSTRUCTIONAL TEST
RECORDING FOR ENVIRONMEN.

EQUALIZATION: SOUND -
CRAFTSMEN includes Test

Record recorded and de-
signed exclusively for

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN equali-
zers, Without any expensive
test equipment or technical
Inowledge, you can quickly

tune the acoustics of your
room, just by following the

.,nnouncer's step-by-step
directions.

"THE PERFECT PRE -AMP"
for all the great new Super -Power amps -
rated "State -of -the Art" and "Best- Buy'
in magazine Test Reports. PE2217 has ALL
RP2212 features, PLUS 4 separate phono
preamps, 3 -tape dubbing/patching, front
tape in/out, etc.

PE2217 (IRackCMolunts) r $529.50

YOU NEED A MEMORY SYS-
TEM FOR "EQ SET -RESET
REFERENCING": SOUND -
CRAFTSMEN provides you with
a quantity of "COMPUTONE
CHARTS" for recording the ex-
act setting of each octave con-
trol for future reference and
resetting, Automatic "Instant -
Memory Programming" is read-
ily available by cutting off the
"Computone Chart," holding
against front panel, and moo-
ing up knobs into position.

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: = 0.5 dB 20-20,480Hz
THD: Less than ,1% @ 2 v., Typ- .05% @ 1 v.
S/N RATIO: Better than 106 dB @ full output. Bet-
ter than 96 dB @ 2 v. RMS. FILTER TYPE: Toroidal
and Ferrite -core. INDIVIDUAL OCTAVE -CONTROL
RANGE: Minimum ±12 dB (Typ. ± 14 dB), each oc-
tave centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920,
3840, 7680, and 15,360Hz.

RP2212 (Includes Cabinet or Rack Mounts) $369.50

RP2204 (Same as 2212, except no LED's) $329.50
(Same as 2212, except no LED's and

20-12A Tape EQ thru rear panel patching) $299.50

FREE1
THE "WHY'S AND HOW'S

OF EQUALIZATION,"
an easy to understand explanation of
the relationship of acoustics to your
environment. This 6 page booklet
also contains many unique ideas on
"How the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can measurably
enhance your listening pleasures." "How typical room
problems are eliminated by Equalization," and a

"10 -point self -rated Equalization Evaluation Check -
List," plus Specs and Reviews.
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legions of them. The Koss Model One
electrostatic speaker has been joined
by the Model Two, which however is
not full range, using an electromag-
netic tweeter. Price is $675 each. The
Acoustat X is a full -range electrostatic
speaker, which uses its own built-in
direct -drive tube amplifier. It is

claimed that the unit cannot be made
to arc by overdriving. Cost is $1895 for
a pair. Duntech Labs was showing
their DL -15 floor -standing, 3 -way
speaker, with its novel method of
eliminating diffraction distortion.
They were also demonstrating a pro-
totype all-FET pre -amp, with built-in
head amp for moving -coil cartridges.
Infinity Systems was introducing a
new high end, large column type
speaker, which for mid -range and
tweeter used a "sandwich" type of
mylar diaphragm with magnetic drive.
Infinity's Class D switching amplifier
has finally gone into production, and
the 250 watt/channel unit should be
in the audio stores just about now.
Janis Audio Associates was rattling the
walls of the Pick -Congress Hotel with
their new W-2 sub -woofer, a less ex-
pensive relative of the monster unit
reported on about a year ago. They
have a new companion electronic
crossover network to make inter-
facing the unit with other speakers a
more accurate proposition.

Tube amplifiers still have their ad-
herents, as examplified by the prod-
ucts of Audio Research. Now the Lux
Co. of Japan is producing an ad-
vanced tube -type monophonic (!)
amplifier, plus a tube pre -amplifier
sans tone controls for the super purist.
If he wants control, there is a tube -
type graphic equalizer available too!

Finally, the Audiopulse Model One
digital time delay unit was being dem-
onstrated at the Drake. This garnered
a lot of attention, and understandably
so. The room in which it was being
demonstrated was not too good
acoustically, necessitating a little ex-
aggeration of the delay effect. But
there was no question that it worked,
and worked well, and most people
commented favorably on the "con-
cert hall" enhancement afforded or-
dinary stereo recordings.

That wraps up this years CES. The
trade papers said that attendance was
down 10-15%, but you would never
know it from the crowds. The industry
is evidently back in good financial
shape, considering the lavish scale of
entertainment that was laid on by
many companies. As always, apologies
to those whose products were not
mentioned...just can't cover every-
thing. Q

Check No, 30 on Reader Service Card
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The Beograni 4002. If music in your home
is important to you, it should begin here.

The Beogram 4002 is a fully automatic
turntable which exhibits a level of
creativity and engineering skill unequalled
in the field of audio components. Ets
tangential tracking permits the record to
be played back in exactly the same manner
that the master disc was cut. Electronic
log=c circuits, activated by a single light
touch on the control panel, automati-
cally select the record size and correct

speed, cue the stylus, and turn oaf the
unit when the selection is finished.
Furnished Bang & Olufsen's finest
cartridge, in itself an acknowledged
masterpiece of audio engineering.

Request our product brochure and the
name of your local Bang & Olufsen
dealer. For our detailed, full color
catalog, please enclose one doLar to
cover postage and handling (available
free at your local Bang & Olufsen dealer).

Rarely has technology
served music so well.

Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc., Dept. 10D, 515 Busse Road, Elk Grcve Village, Illinois 6O007
Check 'la 2 on Reader Service Cad
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DiscProtec
DiscProtec is a dry record

preservative, using aero-
space technology, and is in-
tended to reduce record
wear and stylus skip by plac-
ing a micro -thin layer of
lubricant on the disc. The
maker claims the product
does not build up exces-
sively on the disc and is easily
buffed to a single layer using
a specially designed mitt.
Frequency response is said to
be unaffected, so that initial
disc quality is maintained
through repeated playings.
Price: $6.95; 2 -oz. refill,
$3.95; 8 -oz. refill, $14.99.
Check 70 on Reader Service Card

Bib Cassette Editor
The Bib Cassette Editor &

28 Tape Winder kit comes with
a splicer, cutter, splicing

tape, empty cassette, and
winding board, for the
editing and splicing, as well
as the transferring and ad-
ding of tape. Price: $21.95.

Check 71 on Reader Service Cardi

Ampex
Reel -to -Reel Deck

The ATR-100 employs a
closed -loop servo system to
maintain constant tape ten-
sion at each reel in all oper-
ating modes, eliminating the
pinch rollers. Both reel mo-
tors and single -drive capstan
are servo controlled and op-
erate at four record/
playback speeds: 33/4, 71/2, 15
and 30 ips. The stated signal-
to-noise ratio is 80 dB (full
track at 30 ips) with a re-
cord/reproduce response of
± 3/4 dB, 100 Hz to 15 kHz at

15 ips. A matrix -type control
panel, which contains all op-
erating buttons, can be in-
stalled for either right- or
left-handed operation. A
separate panel is optional
and includes a 25 -ft. cable for
remote use. Standard items
include: pick up recording
capability, electronic tape
timer, unique editing knob
which permits the operator
to manually move the tape to
a desired edit point, and fer-
rite heads with a one-year
warranty. Prices begin at un-
der $5,000.00.

Check No. 72 on Reader Service Card

TEAC Cassette Deck
The Esoteric Series 860

stereo cassette recorder has
an integral dbx noise reduc-
tion system to provide 30 dB
noise reduction across the
entire frequency spectrum,
an expanded dynamic range,
and a net gain in tape head-
room of up to 10 dB. The unit
features a three -motor, dual -
capstan drive transport sys-
tem with a locked -loop d.c.
servo capstan motor, and a
claimed 0.04 per cent W rms
wow and flutter. The 20 dB
attenuation pads insure
against mike preamp over-
load. The three -position bias
and equalization selectors
provide compatability with
any tape formulation, and a
limiter circuit is provided to
insure against peak overload
'distortion. Additional fea -

00
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tures include: four mike in-
puts, dual -scale meters, a test
tone selector position for
calibration, a stereo head-
phone jack, and a tape di-
rection indicator. Price:
$1600.00.

Check 75 on Reader Service Card

Fuji 8 -Track
The 8T-45 and 81-90 are

stereo 8 -track recording
tapes with playing times of 45

and 90 minutes. They are bias
and equalization compati-
ble with all 8 -track recor-
ding/playback decks, with a
claimed S/N ratio of 50 dB,
and tape sensitivity is uni-
form within 0.5 dB. Price: 81'-

45, $4.80 and 8T-90,

$6.30.
Check 73 on Reader Service Card

Magnesonics Eraser
The Magnesonics Erase -

Sure is designed to erase

both cassettes and cartridges,
saving wear on recording
equipment through use of
the battery -operated device.
The stated noise level is -65
dB from 0. Price: $19.95.
Check 74 on Reader Service Card

Magnesonics Winder
The Magnesonics Rapid -

Winder is designed to re-
wind C-60 cassettes in 30 sec-
onds while stabilizing tape
tension, eliminating binding

and helping to control wow
and flutter. Price: $19.95.

Check 76 on Reader Service Card
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THE FRONT ISN'T
THE ONLY PLACE THIS

DECK IS LOADED.

Front load design means you
can stack this deck anywhere;
you put your components
together the way you want
them; no more tail wagging
the dog.

Cue and Review function
lets you pick out your selec-
tion when you fast forward
or rewind a tape.

The MK -610 Front Loading
Cassette Deck with Dolby.
Suggested retail price
$249.95.

Self locking pause control
stops transport in play or
record without canceling
that mode.

Built-in Dolby -B noise
reduction system helps
eliminate tape noise without
impairing overall frequency
response.

Separate bias and EQ
switches for standard and
Chromium tapes.

DOKORDER
5430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndale, CA 90260
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SERVOLINEAR R
New awareness

in audio perception

THE SERVOLINEAR
MODEL SL III

$200.00

SERVOLINEAR
PERIPHONIC LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Unequalled by any conventional
loudspeaker design.

Possibly the most fundamentally correct
sound reproducing system
yet developed.

See your SERVOLINEAR AUDIO
PRODUCTS dealer for an ear opening
demonstration.

+t U.S. Pat. No. 238880

INTERNATIONAL SOUND CO.
P O. Box 4276 Modesto, Calif
95350 Ph. (209) 524-6968

Check No. 10 on Reader Service Card

sT MQMemex~xi

,z_J)
THE ULTIMATE

MEDITATION

ENVIRONMENT

1u MACHINE
9

r The EGG plugs into any stereo amp toy
create soothing, flowing environmental
sound textures - and through headphones
it's incredible. The chords and notes
EXIST in your mind, they pan and swell
and phase their way through your psyche
in unpredictable patterns never repeating.
The cotnbination of LSI organ technology
with synthesizer -type processing and
digital randomizing/control elements
make the EGG an altogether intriguiging
package from either technological or
metaphysical viewpoints.
Kit includes: Circuit board, parts and
step-by-step instructions.

CHORD EGG Kit $24. 95 postpaid
*Encephalo Gratification Generator

FREE CATALOG -
ELECTRONICS DEPT. 9- A

1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116

From Tinfoil To Stereo by Oliver Read
and Walter L. Welch; Howard W.
Sams & Co., Inc., $9.95 softbound.

The valuable book, From Tinfoil To
Stereo, by Oliver Read and Walter L.
Welch, has been reissued after having
been out of print for many years.

To quote from the Forward: "Six-
teen years after its first appearance,
the reprinting of From Tinfoil To
Stereo, with but modest revisions
and additions and by the original pub-
lisher besides, is something of a liter-
ary oddity, especially since, in that in-
terval, the manuscript had been re-
turned to its authors, apparently with
the thought that reprinting would
probably never be warranted. How
differently things turned out! For
most of that intervening period, the
book was entirely unavailable from
the publisher in its original binding
and dust sleeves, while the going
price for used copies steadily esca-
lated, year by year, to $60 and in one
known case to $200. Libraries have
found it impossible to keep copies in
good condition because of intensive
use, and many copies simply disap-
peared!"

I purchased my copy from the es-
tate of a close associate years ago. Far
from a dry history of the phonograph,
this remarkable book traces the semi-
nal ideas that spawned talking motion
pictures, radio, television, and in-
deed, the scientific foundations of the
communications industry as a whole,
back to the time and place where it
was only a gleam in an intuitive inven-
tor's eye.

The book is worth many times its
low price of $19.95 for its duscussions
of Maxfield and Harrison's Theory of
matched impedance, complete with
Hanna's criticisms, and the influence
of Webster, Lord Rayleigh, et al. As a
clue -book to original source material,
it is unexcelled.

The engineers responsible for mak-
ing the motion picture talk were also
key to the development of profes-
sional sound. There is detailed histori-
cal treatment of this period: "...The
GE -RCA interest, Rockefeller backed,
founded Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
comprised of RCA, American Pathe,
and the Keith-Albee-Orpheum thea-
ter chain, for the purposes of produc-
ing sound pictures. The Warner
Brothers-E.R.P.I.-Western Electric -
AT&T aggregation was a Morgan fi-
nanced operation. The financial im-
portance of those alignments may be
appreciated by considering that from
a state of virtual insolvency in 1925,
Warner's assets had expanded to
$16,000,000 by the close of 1928 and
by the end of another year to
$230,000,000."

The industry went on to become es-
sentially depression proof, especially
for the sound system engineers. West-
ern Electric-E.R.P.I. had income from
theater installations in 1929 of
$37,000,000. Out of E.R.P.I. came the
Altec and JBL companies.

In this accurate, detailed book are
the clues to the history of what
amounted to a "space race" of its era,
but between private industries rather
than governments. When the 1920
and 1930 dollars are translated into to-
day's equivalent, the magnitude of
the efforts can be fully appreciated.

The slaughter of sacred cows looks
like a buffalo hunt in the unrestrained
days of the 1870s. How the industry
abandoned the vertical cut for the lat-
eral and how today technology is back
to the vertical is a fascinating and in-
structive tale that weaves as a thread
through the tapestry the authors have
woven.

Since those who don't know history
are reputably doomed to repeat it, the
lessons this exceptional book offers
are painless compared to taking the
Lumps of experience. Don Davis
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Sound Advice

Hen A Guide To- The
PiL Bu4iac1i Sg The P4!

Compiled from Recording Institute of America's interviews with key executives and "hit -

makers", plus Reference Directory and Dialogue's Viewpoints of industry "stars".

Listen to the industry "pros" describe the
workings of the Music Business. Hear the
most respected attorneys of the entertain-
ment field define and discuss the legal
terminology of Recording Contracts, Song-
writer Contracts, Professional Management
Contracts. Over 31/2 hours of professional
reference ... could be the most important
200 minutes of your life!

-a must for every creative tape recorder owner!

HOME RECORDING TECHNIQUES is
three hours on two 7 -inch, 71/2 ips, 4 -
track tapes, including a booklet of
diagrams on:

 sample mi-
crophone
placement

 instrument
set-up

 console and
machine
patching for
special ef-
fects

 and MUCH
MORE!

ONLY 17.95

Plus ... RIA Reference Directory, including
sample songwriter affiliation forms, sample
artist contracts, writer contracts, etc., in
addition to a Directory of Record Manufac-
turers, Music Publishers, Personal Managers,
Producers and Booking Agents. Also Record
World's "Dialogues" with over 50 candid
interviews from Record World magazine, and
a cross-section of "star" personality interviews.

You get all the above (regularly $49.95)

for only $39.95 for AUDIO readers.

10 DAYS FREE APPROVAL-MAIL TODAY
Book and Learning Systems Division
NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

 Please send [ ] copies of "Music Industry
Cassette Library" at $39.95 each.

 Please send ] copies of "Home Recording
Techniques" at $17.95 each.

Name

P/ease Print

Signature

Address

City State Zip
Check/

Total Amount Money Order for S

C SAVE MONEY. My payment is enclosed. Publisher pays all postage and
Lhandling. Same money -beck return privilege.
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Signal-to-noise ratios for tape decks
tend to be more puzzling than ever
due to the multiplicity and variation
of factors involved in measuring S/N.
The maximum signal which can be put
on the tape is defined in various ways.
One of these ways is the signal which
causes the tape deck's meters to read
0 VU, but such a reading may repre-
sent a variety of signal levels. S/N also
varies with the type and brand of tape
used, and S/N varies, of course, with
inclusion of a noise reduction system,
such as Dolby.

Because of these and still other fac-
tors, the S/N rating for a given model
tape deck may vary over a consid-
erable range-possibly 10 dB or even
more. The purpose of this article is to
explain why S/N ratings for the same
deck can vary so much, but first it will
be useful to briefly review a bit of his-
tory concerning the subject, and to
explore the meaning of S/N for tape
decks.

A Bit of History
S/N of 55 dB is about the minimum

for high fidelity reproduction. Ten
years ago, many home tape machines
achieved no better than S/N of 45 dB
or so. As recently as about two years
ago, a home tape deck was consid-

32 ered to be doing excellently if it at-

tained 55 dB S/N. However, improve-
ments in tape electronics, tape heads,
and tape, plus the advent of noise -re-
ducing devices such as Dolby, dbx,
and JVC's ANRS, have made possible
home machines with S/N ratios on the
order of 65 dB and even close to 70
dB. Now that really good S/N ratios
are within reach at reasonable cost,
there is a good deal more candor in
the tape industry about the prime im-
portance of a high S/N ratio.

Meaning of S/N for Tape Decks
In a general manner of speaking,

S/N refers to the ratio between the
desired audio signal (program materi-
al) and the undesired audio signal
(noise). This ratio is expressed in de-
cibels (dB), as further discussed in the
next paragraph. More specifically, the
numerator of the S/N ratio refers to
the maximum permissible audio sig-
nal which can be put on the tape; and
the denominator refers to the noise in
the tape system (produced by the
record and playback electronics and
the tape). Maximum permissible au-
dio signal is generally accepted, at
least for home machines, to be that
which at 400 Hz results in 3% harmon-
ic distortion on the tape. Therefore,
measurement of S/N involves record-
ing a tone of 400 Hz (or similar fre-

quency) at a level that produces 3Y0
distortion on the tape; measuring the
level of this tone in playback; re-
winding the tape and again putting it
through the recording process but
this time without an input tone of 400
Hz; measuring the playback output,
now consisting entirely of noise; and
expressing the ratio between the first
and second playback measurements
in terms of dB.

S/N of 55 dB signifies a maximum
power ratio of 316,000:1. That is, as-
suming a fairly flat audio system, the
loudspeaker delivers about 316,000
times more power for the desired
program material than for the un-
desired noise. A S/N of 60 dB signifies
a maximum power ratio of 1,000-
000:1; 65 dB, 3,160,000:1; 70 dB,
10,000,000:1.

Note carefully in the preceding
paragraph our reference to maximum
power ratio. Much of the time the au-
dio signal is well below its peak (max-
imum) level-often 20 dB, 30 dB, or
still lower. Then the S/N ratio drops
the same number of dB. During a very
quiet passage, the audio level of pro-
gram material may drop as much as 45
dB (perhaps more on a disc or tape
with wide dynamic range), so that the
S/N ratio drops 45 dB. To illustrate, as-
sume a tape system has a S/N ratio of

Understanding
S/N Ratios

Herman Burstein
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SOME OF THE
IEAVEST EQUPMENT

TIE BUSIESS.
The next time you're looking at

tape decks, pick up any piece of Akai
equipment. They're heavy.

The motor, the ¿rive system, the
flywheel. Akai makes them big. As big
and as strong as we possibly can. So
they'll perform for you.

The Akai GX-630DSS is a good
example. Pound for pound and dollar
for dollar, it's one of our heaviest. It's
driven by a big, heavy-duty AC servo
capstan motor plus 2 eddy current
motors for fast forward and rewind.
It features Akai's Quadra-Sync® for

AKAI AKAI

C ce n nn.

(
1111111111M1111111111w

multiple track synchronization when
recording. It offers complete versatility
for mixing. And pitch control. It's got
just about everything. For the guy who
wants to do just about everything.

Our GX 650D stereo tape deck has
just about everything, too. Closed loop
dual capstan drive. One AC servo cap-
stan motor plus 2 eddy current motors.
Sound on sound. 3 speeds. It's got it.

That's the kind of equipment you
can expect from Akai. Strong because
we're heavy. Heavy because we're strong.
Akai. Pick one up.

(.

AKAI.

AKAI

COMIN' ON STRONG!

ALAI
_.

e AKAI

f

A ()C'inC10

Akai reel-to-reel tape decks from $299.95 to $1,495.00 suggested retail value. Akai America Ltd. 2139 East Del Amo Blvd. Compton, California 90220.
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55 dB based on maximum permissible
recording level. But if the audio level
drops 45 dB during a quiet passage,
the S/N drops 45 dB to only 10 dB; the
level of the program material is now
only 10 dB above the noise level.

Thus one may realize how desirable
it is to attain S/N above 55 dB, particu-
larly when dealing with program ma-
terial having a wide dynamic range
(ratio between the loudest and softest
sounds). For example, a tape deck

with 65 dB S/N would assure us that
the audio signal is at least 20 dB above
the noise, assuming a dynamic range
of 45 dB. That is, the S/N ratio would
be 20 dB on the quietest passages,
more than that on the louder pas-
sages, and 65 dB on the loudest pas-
sages.

Reasons for Discrepancies
There are at least eight factors that

explain why a given model of a given

How to be
an audio architect

Design exactly the hi-fi system you want. Build with Crown com-
ponents to provide precise control, monitoring and selection for
your ultimate listening pleasure. Let us send you the complete
specifications.

Select 8 inputs. IMD .002%
IC -150A. The new, improved Crown stereo pre -amp. Inputs in-
clude front panel jacks. 31 -step precision loudness control. Ex-
clusive panorama control. ISO loudness compensation. THD
below .05%, S/N down 105 dB, IHF "A" weighting.

Select crossover points.
VFX-2. In bi-amp systems, select and change crossover points
to fit your speakers and listening area.

Meters show clipping level.
OC-150A. The Crown stereo output control. Peak -reading or
peak -sample -and -hold meters show precise clipping levels.
Switch three pairs of speakers with front panel push -buttons.
Two headphone jacks.

Fast playback coupon
When listening becomes an art,

Send directly to Crown for specs
on control centers.
Name

A-6

Addresscrown
Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514                           

City

State Zip   

brand of tape deck can receive differ-
ent S/N ratings.

1. Reference Level for Measuring
S/N. As previously stated, S/N for
home machines is usually based on a
recording level that produces 3'/o har-
monic distortion on the tape. This
may be called the 3'/o reference level.
However, two other reference lev-
els-which usually tend to be about
the same as each other-are also
used. One of these alternative refer-
ence levels is that which produces 1' o
harmonic distortion. The 1'/o refer-
ence level tends to be a recording lev-
el about 7 or 8 dB below the 3'/o refer-
ence level. Therefore, when the 1'/0
reference level is employed for mea-
suring S/N (often the case for profes-
sional tape decks), the S/N rating
drops 7 or 8 dB. For example, a 65 dB
S/N rating based on 3'/o distortion
drops to a 57 or 58 dB SIN rating
based on 1'/o distortion.

The second alternative reference
level is the recording level which
causes the VU meter to read 0 VU.
Typically, VU meters in high quality
machines are calibrated to read 0 VU
when the recording level is that which
at 400 Hz produces 1'/o harmonic dis-
tortion on the tape. In such cases, the
0 VU reference level produces the
same S/N rating as does the 11/4 refer-
ence level. Sometimes, however, a 0
VU reading will correspond to less
than or more than 1'/o distortion. Cor-
respondingly, the S/N rating goes
down or goes up. We should take
particular note of tape decks with
peak -reading VU meters, which (un-
like the standard VU meter) indicate
peak level rather than average level of
the audio signal. Peak -reading meters
tend to be calibrated so that 0 VU cor-
responds to the 3'/o reference level.
Then the S/N rating based on 0 VU
tends to be the same as the S/N rating
based on the 3)/0 reference level.

2. Noise Weighting in Playback.
While the hearing range of humans
extends between approximately 20
and 20,000 Hz, we do not hear all fre-
quencies equally well, assuming that
all frequencies are presented to our
ears with equal acoustic power. Our
hearing tends to be less sensitive at
low frequencies and at high ones.
Therefore noise at low and high fre-
quencies is less audible than noise at
middle frequencies. To allow for this
phenomenon, the measurement of
noise in playback (as described ear-
lier) is sometimes weighted in accord
with what is believed to be the typical
human change in hearing sensitivity
as frequency changes. That is, the
noise produced by the tape deck in

Check No. 6 on Reader Service Card
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Micro-coastics 2002-e cartridge.
Because good tracking isn't enough.

Tracking is just the beginning.
While good tracking ability is vital, it's only an
indication of how well the stylus keeps contact with
record grooves on louder, harder -to -follow passages,
at stylus pressures low enough to minimize wear. But
surprisingly, tracking ability tells almost nothing about
how well a cartridge reproduces most musical sounds.

Transient ability is just as important.
After all, transients are what music is made of:
sudden start -and -stop bursts of sound at all
frequencies. From the
attack of a low organ
note to the bite of
a plucked string.
Transient informa-
tion is essential to
differentiate the
sound of one
instrument from
another, and in stereo,
to localize instruments in space. That's why,
without good transient ability, no
cartridge can reproduce music with really
lifelike clarity.

Until now, it was simply one or the other.
Tracking or transient ability. Popular high -compliance
cartridges, on the one hand, offered good tracking
ability and low record/stylus wear, but sacrificed
transient ability. And low -compliance cartridges
provided good transient ability at the expense of
tracking ability and increased wear.

A new technology.

Micro -Acoustics, the world's leading manufacturer
of record -mastering styli, has combined for the first
time superb transient and tracking ability. In the
radical design of the 2002-e (patent pending), direct -

coupled electrets and critical damping provide
optimized transient ability as shown in the graph.
While an ultra -low -mass beryllium stylus bar and
high -compliance dual -bearing suspension provide
maximum tracking ability at 1 gram, for lowest
possible record and stylus wear.

HIGH -DUALITY CARTRIDGE WITH/

100OuuF CABLE CAPACITY,

WITH 25044

CABLE CAPACITY

20Hr

MICROSECONDS

55-

45-

35-

25

-15

0

1000 2000 10.000 20000

FREOOENCY IN Hz

SHADED AREA SHOWS ACCEPTABLE REGION

Transient ability best defines how accurately a cartridge can
reproduce a musical burst at different frequencies. (Note that the

2002-e's results are independent of cable capacity!)

A simple way
to convince yourself.

Micro -Acoustics has prepared a
unique demonstration record to

help you evaluate and compare
cartridge transient and

tracking ability. Just send
$3.50, and we'll mail you
a record postpaid. For f,ree

information and the name
of your nearest dealer, just

complete and return the coupon.

2002-e WITH 100uuF TO
1000uuF CABLE CAPACITY

1 Low mass body (4.0 grams) reduces warp flutter 2®puregoldconnectingwires(9mechanical
damper (one of 8) helps optimize transient and tracking ability®retainer spring for precise
stylus assembly alignment $®elliptical diamond stylus ground with the same precision as our
famous Micro -Point recording styli ©beryllium stylus bar 35% lower mass than aluminum; for
optimum high -frequency tracking and transient ability( (dual bearings and resolver for
optimum tracking ability and precise signal resolution direct coupling of stylus bar to electret
for lossless transmission of groove undulations to transducers®9user-replaceable stylus
assembly I electret transducer permanently -polarized dielectric generator, linear from
5Hz-50kHz 11 microcircuit passive circuit makes cartridge output impedance fully resistive.
eliminating effect of cable capacity: shunts preamp input.: reducing thermal noise

MICRO -ACOUSTICS CORPORATION

r
MICRO -ACOUSTICS CORPORATION
8 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523

1 ) Please send me free information on the 2002-e
cartridge, and the name of my nearest dealer.

( ) Enclosed is $3.50. Please send me a postpaid
copy of your stereo transient/tracking ability
test record.

List Price: $115.00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
A9-76
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playback is put through an electrical
filtering device which gradually re-
duces the amount of noise energy at
low frequencies and at high ones.
Then the noise is measured. The result
of this process is to reduce the
amount of measured noise.

Various "weighting curves" are em-
ployed, that is, various amounts of re-
duction of noise energy at low and
high frequencies. An example is the
ASA Standard C16.5-1961 weighting

curve, adopted by NAB (National As-
sociation of Broadcasters) in its 1965
standards for tape recording. Noise
reduction becomes significant (re-
duced 3 dB or more) below approxi-
mately 800 Hz and above approxi-
mately 7500 Hz. Noise reduction is

greatest for the low frequencies,
being about 32 dB at 50 Hz and still
more at lower frequencies.

All in all, use of weighting in mea-
surement of S/N results in an increase

Ohm's
Law #2

It is possible to make a loudspeaker
that can play very loud, without requiring

a receiver that's very expensive.

Once again, The
Ohm Loudspeaker
Company defies
the laws of loud-
speaker com-
panies.

Introducing a
loud loudspeaker
that doesn't need to be pow-
ered by a powerful receiver.

The Ohm C2 Loudspeaker.
By optimal venting, it's four
times more efficient than
acoustic suspension book-
shelf speakers of similar size
and frequency response.
Which means you can econo-
mize when you pur-
chase your receiver.

The Ohm C2 has
dead -flat bass re-
sponse down to 37
Hz. It has a 10 -inch
woofer, 2 -inch
cone tweeter, and
1 -inch dome
supertweeter for

high frequency response with
broad dispersion.

And like the other loud-
speakers Ohm makes, every
C2 must pass through the
most careful quality control
procedures in the industry.

Because at Ohm, correctly -
made loudspeakers are the

law, not the ex-
ception.Ohm

We make loudspeakers correctly
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11205

in S/N rating. It is difficult to say how
much the S/N is increased. The
amount of increase depends upon
which weighting curve is employed. It
also depends upon the particular tape
deck being measured. For example, if
a deck has particularly strong 60 Hz
hum, it can benefit more from a
weighted S/N measurement than a
deck with very little hum. As a rough
guess, weighting can improve the S/N
rating by about 6 to 10 dB. (Thus, the
NAB standard stipulates S/N ratios 10
dB higher on a weighted basis than on
an unweighted basis.) A tape deck
with an unimpressive 50 dB S/N rating
on an unweighted basis might achieve
an impressive 60 dB rating on a
weighted basis.

3. Use of Dolby and Other Noise
Reduction Systems. For a cassette
deck to have a real claim to high fidel-
ity, it must include a Dolby or similarly
effective noise reduction system
(NRS). While open -reel tape decks
can achieve S/N of high fidelity cali-
ber without NRS, there is a trend to-
ward inclusion of such systems; ear-
lier discussion has pointed out the ad-
vantages of exceeding the minimum
high fidelity requirement, namely 55
dB S/N. Dolby and similar NRS can
improve S/N by amounts typically
varying from 6 dB to 10 dB, particular-
ly at lower speeds (1-7/8 and 3-3/4
ips). The improvement tends to be
somewhat less at higher speeds (7'%
and 15 ips).

4. Tape Used. For a given amount of
distortion, say 3'/0, some types of tape
can deliver more audio signal than
can others. Thus, high output tape de-
livers more signal than conventional
tape. Further, low noise tape pro-
duces less tape noise than do some
other kinds of tape, and low
noise/high output tape has both ad-
vantages. Thus, there may be a few dB
difference in S/N ratio depending on
which type of tape is used. In addi-
tion, for a given type of tape (such as
low noise/high output, 1 mil, ferric
oxide) there may be a variation of
about 1 to 3 dB among various brands
of this tape.

5. Chance. Random variations in
components used (transistors, resis-
tors, capacitors, etc.) and in lead dress
(wiring) may result in slight variations
in S/N from one unit to another of the
same model and brand of tape deck.
Such variations might be in the vicin-
ity of 1 or 2 dB.

6. Manufacturer's Conservatism.
The conscientious manufacturer,
wishing to attain and live up to a good
reputation, will be conservative in
stating specifications for his tape

Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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Ifour tape sounds bad on your hi-fi system
you need a better hi -fl system.

Maxell tapes are the best way
to see just how good or bad your
hi-fi system is. Because Maxell
tapes are made to stricter stand-
ards than many hi-fi systems.

lb begin with, only the highest
quality materials go into Maxell
tapes. The finest polyester, screws,
hubs and pressure pads.

Every batch of magnetic oxide
we use gets run through an electron
microscope. If every particle isn't
perfect, the sound you hear won't
be either.

Since even a little speck of dust
can make a difference in what you

hear, no one gets into our plant
until they've been washed, dressed
in a special dust free uniform,
even vacuumed.

The fact that we're such
fanatics about making Maxell tapes
pays off for you, in the enjoyment
of superior sound. And in the
Maxell guarantee.

Which says if you ever have
a problem with any Maxell tape,
send it back and we'll send you a
new one. No questions asked.

Natujally, a product this good
doesn't crome cheap. In fact, a single
reel of our best tape costs more than

many inexpensive tape recorders.
So if you don't have a good hi-fi

system, save yourself some money
and buy cheaper tapes.

maxeltw 8T9U

Maxell. The tape that's too good far most equipment.

,ü1'11'1111!;

1 OHO

Maxell Corporation of America, 130 West Commercial Ave., Moonachie, N.J. 07074
Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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QUIET,
PLUS

We made the Phase Linear 4000
Preamplifier dead quiet, but we
didn't stop there. We added several
revolutionary features that make
music sound obviously better than
any other control console:
 A Peak Unlimiter that restores

dynamics lost in recording to closely
approximate the original.

 A Downward Expander that reads
"gainriding" and expands dynamics
down to precisely the intended level.

 An AutoCorrelator that makes
record/tape hiss and FM noise
virtually vanish without affecting
musical content.

 An Active Equalizer that gives you
flat energy distribution over the
full audio spectrum.

Hirsch -Houck Labs put it this way in
Stereo Review: "A good preamplifier
should have no sound of its own and
many (including this one) meet that
qualification easily. What we can say
is that the Model 4000 makes any
program played through it sound
better than through any other pre-
amplifier we have ever used, by virtue
of its unique control features, and most
particularly its AutoCorrelator and
Peak Unlimiter. Altogether it is a most
impressive technical achievement, one
bound to influence equipment to come"
Tell your dealer you want to hear Phase
Lineal s "Incredible" Preamp.

MtaávWiteir

4000
The Powerful Difference

Phase Linear Corporation
20121 48th Avenue West
Lynnwood, Washington 98036

deck, including its S/N rating. He will
make allowance for chance variation
from one deck to another, as just de-
scribed, for different tapes that may
be used with his unit, and possibly for
other factors. His may be a "worst
condition" specification for S/N.
Therefore, the typical purchaser of his
tape deck may find that actual S/N
performance exceeds rated S/N by
several dB.

The reverse can also be true, partic-
ularly for tape decks of generally low-
er price and quality. Rated S/N may
be a "best condition" specification; it
may assume that a selected tape deck
from a given model line is employed,
and that it is used with the best of
tapes. Thus, the typical purchaser may
find actual S/N below specification.

And of course we can have the in-
termediate situation, where many
purchasers find actual S/N above
specification, and about an equal
number find actual S/N below specifi-
cation.

7. Quality Control. Control over the
quality of tape decks reaching the
purchaser may range from very rigor-
ous to quite loose. Quality control is
one of the unseen things (such as ex-
tensive research) that go into a costly
machine. In the case of S/N, tight
quality control helps insure that there
is little variation from one tape deck
to another of the same model and that
none fall below specification. Loose
quality control makes possible fairly
extensive variation.

8. Design Improvements. During
the lifetime of a given model of tape
deck, which may be several years,
the manufacturer typically makes
changes, some of which may result in
improved S/N. These changes are
based on continued research by the
manufacturer, new developments by
others (such as the supplier of tape
heads), and feedback from dealers,
purchasers, equipment reviewers, and
others. Therefore, a later version of a

given model (higher serial number)
may have a few dB better S/N ratio
than an earlier version.

Conclusions
While the foregoing discussion

hopefully is enlightening, it can hard-
ly be satisfying. It cannot be satisfying
to know that S/N ratings for tape
decks vary not only because of inher-
ent differences in quality of the decks
but also because of differences in
methods of measurement and differ-
ences in tapes used for measurement.
How is the audiophile to compare the
S/N of one tape deck with that of an-
other? How is he to know the S/N of a

given tape deck-simply just to know
it or to compare it with the S/N of
other audio equipment?

It seems this situation can be re-
solved by the audiophile asking two
basic questions and by the indus-
try-manufacturers, dealers, and oth-
ers concerned-being prepared with
the answers for each brand and model
of tape deck. The two questions are as
follows.

Based on (a) the tape recommend-
ed by the manufacturer for his tape
deck,' (b) the 3% reference level, and
(c) measurement on an unweighted
basis:

1. What is the S/N ratio without use
of NRS (noise reduction system, such
as Dolby)?

2. If the tape deck includes NRS
what is the S/N with use of NRS?

We have to be able to compare
tape decks' S/N ratios on a common
basis. Until the day when all tape
decks include built-in NRS, the com-
mon basis for measuring S/N is neces-
sarily without use of built-in NRS.
Therefore, when a tape deck has
built-in NRS, we need the answer to
Question 2 as well as the answer to
Question 1. (Of course, when a tape
deck lacks built-in NRS, we can only
raise Question 1.)

NRS are available today either built-
in or as an external device made by
several companies. Therefore, one
may rightfully want to know the S/N
of one's tape system including NRS. If
NRS is built-in, this information is pro-
vided by the answer to Question 2. If
not, we can get a reasonable ap-
proximation by adding the answer to
Question 2 to the S/N improvement
claimed by the maker of the external
NRS. To illustrate, assume a tape deck
without NRS has a rated S/N of 55 dB,
based on the 3% reference level and
unweighted measurement of noise.
And assume that 8 dB S/N improve-
ment is claimed for the NRS device.
Then the S/N of the tape system, in-
cluding the NRS device, amounts to
about 63 dB. Q

'It is unlikely that the manufacturer would
recommend a tape chosen solely because it
serves to maximize S/N. Other factors in his
choice of tape will include its frequency
response, availability, cost, physical characteris-
tics (such as oxide shedding, tendency to cup or
curl, accurate dimension, etc.)

Probably a better alternative to (a) would be an
industry -accepted standard tape, issued under
the auspices of NAB, which all tape deck manu-
facturers would agree to use for the purpose of
specifying S/N. (A manufacturer could still
recommend commercially available tape or tapes
to be used with his deck.)

Manufactured in the U.S.A.
Distributed in Canada by H. Roy Gray. Ltd.

Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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How 2'/2 Million Smart Buyers
Get Superior Quality CB and Hi -Fi

Equipment at Lower Prices.

pEIECiRONiCS I111EPIO01111/NPIKE SVO55E1,NV
11101

 Citizens Band
 Cameras
 Calculators
 Hobby Kits
 Watches & Clocks
 Test Equipment
 Electronic Parts &

Accessories
 Musical Accessories
 Security Systems
 Power Tools
 Stereo Components
 Radios
 Ham Gear
 Scanners
 TV Accessories
 Books
 Home & Office

Communications
Systems

 Auto Accessories
 Optics
 Hardware
 Antennas &

Accessories
 Microphones
 Telephone

Accessories
 Tape Recorders,

Decks & Players
 Speaker Systems
 Receivers
 Turntables
 Hi -Fi Systems
 Phono Accessories
 Cartridges
 Headphones
 Walkie -Talkies

And much, much more.

Lafayette
Radio ElectronicsShopping Centers

With The

FREE
Lafayette

Catalog

You'll also find extraordinary values on the largest
selection of electronic products in the world. The
new 1977 LAFAYETTE catalog has 164 pages filled
with thousands of the latest products and better
electronic values for your home, car and business.

Select from hundreds of famous name brands in
addition to top -rated LAFAYETTE products. Behind
every product is our 56 years of experience, re-
liability and a money back guarantee of your satis-
faction. Enjoy shop -at-home convenience and a
variety of easy payment plans, too.

LAFAYETTE has provided consumers with leader-
ship in electronics values since 1920 because we
offer more for your money. You get superior quality
products with extra features at lower prices. What-
ever your needs, if its electronic, you'll find it in this
catalog.

Smart buyers know that shopping around is the
best way to get the best deal. Shop around in our
new catalog and you'll see why so many people
think so much of it. Before you buy anywhere else,
check the LAFAYETTE catalog. Send for your FREE
copy today. There's no obligation, and you'll get
more for your money.

Mail the coupon below today.

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp.
. Dept. 25. 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, New York 11791

Send my FREE catalog to:

II Name

111

City

State Zip

1111.11N11.11111.111.11111.111.1.1.1111.1x.111

Street_
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A Very Different Stereo Receiver
From Advent.

The new Advent Model 300 is a unique stereo
receiver that, within its power capabilities, is
designed to sound as good as the best combinations
of separate -chassis preamps, tuners, and power
amplifiers.

At a suggested price of $259.95, the Model 300
receiver is designed for people who can appreciate
but generally not afford the level of sound quality
produced by the finest audio components. We think
there are a lot of people in that category.

The Holman Circuit.
A major reason why the Advent Model 300 sounds
the way it does is an entirely new phono preamp sec-
tion that is audibly equal or superior to any separate
preamp at any price. Designed by Advent's Chief
Electrical Engineer, Tom Holman, the new circuit is
the product of exhaustive listening, testing, and
rethinking.

It came about largely because our checking of
preamps of all kinds and prices kept turning up no
reliable correlation between test measurements and
audible quality. That turned out to be because stand-
ard measurements for preamps weren't checking
their performance under actual conditions of use-
a fact that became the center for our own develop-
ment effort.

We found, for instance, that frequency response
measurements weren't being made with signals from
phono cartridges, but simply with the use of test
generators. This meant that important impedance
interactions between preamps and various cartridges
of different design-causing very audible differences
in actual high -frequency performance-weren't

showing up in standard tests. Phono noise measure-
ments also didn't cover the effects of cartridges. And
asymmetrical waveforms representative of music
weren't being employed to check overall perform-
ance under in -use conditions.

If you would like a full technical description of
how the Holman Circuit came about as a result of
findings like these, we will be happy to send you a
reprint of a paper prepared by Tom Holman for the
Audio Engineering Society. (Please see our coupon.)

The main facts about the new preamp, however,
are these :
 It provides the full performance potential of any
cartridge used with it.
 Its effective noise is as low as any preamp's.
 It handles actual asymmetrical musical signals
flawlessly.
 It incorporates a unique subsonic filter that elim-
inates the often severe performance problems (such
as acoustic feedback, amplifier instability, added IM
distortion in power amps and speakers, and loud-
speaker damage) caused by ultra -low -frequency
pulses generated by warped and eccentric records
and by subsonic turntable rumble. This unique filter
is far more effective than a rumble filter, with abso-
lutely no audible effect on wanted low frequencies.

And the preamp sounds, as you will hear, the way
we say it does.

The Tuner.
Like the Model 300's preamp, its FM stereo tuner is
designed for optimum performance under real con-
ditions of use.

That means it is deliberately not designed for the

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



highest possible sensitivity rating. Our tests of receiv-
ers and separate tuners (and subsequent checks of
in -use performance) indicated to us that the race for
on -paper sensitivity was causing audible problems
for many people in the typical urban and suburban
reception areas across the country. The straining for
impressive sensitivity specs tended to result in severe
overload problems in many cases - causing strong
stations to show up at several points along the dial
and interfere with (or entirely blot out) other sta-
tions. The loss of effective reception quality for lis-
teners is very real and important.

The Model 300 is consequently designed for the
best combination we can manage of sensitivity, selec-
tivity, and overload margin. It shows up virtually
one-to-one in this crucial combination in direct com-
parison with most separate tuners costing far more.

The tuner section also offers Phase -Locked -Loop
multiplex circuitry that provides excellent stereo
separation and unusually effective suppression of
the very common "birdie" interference from stations
that broadcast background music and other subsid-
iary SCA signals along with their regular stereo
transmissions.

And the Model 300's unique vernier tuning system
and LED tuning indicator make for consistently
easy, precise tuning year after year, with no chance
for dial -cord slippage and apparent changes in sta-
tion location on the dial. Perfect tuning is indicated
when the two LED's light with equal intensity.

The Amplifier.
The Model 300's amplifier will provide ample acous-
tic output levels with virtually any speaker we know
of (including all Advents) under the usual home
listening conditions - with no sense of strain or con-
striction. Yet it's rated very conservatively at a min-
imum of 15 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 40-20,000
Hz, with less than 0.5% THD. The facts here are
well worth going into.

Because of the emphasis on power output in audio
advertising, manufacturers in the highly competitive
receiver market are under pressure to offer the high-
est rated power per dollar. To do so, the usual design
approach operates output transistors at or near their
limits and then protects them with voltage/current
limiting circuitry.

A receiver designed that way will deliver its rated
power into the usual test load (a resistor connected
across the output terminals) without difficulty. But a
speaker presents a more complex load than a simple
resistor, and when a receiver of such design operates
into a loudspeaker, the protective circuitry usually
triggers at well under rated power. The result is that
a receiver of that kind just isn't as powerful, in real
use with a speaker, as its rating indicates.

The Model 300 approaches things differently. It
uses output transistors of the type usually found in
units of twice the rated power. It doesn't operate
them near their limits, and so doesn't require the
usual protection. It will deliver its full rated power
into a speaker load, and the actual loudness it can
achieve before clipping is more than ample for driv-
ing speakers under home conditions.

We realize it may be hard to believe that a receiver
rated at 15 watts per channel can do the full job with

a pair of speakers. But this ¿me will - and we say this
as a speaker manufacturer with a good knowledge of
what's needed for satisfying overall sound. It does so
well, in fact, that when we introduced the Model 300
to audio salesmen and asked them how powerful
they thought it was after hearing it, they averaged a
guess of twice its rated power, and some guessed it at
four times the reality.

Equally important, the output design of the Model
300 insures that there will be no audible side effects
during clipping at maximum output. The protective
circuits in many receivers can and often do cause
disturbingly audible side effects during clipping, and
some of them generate high -frequency pulses that
can damage loudspeakers. The Model 300 doesn't.

The Model 300 As A Tuner-Preamp.
If there ever comes a time when a Model 300 user
wants higher power output (for super -loud listening
in a very big space), the logical direction to go is
toward one of the high -power separate amplifiers
rated at upwards of 60 watts. (A 30 or 40 watt
receiver just doesn't offer that much more actual
acoustic output than the Model 300.)

In that case, and in lots of others, the Model 300
can serve as a separate tuner-preamp of superb qual-
ity - fully as good as separate -chassis units in aud-
ible performance, at a fraction of the cost. It won't
offer quite as much flexibility as the separate units,
but the sound will be every bit as good.

Not only does the Model 300 offer a tuner-preamp
output jack for this use, but it also has an input jack
to its power amplifier, so that it too can be used
separately - with other speakers,
new generation of time -delay devices now starting
to appear.

The Mobile Model 300.
In addition to the standard Model 300, we are also
manufacturing a special version, the Model 300/12,
with a switching -mode power supply for use on a
12 -volt electrical system in a van or boat or where-

have -you away from home. The unique power sup-
ply of the Model 300/12 allows it to provide full
rated power in portable use, so that you can enjoy
the same level of sound quality away from home as
in your living room.

If you would like more information before going
to hear the Model 300, please send us the coupon.

Thank you.r--- '--a,--M----
Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Please send :

Your literature on the Model 300.
 A copy of Tom Holman's paper on the

300 for the Audio Engineering Society.

Name

I Address

I State 7ip

City

Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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Reading
VU Meters

C. E. Motile

The VU meter was introduced in
1939 as a standard meter to avoid the
confusion that existed in the broad-
casting industry at that time. Audio

42 level meters up 'til then had a bewil-
dering array of reference levels, vari-
ous speeds of movement, slow, medi-
um or fast, and some people even
chose to ignore the fact that they
were dealing with a non -symmetrical
wave shape. The meters still do vary
on cheap equipment where they were
meant to solve these problems. How-
ever, they can do very well, on the
technical specifications'. But now
there seems to be more confusion,
because of the different ways of read-
ing the meter and also expressing
what is read. The problem has re-
cently become more acute, now that
the use of the meter is not confined to
broadcasting, but has found ready ac-
ceptance in sound recording, both for
commercial and private uses. Even a
novice to the hi-fi market looks for a
VU meter on each channel of his new
equipment.

But why have a VU meter? Perhaps
its need should be justified before de-
tailing the reasons for confused read-
ing. The use of one piece of equip-
ment confined to one person would
seem to be the occasion for least use
of a level indicator-for the low level
passages, listening to a speaker will let
you know when the level is getting
too low and into noise, and the speak-
er can still be used to get a rough as-
sessment of "when it's too loud, it dis-

torts." Even so, with the best of equip-
ment, where no compression of vol-
ume is required, a starting point for
setting the volume control is difficult
without the aid of a level meter. Then
the meter has a further use, to enable
a repeat of the same maximum vol-
ume level which has been found to be
satisfactory before-the hearing of a
speaker won't be accurate enough af-
ter only an hour or so. The advantages
are more obvious when a change of
personnel is involved, or when there
is a change of tapes or programs.

A Standard Meter
Not the least of the claims for the

use of a VU meter, compared with
other level indicators, is that its dy-
namic characteristics are rigidly speci-
fied and controlled, such that the
speed of movement happens to cor-
respond very closely with the effect of
music and speech on the ear, i.e. the
loudness effect. Combined with the
background color on the scale, the
meter is easy to read and yet easy on
the eyes. The same cannot be said for
some "peak" reading meters; they
need extra equipment to drive them,
they look odd with their wild upswing
and slow return and still never quite
make the peaks.

Let's have the "loudness" type me-
ter as long as provision is made for the
peaks that are there above the VU
reading. Most VU meter users allow 8
or 10 dB above the +4 VU or +BVU, or
whatever standard they use, but peaks
of 14 dB above the meter reading
have been observed on unusual pro-
gram material. Also it is rare to find an
operator that can aim and maintain

the pointer deflection just up to the
"0" mark most of the time, without
getting, say, 2dB over. If 2dB is al-
lowed for the human ei ror and 10 dB
for the peaks, then 12 dB seems to be
the appropriate allowance to make
for overload and distortion tests, e.g.
+20 dBm for a +8 VU circuit. This
could be the first of the confused
ways of reading a VU meter. How
many tape recorders are tested for
distortion, with a continuous tone
only deflecting the meter to the "0"
mark? The VU meter will stand 14 dB
above this mark continuously without
any ill effect, so should the rest of the
equipment. Why not specify and
check it at the right level (not 5 dB
above,')?

Even if the VU meter had no other
advantages, it would still be worth us-
ing, just because it is standard, and so
valid comparisons can be made be-
tween various pieces of equipment
and between different locations in a
network.

Origin
It was the network folk who proba-

bly helped to conceive the idea of a
standard meter with rigid specifica-
tions', but the advice on how to read
was then slanted towards network op-
erators, with observations being made
at a transmitter, repeater or a switch-
ing center. This was good at the time
because each location was staffed and
was presumed to have a complete VU
meter, i.e. a meter with an attenuator
in 2 dB steps, with the recommenda-
tion that the attenuator be adjusted
until the majority of peaks reached
within + or -1 dB of the "0" mark on
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Receiver offers audio tolerances
that will satisfy the most intolerant.

-he Onkyo Servo -Locked Stereo Receiver
was engineered fcr the audio purist. Judge
the featu-es for ycurself.

The new Servo -Locked circuitry automat-
ically zeros -out dr ft and cancels out distortion
to a degree. gnat surpasses the requisites of
-he most demancn3 audiophi e.

There ar_ still ncre refinements. Multi-
Tle tape ,r -puts to dub your own program
material. A solidly built large flywhee tuning
knob makes the tiring needle glide effort-
essly over a wide 8 -inch linear prec sion
divided tuhirg panel. Aluminum anc brush
aluminuh- panels and easy to opera_e
controls for every function.

The TX -.500 provides superb perform-
ance. Tes-ec according to precise FTC
standares, the TX -2530 delivers 27 watts per

chanrel. minimum RMS, botl- charnels
driver at 8 ohms from 40Hz .o 20kHz with
no more than 0.5..% total harrr.onic distprtion.

The wide frequency resporse marl
amplirier provides xceptiona, transient
response. Dual oscilloscope traces, wittl a
50Hz square wave fed through, have stown
less than a 5% tilt (sag) as opposed :o a
25-50% tin (sag) fc and in conventions
amplifiers tested under the same :ix -Id -dons.

Compare the Onkyo Servc-Locked Stereo
deceiver can any Dasis, includ ng value, and
iou see why audicphiles chose Orkyo.

ro nore in`ornation and the name of
/our Nearest dealer where you can see a
demonstration of -he TX-25CO3 wife tc
3rkyo =oday.

01\I KOR
Onkyo L.S.A. Corporation

Eastern Offic: 25-19 43rd Ave., Long Island City, NY. 11101,212-729-2323
Midves: Office: 935 3ivert Drive Wood Dale, II. 60191.112-595-2970

C3r.ace: Sole aKrbutor, Tri-Tel Associates Ltd., 105 Sparks Ave. `h'ill vdale, Ontario, Canada M2H 2S5, -1-499-5044

108 kHz

II ` 90 02 98 IX) . ,,-I .'.íYí, I ."ii it i +R ve M ii

Check No. 18 on Re3der Servics Card
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the meter. Then the measurement
was expressed as the sum of the meter
reading and the attenuator-easy, if
the meter deflects to the "0" mark,
just read off the attenuator setting and
there it is, so many VU.

But the position has changed, there
are fewer transmitter, repeater and
switching locations that are staffed,
and at the places where programs
originate, and certainly on most tape
recorders, there is no attenuator vis-
ible, and no marks on the meter to say
+4, +8, +10, or whatever standard is
used. Furthermore, the instructions as
to where the needle should deflect
are either too brief, such as "up to
zero," or too ponderous, "the read-
ing is determined by the greatest de-
flections occurring in a period of
about a minute for program waves, or
a shorter period (e.g. 5 to 10 seconds)
for message telephone speech waves,
excluding not more than one or two
occasional deflections of unusual am-
plitude."5 There appears to be 4 dif-
ferent interpretations given to these
instructions:

1. Keep the needle above the "0"
mark, most of the time.

2. Never let the needle get above
the "0" mark.

44 3. Look for some mythical average
of the deflections and adjust until this
average is at the "0" mark.

4. There must be a correct way. "In
average program material (speech
and light music), peaks occurring at
the rate of 6 per minute are regarded
as the most significant, and should de-
flect to the zero mark, allowing for an
occasional overswing; classical music
will need to be observed over a long-
er period."

Perhaps this last interpretation is

more significant when it is seen how
some people have twisted it around,
and said that you should see a peak
every 10 seconds. This is quite wrong,
because music and speech are not
performed with such regularity; it
would be terribly monotonous if it
were so. But it does raise the im-
portance of elevating the monitoring
speakers or phones to equal status
with the VU meter-how can you
make a valid observation without ears
to tell you what type of program ma-
terial is present? Even without a
knowledge of music, most people can
tell from the way the music is being
played whether it should be loud or
soft.

Using a VU Meter
The instructions should be sim-

plified further and included with each
piece of equipment using a VU meter.

The advice to novices, just starting
with their first tape or cassette record-
er could be: get some prerecorded
material, either news type speech or
light music with a rhythm, i.e. some-
thing with only small variations in vol-
ume and, while it is playing, adjust the
volume control until it is easily seen
that the majority of peak readings
come to the same point on the scale,
adjust the volume control again until
these peaks reach the 100% mark,
then you have correct level. A little
more time is needed to get correct
level on classical music or unusual
program material, but what to call it?

There is neither the time or the
need to call it anything in some situ-
ations. If the concern is only with
your own tapes, then it needs only to
be called "correct level," and the fig-
ures on the meter are superfluous.
The manufacturers of the equipment
may tell you in the instruction book
that "0" on the meter is +4 VU, +8
VU, or whatever they choose, but
they have also allowed a margin of 8
dB to 14 dB above the VU meter read-
ing for peaks. The "medium -fi" mar-
ket is probably best served by what
some of the equipment is now using;
i.e. a meter with a black arc up to
about 70'/0 of the scale, then the arc
continues with red-no figures or let-
ters to confuse the user; just the di-
rection that most of the peaks should
come up to the division between
black and red.

Something better is needed for the
professional and broadcast equip-
ment, but not the present "A" scale
with its confusing -20 to +3 VU scale.
Certainly this scale has its merit when
used in a system that requires line-up
tone tests, but for the -fajority of
users, concerned with the origin of a
program, and with no meter atten-
uator in sight, perhaps the best solu-
tion would be to have the meter
marked +4 or +8 at the present "0"
mark. The marking chosen would de-
pend on the reference being used,
and then as the meter is only going to
be read between the present -1 and
+1 VU marks, all that is needed in ad-
dition is +3 and +5 markings for +4
VU equipment. Similarly, for +8 VU
equipment, the scale would read +7,
+8, +9 VU under the arc, and on top,
retain the 0 to 100 to emphasize the
idea of 100% utilization of the equip-
ment. This could be called a "C" scale
to distinguish it from the present "A"
and "B" scales. Now the operators
and technicians could abandon such
phrases as"it's zero on plus eight," "ifs
zero level" (this was supposed to be

buried long ago) or "it's peaking at
minus five." This last expression is the
most confusing of all: is it -5 VU, -1
VU, +3 VU or -5 on the scale or what?
Wouldn't it be better to be able to say
"this program is +4 VU (or whatever
the standard is in use)? No more is re-
quired, but it would imply - three
things:

1. An approved VU meter, cor-
rectly calibrated, is being used.

2. Program material is being ob-
served, not tone or peaks.

3. The progress has been observed
for a long enough time to make a re-
liable statement.

As starters for a new scale meter,
how about only 3 markings for VU
and the 0 to 100% in 20% steps on
top? For those interested in a com-
posite program of speech and music,
the percentage scale is very useful for
setting the level for the less important
parts of the program, e.g. themes to
introduce a speech session or bridg-
ing music between two scenes in a
play. Most broadcasting organizations
look for this refinement in the presen-
tation aspect of operating, and issue
instructions worded something like
"keep the less important portions of
the program down to -5 on the scale,
or down 4 dB or down to 60%. The 'io
mark is easier to see and is another
reason for retaining the 0 to 100'/0
markings.

It is worth noting that most motion
pictures produced over the last 15
years appear to be using this refine-
ment, combined with the use of VU
meters. The effect on the ears is cer-
tainly better than what is still evident
on older films, where peak type me-
ters were used and the music intervals
always sounded 5 to 10 dB louder than
the speech. The intelligent use of a
VU meter can assist in making a very
well presented program. Q
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The Exceptionals
TWO HIGH-PERFORMANCE CASSETTE DECKS FROM

KENWOOD, ENGINEERED THREE WAYS BETTER:

KX-720 Stereo Cassuttt, Deck

KENWOOD
STEREO CASSETTE DECK K0(-620

KX-620 Front -Load
Stereo Cassette Deck

Precision Drive Systems for Low
Wow and Flutter. Total stability
characterizes the KENWOOD tape
drive systems. A large, heavy fly-
wheel driven by an electronically
controlled motor holds wow and
flutter to imperceptible levels:
0.08% WRMS for the KX-720;
0.09% for the KX-620.

Precision Electronics for High
Signal -to -Noise Ratio. Both system -
generated and tape -related noises
are held to new lows by KENWOOD
engineering. The famous Dolby*
Noise Reduction System further
improves S/N by a good 10 dB
for every tape type.

Precision Controls for Best Fre-
quency and Dynamic Response.
KENWOOD extends high frequency
response with separate Bias and
Equalization Controls for every
tape type. To improve dynamic
response, KENWOOD lowers
RECORD reference level for 0 VU,
thus increasing recording head-
room and minimizing the danger of
oversaturated tapes.

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby
Laboratories, Inc.

For complete information, write:
the sound approach to quality

KENWOOD
15777 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248
72-02 Fifty-first Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377
In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.
Check No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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The instruments
in this advertise-

ment are new and diverse.
They

are also selective,
deliberately.

This is consistent
with our attitude

- to make components
only

where we feel we have something

to contribute.
Then, to give them

the finest expression
of which we

are capable.

Our 330c stereo receiver
is

the most recent
in a series that

opened
the world of true high fidel-

ity to the music lover with a modest

budget.
Its predecessor,

the 330B,

earned extraordinary
reviews and

recommendations
from the leading

magazines
and the most respected

consumer
organizations.

Neverthe-

less. when improvement
was prac-

tical, we replaced
it.

barman,
kardon
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The 330c has increased power,
tighter phase linearity and wider
bandwidth than its immediate pred-
ecpssor. Yet it is offered at virtua ly
the same price as the original 333,
introduced seven years ago.

In its review of the HK1000
stereo cassette deck,HighFideli`y
said, "The HK1000 is the best se
far ... A superb achievement."

We've gone beyond it.
With the HK2000.
Performance specifications of

the HK2000 are impressive. For
example, wow and flutter: 0.07%
(NAB) WRMS. The HK2000 is so
sensitive to low frequencies that
a subsonic filter has been incor-
porated which can be used to
remove unwanted signals from
warped records. But just as in all

Harman Kardon amplifiers and
receivers, wide band design in
the HK2000 produces sound
quality that transcends its im-
pressive specifications.

When we introduced our
straight line tracking turntable,
the ST -7, it was recognized at
once as the definitive way of
playing records. Precisely as the
master was recorded. Without
tracking error. Without skating.

The ST -7 was designed for the
music lover who had to have the
very best-and could afford it.

The ST -6 now joins the ST -7.
Straight line tracking, with the
demonstrable benefits it offers,
is now available to a wider audi-
ence-without compromising
performance.

The two turntables are virtually
identical in appearance and oper-
ating capability. They use the
same tonearm and straight line
tracking mechanism. They are
both belt driven and use the
same platter and support bear-
ing. Yet the ST -6 is available for
little more than the cost of a de-
luxe record player of conven-
tional design.

We'd like to tell you more about
our new instruments and, equally
important, about the point of view
they represent. Write to us directly
-without impersonal reply cards
or coupons. We'll respond in kind
with full information.
Harman Kardon, 55 Ames Court,
Plainview, New York 11803.

ha rman/ kardon
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Equipment
profs s

JVC S-300
FM Stereo/AM Receiver
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

FM Tuner Section
IHF Usable Sensitivity: 10.97 dBf (1.9
µV). 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity:
Mono, 16 dBf (3.5µV); stereo, 37.2 dBf
(40µV). THD, 1 kHz: Mono, 0.2'/o;
stereo, 0.4Vo. S/N: Mono, 70 dB; ster-
eo, 60 dB. Selectivity: 60 dB. Capture

Ratio: 1.2 dB. Image Rejection: 70 dB.
AM Suppression: 50 dB. Stereo Sepa-
ration: 1 kHz, 45 dB; 10 kHz, 30 dB.
AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 300 kV/M, internal anten-
na; 30µV, external antenna. S/N: 55
dB. Selectivity: 30 dB. Image Re-
jection: 45 dB. I.F. Rejection: 50 dB.
Amplifier Section
Power Output: 50 watts/channel con-
tinuous, 8 ohm loads, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
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© JVC

For several years now, Japan Victor Company has been
concentrating its advertising efforts on the promotion of the
CD -4 four -channel disc concept. This emphasis has, per-
haps, distracted the public's attention from that company as
a producer of excellently performing component equip-
ment. Now, with the "big splash" promotion of quad-
raphonic equipment on the wane, the company has in-
troduced a completely new line of integrated receivers
which, outwardly at least, are as different from the conven-
tional looking receiver as a quadradisc is from an old 78 -rpm
record.

The front panel of the S-300 (a mid -priced unit of five sim-
ilarly styled receivers) has no rotary knobs, with the ex-
ception of a single edge -mounted tuning control somewhat
reminiscent of the thumb -wheel tuning knob used by
Marantz on its tuners and receivers. This tuning control,
positioned on a light colored section of the panel, divides
the two main areas of the receiver's front. AM and FM fre-
quency dials and pointer are sloped backwards to make
them highly visible from above, and FM calibration points
are linear and spaced at every half MHz. In addition to the

at no more than 0.31/4 THD. IM Dis-
tortion: 0.3%o at rated output. Damp-
ing Factor: 50 at 8 ohms. Input Sensi-
tivity: Phono, 2.5 mV; high level, 180
mV. S/N, "A" Weighted: Phono, 70
dB; AUX and Tape, 95 dB. Phono
Overload: 200 mV. Frequency Re-
sponse, Phono: RIAA ±0.5 dB. S.E.A.
(Graphic Equalizer) Center Fre-
quencies: 40 Hz, 250 Hz, 1 kHz, 5 kHz,
15 kHz. Range of Equalizer Controls:
±12 dB.
General Specifications
Dimensions: 19-11/16 in. (50 cm) W
by 6-5/16 in. (16 cm) H by 13-3/16 in.
(33.5 cm) D. Weight: 22.9 lbs. (10.39
kg). Suggested Retail Price: $400.00.
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usual tuning and signal -strength meters (at the left), are an-
other pair of meters (to the right) which are accurately cali-
brated to read power output delivered to 8 -ohm loads.
These meters, most often found on very expensive separate
power amplifiers, can be used to monitor output power lev-
els so that speaker power ratings are not exceeded or to bal-
ance stereo channel outputs.

Program source and all other functions are selected by
means of 11 rectangular push buttons arranged in a neat
single row below the dial area. Functions of these buttons,
in addition to program source selection, include speaker se-
lection, tape monitor and dubbing selection (there are two
tape monitor circuits), FM muting/mono selection, power
on/off, and loudness circuit selection. A stereo indicator
light is located between the two pairs of meters, while a
headphone jack is located along the lower edge of the pan-
el. Instead of the usual bass and treble controls, the S-300 re-
ceiver is equipped with a five -control graphic equalizer,
which JVC calls S.E.A. (for Sound Effects Amplifier). Five
slide controls divide the audio spectrum into five segments,
and each control varies the output at a specified center f re -
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Fig. 1-Interior view, JVC S-300.

quency (listed in the manufacturer's specifications, above)
by ±12 dB. To the best of our knowledge, JVC is the first
company to incorporate a full graphic equalizer circuit intc
an all -in -one receiver, providing a much greater degree of
tonal equalization than is possible with even the most elabo-
rate bass and treble control arrangements. Each of the five
S.E.A. levers moves in discrete click -stop or detented in-
crements, permitting easy duplication of favorite settings.
Above these five controls are two horizontally moving slide
controls which take care of master volume and balance ad-
justments.

The rear panel of the JVC S-300, pictured in Fig. 1, features
spring -loaded speaker terminals for two sets of speakers.
The usual input and tape output jacks are provided, as is a
multiple DIN socket for the Tape 2 connections. Preamp
out/main amp in jumpers can be removed for separate ac-
cess to the preamp and main amplifier sections of the re-
ceiver, and an FM detector jack is also available for possible
use with an FM four -channel adaptor in the future. The 75 -
ohm and 300 -ohm antenna connections are in the form of
screw terminals, one of which comes connected to a so-
called "indoor antenna wire" which must be removed be-
fore a normal antenna is connected. Switched and un -
switched convenience a.c. outlets and the usual pivotable
ferrite AM bar antenna complete the rear panel layout.

Circuitry and Internal Construction
While no schematic diagram is supplied with the owner's

manual of the S-300, an examination of the internal con-
struction of the receiver (See Fig. 2) and perusal of the com-
pany's descriptive literature yielded the following data. A
single -unit four -resonator ceramic filter is use in the i.f.
section together with a quadrature FM detector and a
phase -lock -loop stereo decoder. AM circuitry is contained
in a single multi -purpose IC. The FM front-end uses a three -
section tuning capacitor and a dual gate MOS-FET r.f. ampli-
fier stage. The phono preamp section includes a two -stage
direct coupled PNP-NPN pair powered by a dual polarity
supply. The amplifier section uses a differential input stage
followed by a Class -A driver circuit. Output stages consist of
a Darlington -connected, parallel push-pull, full com-
plementary circuit. Several forms of protection circuitry are
provided, including a speaker circuit relay, a d.c. voltage de-
tector, and a speaker safety circuit which, according to the

Fig. 2-Back panel view.

company, is covered by two granted U.S. patents. Dual -po-
larity output -stage voltage supplies are filtered by a pair of
10,000 /IF filter capacitors.

FM Performance Measurements
IHF usable sensitivity of the S-300 measured 11.6 dBf (2.1

µV), while 50 -dB quieting in mono was an exceptionally
good 13.2 dBf (2.5 µV). Stereo sensitivity was limited by the
switchover threshold to 25.2 dBf (10µV), and 50 dB of quiet-
ing in stereo was obtained with a signal input of 37.2 dBf (40
µV), exactly as claimed.

In the area of S/N and THD the JVC S-300 did much better
than claimed, with S/N readings in mono and stereo of 74
and 71 dB respectively and THD readings (at 1 kHz) of 0.14%
in mono and, surprisingly, 0.11/4 in stereo. These results are
shown graphically in Fig. 3. Selectivity (alternate channel)
measured 63 dB, while image rejection was exactly 70 dB as
claimed. Capture ratio at 45 dBf measured 1.3 dB. Spurious
responses were down some 85 dB, and AM suppression
measured 54 dB, again exceeding published claims.

Stereo separation and distortion versus audio frequencies
are plotted in Fig. 4, and while separation at mid -fre-
quencies fell short of the 45 dB claimed (it measured 42 dB,
still a good figure), some 30 dB of separation was maintained

Fig. 3-FM quieting and distortion
characteristics.
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10 sound reasons to
buyour new recdveL

Plus its sound.
SONY "M SIEFEOicM-Am RECE3/ER

Sony's new, more
powerful STR-68COSD
receiver should get a
warm recepticn. Because
it not only loo{s different
from other receivers, it is
different.

It has some features
found In more expensive
separate components-ard
other features found
nowhere else at al .

The most -used con-
 trols all in one place.

Electronically. it vould have
been convenient for us to scat-
ter the level control, tuning
knob and input and tape selec-
tors all over cur receiver. :nstead
we grouped them n the upper
right -nand co-ner-so they're
convenient fcr yoa.

A dial pointer that dou-
bles in length when it's

close to a sation. Together witn
the signal strength meter and the
center channel meter, this Sony
innovation constitutes a system that
helps you ture faster and more
accurately.

90

c

STR-6800 SD LA,jI x tar jvsi

A muting switch-great if
 the phone rings. Fl ck it

dowr anc vo ume drops` Flick it
back uhf and volume gces back up to
whey_ i= was. Ard this muting switch
is rig -t where it should be-right
next _o the level contrbl.

4 A stepped level control to
.:keep loth channels equal.

It ggua-an-ees unprece:ented accu-
rady-tov.tithin 1/2 db 'nstead of 1 db
And 1 guarantees it ove- the whole
volume range instead of just in mid -
volume.

5 MOS FET front end elec-
 tronics unitized tuning.

The 4 -gang toning section and all its
assn fated elec ronic parts are
mou-tedonone sub-assen-bly. So

100
02

.

104
106

, 1,
14eU

temperature cif=erences don't affect
these circuits-the receiver tunes
the same whe-her it's cold or warmed
Lp. And, with \IO_S FET, the receiver
has a very wice dvrramic range.

Dolby noise reduction
 system_ As more and more

stations broadcast n Dolby, you can
rally use a Dolby system. And ours
has a definite advantage: Instead of
being an opt 'anal extra, it's built in-
operated from the -front panel.
rJ Phase loc wed loop. It

gives yo i greater stereo sepa-
ration and less distortion.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



TAPE

SOURCE ..

TAPc

Rfl MUTING GO&e y

8 LEC (low emitter concen-
tration) transistor. This

piece of advanced design in :he
preamp phono stage assures you
tight RIAA equalization plus low
noise, low distortion and a wide
dynamic range. It's a Sony exclusive.

An acoustic compensator
 for easy control of highs,

lows and middles. A conven-
tional loudness cont-ol only lets you
boost bass. Our acoustic compensa-
tor has three positions: For true

And more.To these
specifications (remem-
ber, we state them con-

servatively), add Sony's
proven reliability. And
you get a receiver that
produces a sound that'll
make you understand why

you have ears.
That's the STF.-

6800SD at $600. Or, for less
power and a few less features
-but no loss of fidelity-the

STR-5800SD at $500 and the
STR-4800SD at $400 (all sug-

gested retail prices).
A sound investment.

`oudness compensation, for bass
boos: and For mid -range presence.

10Sony's most powerful
e receiver. It delivers 80

watts minimum RMS continuous
power per channel at 8 ohms from
20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with no more
_ran0.l5%total harmonic distortion.
t has a direct -coupled power ampli-

-ier with true complementary sym-
metry output stages.

Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card

© 197'6 Sony Corp. of America. Sony, 9 W. 57th St., N.Y. 10019. SONY is a trademarik of Sony Cor p
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Fig. 4-Separation and distortion ver-
sus frequency.
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Fig. 5-Total harmonic and IM dis-
tortion characteristics.
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Fig. 6-THD versus frequency.
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Fig. 7-Boost and cut ranges of the
five S.E.A. graphic equalizer controls.
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all the way out to 10 kHz. There was little evidence of
"beats" in the high frequency stereo THD measurements,
and at 6 kHz in stereo THD was still a low 0.2%.

AM Tuner Section Measurements
External AM antenna sensitivity measured 27 µV, while

signal-to-noise ratio in AM reached levels of 55 dB as
claimed. I.f. and image rejection both measured 49 dB, and
THD at 30% modulation was just under 1.0)/o, typical of AM
circuit designs found in mid -priced integrated receivers.

Amplifier and Preamplifier
Section Measurements

The amplifier section of the JVC S-300 is conservatively
rated in that we were able to obtain 54 watts per channel at
rated THD (0.3%) even at the frequency extremes of 10 kHz
and 20 Hz. At mid -band frequencies, the amplifier section
delivered 58 watts of continuous power per channel for its
rated THD of 0.3%. At rated output (50 watts per channel),
THD was only 0.065% while IM measured 0.18%, still well
below the 0.3'/o rating. There was no evidence of notch or
crossover distortion at lower output levels down to 0.25
watts (see Fig. 5), and any lower level readings were ob-
scured by residual noise levels, as might be expected. Dis-
tortion versus frequency for the rated 50 watt per channel
output level is plotted in Fig. 6

Phono input sensitivity measured close to the 2.5 mV
stated and overload capability of this section was 220 milli-
volts, a bit better than the 200 mV claimed. S/N ratio in
phono was measured both weighted and unweighted and
were impressive with readings of 71 dB unweighted, 78 dB
for the "A" weighted measurement. For the high level in-
puts, weighted S/N was 97 dB, while residual noise (with vol-
ume control fully counterclockwise) was 102 dB below rated
output. All of these numbers would be considered excellent
for a receiver at any price but are particularly outstanding in
a medium-priced receiver such as the S-300.

S.E.A. Graphic Equalizer Range
Figure 7 is a graphic representation of successive sweeps

on our spectrum analyzer in which each of the five frequen-
cy slide controls was moved to its boost and cut extreme po-
sitions. Action is precise and center frequency points are ex-
actly where stated. The true flexibility of this five -control
system can best be appreciated only when using the instru-
ment in a music listening situation, but to indicate the flexi-
bility of this graphic equalizer, we set the controls at arbi-
trary but reasonable settings, as shown in the close up photo
of Fig. 8. The resulting response curve obtained with these
settings is shown in the frequency response plot of Fig. 9.

Although JVC suggests that the end controls of the graph-
ic equalizer may be used as high- and low-cut filters, a re-
examination of Fig. 7 shows that this is stretching their use -
fullness a bit, since the 40 -Hz and 15 -kHz cut action is such
that response at those frequencies reaches a minimum
(when controls are in their downward position) but rises
again above and below those center frequencies. However,
given the choice between a graphic equalizer such as this
and conventional tone controls we would opt for the five -
control S.E.A. system every time. Obviously, it (like any
graphic equalizer) can be over -used to upset response be-
yond belief, but if used for the purpose intended, the S.E.A.
system on JVC's new receivers is by far the best tonal re-
sponse altering system we have encountered on an inte-
grated receiver.

Listening and Use Tests
Functionally, the "knobless" receiver takes a few mo-

ments of familiarization but the switching arrangement and

-a_
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It all started in 1883 in St. Croix, Switzerland where Herman Thorens began produc-
tion of what was to became the world's renowned Thorens Music Boxes.
For almost a century Thorens has pioneered 6n many phases of sound reproduction.
Thorens introduced a number of industry firsts, a direct drive turntable in 1929, and
turntable standards, such as the famed Thorens TD 124 Model.

Over its long history Thorens has learned that an exceptional turntable requires a
blend of precision, refined strength, and sensitivity. Such qualities are abundantly
present in all five Thorens Transcription Turntables.Speaking of quality, with Thorens
fit's the last thing you have to think about. At Thorens it's always been their first
consideration. So if owning the ultimate in a manual turntable ís important to you,
then owning a Thorens, is inevitable.
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, IINC.
EAST: New Hyde Park, New York 11340
WEST: 7301 E. Evans Rd., Scottsda'e, Arizona B5260 THORE5®

The Accent is on Quality

TD -126C

TG -160C

TD -165C
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Why the only easy way to
keep your new records
new -

is to use the
Decca Record Brush

Most record cleaning devices consist of a fibrous pad or
brushlike material which, in conjunction with water or a
chemical compound, do a reasonably good job of
keeping records clean. All of these devices, however,
suffer from two critical drawbacks which prevent them
from keeping your new records new.
First, they do nothing about the static problem. As you
remove a new record from its jacket, it becomes charged
with static which attracts tiny dust particles in the air
like a magnet. While the record plays, a static charge
builds up between the diamond stylus and the vinyl
record surface. Sufficient static buildup causes
discharge to occur. This rapid charge/discharge process
produces frequent enough discharges to create a con-
tinuous series of tiny pops while the record is playing.
The result is a high enough level of background noise to
make the low noise qualities of expensive turntables and
amplifiers wasted on your records.
Second, fibre/liquid devices do not remove dust but con-
vert it to tiny grit deposits which form in the record
grooves. When liquid is applied to dust, the resulting
mixture is grit. This grit formation in the record grooves
erodes the stylus and causes distortion. Chemical
cleaners go one step further. They gradually eat away at
the vinyl mouldings of which record grooves are made,
changing the original shape of the grooves and causing
your record to suffer from permanent audible distortion.
The Decca Record Brush is conceptually very simple. It
consists of one million tiny bristles. Bristles so fine that
1000 of them enter each record groove to completely
remove dust and dirt - without any liquid of any kind.
Each bristle is electrically conductive. Before playing a
record, a few seconds with the Decca Record Brush
ensures removal of all static charges which have built up
between the stylus and record or record and record
jacket. Thus, no discharges and a significantly lower
level of background noise -and no risk of stylus or record
deterioration which liquid cleaners present.

Physically and audibly, you want your new records to
stay new. Decca Record Brush is the only easy way to
keep them that way. Decca Record Brush - from the
people who know more than anyone else in the world
about record production, reproduction and care.

ROCELCO INC.
160 Ronald Dr., Montreal, Canada H4X 1 M8 (514) 489-6842
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Fig. 9-Response curve obtained with
S.E.A. control settings shown in Fig. 8.
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slide controls give a professional feel to the set that is easy to
appreciate and even prefer. Under strong signal conditions,
both stereo and mono reception were excellent, and we de-
tected none of that edginess or raspiness associated with
less -than -perfect stereo multiplex circuits. JVC's engineers
seem to have been able to extract a maximum amount of
performance out of what is really quite an economical FM
tuner circuit in the S-300 and their production departments
have seen to it that alignment is well nigh perfect and cali-
bration is right on target all across the dial.

We have to argue with the design philosophy that led
JVC to couple the mono/stereo FM switch with muting
on/off, because, when listening to stereo, it is impossible to
defeat muting. Since the muting threshold on our sample
was preset at about 24.5 dBf (9µV), the result is that weak -
signal stereo signals will simply not come through unless
that double -duty button is depressed, at which time the sig-
nals will be heard monophonically. Stereo switching occurs
at 10 u V (25.4 dBf) so that at least there is fairly close com-
patibility between the two thresholds, but both of them
might have been lowered a bit, in our opinion, especially
since when stereo switching does occur, S/N is already bet-
ter than 40 dB and THD is below 1.0''o in the stereo mode.

The rugged amplifier section and preamp control portion
of the receiver cannot be faulted in any respect. The nomi-
nal 50 -watt rating seemed every bit as conservative during
listening tests as it did during our bench measurements, in
that the receiver was able to drive low -efficiency acoustic
suspension speaker systems to louder -than -life levels with a
variety of record and tape program material which we use in
our listening evaluations. The tape monitoring and dubbing
facilities are sufficiently flexible to meet the need of serious
recording buffs and record -out levels seemed fine in rela-
tionship to the line input requirements of our open -reel and
cassette decks in the lab. JVC might want to consider provid-
ing equalized record output points as well as those which
come ahead of the graphic equalizer in future designs, for it
seems a pity to confine the use of that excellent S.E.A.
graphic equalizer to playback only, but this is quite a small
point.

In our opinion, JVC has managed to cram a great many
circuit features and innovations into a medium-priced,
good-looking receiver which offers exceptionally good val-
ue in its price range. Many of the features (plus some addi-
tional ones) are incorporated in the two higher -priced JVC
receivers of this family (S-400 and S-600) and if you think you
need more than 50 watts per channel and like the new JVC
approach, these upper models might be worth looking at
too. Leonard Feldman

Check No. 90 on Reader Service Card
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The new Dual CS721 is the ultima -e expression of the principles that
determine -he performance of tonearms and drive system_ Its stra ght-line,
tubular tcnea-m pitio-s horizontally and ver-ically within a true, Four -point
gi-noal, thus maintaining dynamic balance in all pines.

Anothe- Dual innovation Vertical Tonearm Control r=ontribu-es in yet
another way to fine tracking performance. A very er heich- adjustment over

The new Dual CS 721

Dual has learned

an 8mm range parcl els the
tonearm to -he record with any

represents everything ccrt-idge.-f'iselim-y g Inate.stheadded mass
of cartridge spacers otherwise needed to
achieve precise..ertical tracking angle. In all,

about turntables. therettings
arce

cre seven
cdjustmentsone from stylus

overhang e cueing height and descent speed-all serving -a optimize, tracking
performanze with any cartridge.

TI -e direc--drive system of the CS721 s of comparable precision. The elec-
tranically-controlled DC, brushless motor is the smoothest cnd quietest ever
made A mcjcr cont- bution to this end result is an exclusive Dual feature: two
stcc :ed co I layers, each consisting of e ght careless bifilarr-sound coils, that
overlap to cc-lieve a gepless rotating magnetic field. This el Irinates the suc-
:essive me netic pulses typical of all other moicr designs.

Although the CS721 is Dual's most expensive node', it i_. hardly t -e most
exoersive tu-ntable available today. When }au make corn Darisons, as we
oe ieve yo i should, you may well consider -he CS721 considerably unceroriced.

United Audio Products
20 So. Col 0n -bus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 1055:3

St -a ght-li-e tubular toiea-m provides maximum torsion
-igicity and ovest effective mass. With the same eflecti

tonearm Ieng-m civic tangential tracking error, any other shape
rn&.st either sacrifi - " "a. idity or increase mas

The Duel CS721. Sirgle-Flay direct-
dr ve withi fuf 1.
auitore tic star- and stop.
plus cz-ntinuous
repeat. Features
include 0% e ec-
trcnic p.tch cortro ,
illumi-oted strobe, r1y-icm
icclly-balancec ll2 ' platter, am -
skatirg separately calibrated
colic) , elliptico and "Ieng-contact'
styli. Less than S400, including base and caer.
Dual 05704. Similar, except semi -automatic.
Mecharical sensor locates lead- n groove cf 12- and
7- records; tonearm lifts and rrctcr shuts off at end
of play. Less than S310, including base and cover.

oLntecbalanc ntains two
mecnorical filters, tuned to

absorb energy in resonance -
frequency ranges of

tonearm/cartricge system
and cncssis to avo d feedback.

Other Dual turntables Fib( automatic, single-play/multi-play: 12:5, lessthanS140.; 1226, les:- than S170;
1228, less t-ianS200: 1245, less -han S2E0. Semi -automatic, single -play Duals: 542, less than 5160; 5-0. less than 5200.

Check No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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Phase Linear Model 2000 Preamplifier

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS:
Rated Output: 2.0 Volts; maximum
10 Volts into 5 kOhm load.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA
± 0.5 dB.
Input Impedance: Phono, 47 kOhm,
290 pF; High Level, 40 kOhm.
Input Sensitivity: Phono, 3.2 mV;
high level, 350 mV.
Phono Overload: 80 mV.
Gain: Phono, 56 dB at 1 kHz, input to
output; high level, 15 dB.
Hum and Noise: Phono, 74 dB below 10
mV input; high level, 88.dB below 2 V output.
Bass Control Range: 50 Hz turnover, ± 11 dB
at 20 kHz; 2 kHz turnover, ± 14 dB at 20 kHz.
Dimensions: 19 in. (48.3 cm) W x 5 '/2 in. (14 cm)
H x 6 in. (15.2 cm) D.

Weight: 9 lbs. (4.1 kg), less optional wood cabinet.
Suggested Retail Price: $299.00.

Despite what appears to be a great number of controls
and buttons on the face of Phase Linear's Model 2000 pre-
amplifier, it is really quite a "basic" sontrol center with few
frills. Aesthetically, the result is a pleasing, symmetrically laid
out panel. Controls include a selector switch at the upper
left (only one phono position is provided), master volume
control at the upper right, balance and "ambience level"
controls in the lower corners, smaller centrally located indi-
vidual bass and treble controls (for each channel), and a tiny
power on indicator light just below the model number des-
ignation at center -panel. Push button switches along the
bottom of the panel take care of the two tape monitor cir-
cuits, stereo/mono switching, low frequency EQ (which
adds a fixed amount of bass boost below 50 Hz that is inde-
pendent of any tone or volume control settings), a pair of
tone control turnover selector switches, and a tone defeat
switch which bypasses tone control circuitry entirely when
depressed.

Figure 1 pictures the rear panel layout, which is as com-
fortably expanded as the front panel arrangement. All out-
puts are clustered at one end of th panel and include main
and "rea" outputs plus the two sets of tape out jacks. Five
sets of input jacks include: the two tape -in circuits, tuner,
AUX and phono. A chassis ground terminal is provided as
are a switched and unswitched a.c. receptacle for auxiliary
equipment and a line fuseholder.

Internal Construction and Circuitry
Internal layout of the chassis is shown in Fig. 2. Total solid-

state complement of the Model 2000 consists of three ICs,
one bi-polar transistor, one bridge rectifier, a Zener regu-
lating diode, and an LED indicator. A single IC is used for the
preamp-equalizer circuitry, while a pair of type 4136 ICs are

used for tone control and voltage amplification, with a type
4739 IC in conjunction with a bi-polar transistor taking care
of the mixing circuitry and phase inversion required for the
so-called "ambience" or "rear" outputs which Phase Linear
has chosen to incorporate in this preamp. As is evident from
the block diagram of Fig. 3, the "ambience" amplifier is sim-
ply fed with left and right inputs in such a way as the com-
bine "difference" information with primary left or right
channel information. The control labeled "ambience"
therefore supplies "rear output" signals which contain vari-
able amounts of R -L or L -R signals. Such signals, fed to a sec-
ondary stereo amplifier (only a basic power amp would be
required) and an extra pair of loudspeakers, have been used
to create a sense of "hall ambience" in home listening
rooms. The effectiveness of the "ambience" system de-
pends in great part upon the types of stereo recordings with
which it is used. In our own experience, using recordings
that were made "live" (instead of from multi -track studio
mix -downs), the random out -of -phase signals fed to the
back channel speakers can be quite pleasant if you care for
that sort of thing. The additional circuitry required to pull
this off probably represents only a small portion of the cost
of the Model 2000 and so we cannot fault Phase Linear for
departing from the "purist" approach to preamplifier con-
trol design.

Laboratory Performance Measurements
At nominal rated output (2.0 volts), THD of the Model

2000 was an almost unmeasurable 0.009% for 1 kHz, 0.02% at
5 volts out and 0.022% at the maximum 10 volt output.
Waveform clipping occurred at an output level of 11.0 volts.
At 20 Hz and 10 kHz respectively, THD for rated output (2.0
volts) measured 0.04% and 0.027%. IM distortion was only

Fig. 1-Rear Panel of the Phase Linear 2000. Fig. 2-Internal view of the chassis.
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The ADS 910 Reference System -
A benchmark in loudspeaker performance.
For the first time, awesome dynamic capacity,
widest bandwidth, high efficiency, and substan-
tial power handling have successfully been
combined - in the ADS 910.
Equally important, it is a transducer of unprece-
dented musical merit: incredible realism
(regardless of playing level), stunning clarity and
openness, pinpoint definition and stable
imaging, identify this new standard of sound
reproduction.
State-of-the-art materials technology and
brilliant audio engineering allow the speaker to
fulfill the demands of both active performers
and recording engineers: their demands for
"true to life" musical presentation.
Tasteful, functional design, expressed through
choice woods and a meticulous furniture finish,
elevates the ADS 910 to a showpiece in the
well-appointed home of the discerning music
lover. The speaker system's integrity and built-in
flexibility appeal to the dedicated audiophile.
A new cost/performance ratio has been estab-
lished by which all future studio speakers will
have to be measured.

SO\D
D

Coast to Coast, the skilled and carefully select-
ed team of ADS dealers will proudly demon-
strate our new 910, as well as any of our other
eight, smaller precision speakers. Listen to the
ADS 910 reference system; listen to music - the
way it was recorded: Live, authentic, real!

ADS 910, shown In therecording stud,C of DeufsChe Grarrfrophon Desellscharr at
Symphony Hall Bosto ADS speakers range In price from 51OC fc S600 ADS 910
Dimensions 33'/,"(H) .19" (W).150." (C) 91OC 76PG

ADS, Analog & Digital Systems
64 Industrial Way, Wilmington, MA 01887

Check No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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The Micro Seiki
DDX-1000.

The Problem.
Any cartridge is subject ultimately to your
personal taste. That's why so many serious
audiophiles own and regularly use more than
one cartridge. But changing cartridges is
really a major undertaking. Not any more.

The Solution.
The Micro Seiki DDX-1000. It will accept
up to three high quality tonearms. No matter
how cultivated and diversified your musical
tastes are, the DDX-1000 will let you discern
the subtlety of interplay between disc and
cartridge, cartridge and tonearm.

A direct drive DC servo controlled motor
drives the large, balance -tested platter at
near perfect speed. Wow and flutter is an
unprecedented 0.025%. Additionally, the neon
strobe lamp is driven by an independent
built-in 45Hz oscillator with a frequency
fluctuation of less than 0.03%.

A unique 3 -point aluminum alloy support-
ing frame and special shock mounting provide
optimum stability. The two -layer absorber
system (consisting of cushion rubber and
insulator balls with built-in springs) elimi-
nates any possibility of acoustic feedback. The
completely isolated power supply/control unit
eliminates hum and electrical noise. And
micro -switches provide fast, exact operational
control. The signal-to-noise ratio is greater
than 63 dB.

0..... WirS..M.......

-..,

0
_

0-s
-

0
1

Tracking Force
Adjustment Reel

Cue Height
Adjustment Screw

Tonearm Cue Lever

Anti -Skating Adjustment Shaft
Guide Pulley

Wire Main Weight
/ Spring

//

/Height Adjustment Lever

The MA -505.
Pictured is the Micro Seiki MA -505*, the first
audiophile quality dynamic balance tonearm.
Since it does not depend on gravity to
maintain the proper tracking force, it will
compensate better for surface and groove
irregularities present in many mass produced
discs. In addition, the stylus pressure may be
adjusted while the disc is playing to assure
the best possible reproduction.

Not included with DDX-1000. Supplied without cartridge.

The DDX-1000 and MA -505. Creative design.
Superior execution. The complete turntable system
for the most critically demanding audiophile.

MICRO SEIKI
Distributed by TEAC Corporation of America 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, California 90640 © TEAC 1976
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Fig. 3-Block Diagram.

0.01% at 5.0 volts output, increasing to 0.08% at maximum
10 volts out. Phono overload occurred with an input signal
of 95 mV, better than the 80 mV claimed, but, in our opin-
ion, a bit on the low side compared with the overload capa-
bility of other separate preamps (and even some integrated
amps and receivers) currently being produced. Hum and
noise in phono was an incredibly good 76 dB below 2.0 volts
output with volume adjusted for greates sensitivity (3.0 mV).
Translated to a 10 mV phono input, the hum and noise fig-
ure becomes 86.5 dB, about the best we have ever measured
for a phono preamp circuit. In the high level switch posi-

60 tion, hum and noise measured 88 dB below 2.0 volts output,
as claimed. RIAA equalization was accurate to within 0.4 dB
from 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz, and overall frequency response,
with tone controls defeated, was flat within 1 dB from 12 Hz
to 28,500 Hz.

Figure 4 shows the range of tone control action of bass
and treble controls with the turnover points set to 50 Hz and
d kHz, while in Fig. 5 tone control range for the more con-
ventional turnover points (150 Hz and 2 kHz) is plotted on
our 'scope photo. Using the more extreme turnover points
(50 Hz and 5 kHz), as represented in Fig. 4, we see the ad-
vantage gained by this kind of tone control action in that it
becomes possible to compensat for tonal deficiencies at the
frequency extremes without altering the essentially flat re-
sponse of the mid -frequency region.

F'g. 4-Range of bass and treble con-
trols when the 50 Hz and 5 kHz turn-
overs are used.

The two traces in Fig. 6 show the action of the low -fre-
quency EQ circuit, whose boost characteristics is not unlike
that obtainable by means of the bass control set to its 50 Hz
turnover point.

Use and Listening Tests
The Phase Linear 2000 is easy to install, and the separate

controls are a welcome (if mildly extravagant) feature after
one is used to dealing with multi -function, dual -concentric,
clutch -activated knobs for all these years. Sonically, the 2000
contributes no coloration that we could detect and handles
transients and complex musical waveforms with the best of
them. The high output levels attainable (with minimal dis-
tortion) make it a suitable mate for some of those high-pow-
ered amps that lack gain and therefore require inputs well in
excess of the 1 volt level (there seem to be more of these
around now then ever before). There are preamp/control
units on the market which are even more basic (offering
even fewer controls) than this one and, conversely, there
are some preamps designed for the inveterate knob twirler
which have more input and switching facilities than the
2000. Whether or not it has too few or too many inputs,
switches, and controls is something you (and I) must judge
on the basis of our own needs and taste.

Leonard Feldman
Check No. 91 on Reader Service Card

Fig. 5-Range of bass and treble con-
trols when the 150 Hz and 2 kHz turn-
overs are used.

Fig. 6-Response of the Phase Linear
with the tone controls set for Flat
(lower trace) and with the low fre-
quency EQ button depressed (upper
trace).
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Reintroducing A World Standard...
CBS Laboratories' STR Professional Test Records

For over ten years, the original series of these high -precision test records
set a standard for the audio industry. Now the new series sets an even
higher standard. It's been revised, recut and expanded.
The new series consists of eight records for professionals and one for
non-professional audiophiles.
Each record contains a complete series of easy -to -use tests to help you
rapidly and accurately evaluate components and systems. Even one of
these records can eliminate the need for costly, additional equipment.
Each will find productive use and save you hours in the laboratory, on the
production line and in field testing.
Take a look at what this essential testing series contains:

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING -For only $6.98, you can improve your system with CBS Laboratories' "Seven Steps to Better
Listening." This high -precision test record enables you to make sure that your equipment functions properly ... to tune your system to
your ears and your room acoustics. Included is a detailed 16 -page booklet by Audio's Edward Tatnall Canby explaining how to use the
record to improve the performance of your system. With the record you can perform the following "ears alone" tests: left -right
identification, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control setting, alternate phasing, buzz and rattle elimination, lateral tracking, and
vertical tracking.

*STEREOPHONIC FREQUENCY TEST RECORD STR 100 Designed for the
evaluation of pickups and systems. Provides a constant amplitude
characteristic below 500 Hz and a constant velocity characteristic above
500 Hz. Tests include: Sweep Frequency-with the sweep rate
synchronized for use with a graphic level recorder; Spot Frequency-with
voice announcements; Channel Separation; Wavelength Loss and Stylus
Wear-to pinpoint oversize or worn-out styli, and excessive pickup
tracking force; Compliance; Phasing; Vertical and Lateral Tracking: Tone
Arm Resonance-to check system performance at low and subaudible
frequencies and thus reveal undamped resonance which may cause
equipment overloading.

*SQUARE WAVE, TRACKING AND INTERMODULATION TEST RECORD
STR 112 Enables detailed study of tracking capabilities of stereophonic
phonograph pickups. The square wave modulation allows a rapid appraisal
of stylus -tip mass, damping, and tracking. Low frequency compliance and
tracking are determined by means of 300 -Hz bands of progressively
increasing amplitude. Intermodulation distortion measurements are made
possible by raduated 200 -Hz intermodulation test bands. The Str 112 has
been cut with vertical angle approximating 15`, which is representative of
current recording practice.

* BROADCAST TEST RECORD STR 151 Developed especially to meet the
needs of broadcast engineers, audiophiles, and other professionals
seeking a convenient signal source for the testing and adjustment of all
audio equipment. Tests Include: phonograph pickup response and
separation, speed accuracy at 33 1/3 and 45 rpm, wow and flutter, rumble
and hum detection, ballistic test of V.U. meters and many others."

* RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 130 Provides RIAA
frequency characteristics for the calibration of professional recording
equipment and for testing the response of professional and consumer
record reproduction equipment. This record is suitable for use with a
graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation. Spot frequency bands for use without automatic equipment are
included.

*318 MICROSECOND FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 170
Provides pickup designers and recording studios with a high-level,
easily -equalized signal for frequency response and channel separation
measurements. The STR 170 employs a 318 microsecond characteristic
corresponding to the "test" or "flat" mode common to most disc recording
equipment. Constant amplitude recording is employed In the region below
500 Hz with constant velocity recording In the region above. The transition
is smooth, in contrast with the STR 100 which employs a sharp breakpoint
at 500 Hz. The record is suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to
provide permanent, visible records for precise evaluation.

*WIDE RANGE PICKUP RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 120 Makes
possible the measurement of pickup response at frequencies far beyond
the audible range, where elusive distortion elements can cause audible
distortion. The low -frequency range includes glide -tones at twice normal
level for the detection and elimination of arm resonance, loudspeaker cone
and cabinet rattles. Other tests include: silent grooves for measuring
rumble and surface noise characteristics; and standard level bands at O dB
for overall system S/N measurements. This record is suitable for use with
a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation.

*QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD SOT 1100 Designed for calibration,
verification, and adjustment of SO decoding equipment. The record
provides test bands for pickup measurements, for adjustment of decoder
electronics and for channel identification and balance. Each band is
described in terms of recorded characteristics and its Intended use.

*RIAA PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD STR 140 Designed for
acoustical testing of systems and loudspeakers and for psychoacoustic
tests on reproduction equipment. With the STR 140 it becomes possible to
test loudspeakers in the room in which they will be used. Spot frequency
tones with voice announcements facilitate the testing procedure.
Continuous glide -tones in 1/3 -octave bands cover the frequency range
from 30 to 15,000 Hz and are synchronized with a graphic level recorder.

The original series has been unavailable for many years. Quantities of the
new and improved series are also limited. So make sure you have perfect
copies on hand for years to come by ordering duplicates. Fill out and mail
the coupon now for immediate action. so is a Trademark of CBS Inc.

Only a limited quantity are available. Be sure to order enough
for many years of use.

Send me the following test records:

E Seven Steps to Better Listening (STR 101) $6.98 each. Quantity Amount Enclosed $
E Stereophonic Frequency (STR 100) $10.00 each. Quantity (Payment must accompany order)
E Square Wave, Tracking and Intermodulation (STR 112) $15.00 each.

Quantity
E Wide Range Pickup Response (STR 120) $15.00 each. Quantity
E RIAA Frequency Response (STR 130) $15.00 each. Quantity
E RIAA Pink Noise Acoustical (STR 140) $15.00 each. Quantity Address
E Broadcast test (STR 151) $15.00 each. Quantity
E 318 Microsecond Frequency Response (STR 170) $15.00 each. City

Quantity
E Quadraphonic Test (SQT 1100) $15.00 each. Quantity State

SEND TO:
AUDIO TEST RECORDS
401 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

Name

7i p
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Audioanalyst Model A -100X Loudspeaker System

Manufacturer's
Specifications
Type of System:
Acoustic suspension.
Speakers:
One 10 -in. woofer,
one 2 -in. midrange
and one 11/2 -in. tweeter.
Nominal Impedance:
8 ohms.
Power Needed:
10 to 60 watts per
channel.
Size:
243/8 in. H x 133/4 in.
W x 12 in. D (62x35x
30.5 cm.)
Weight:
35 lbs. (15.9 kg.)
Price: $159.00.

The Audioanalyst Model A -100X is a three-way speaker
system using a 254 -mm (10 -in.), high -compliance woofer, a
51 -mm (2 -in.) midrange driver, and a 38 -mm (1 '/2 -in.) wide -
dispersion tweeter. The major structure is designed as a seal-
ed enclosure to provide the proper woofer loading for good

62 low frequency response in a moderate sized box.
The external finish on the sides and top of the system is

walnut, with an optically opaque, but acoustically trans-
parent, cloth grille covering the front. Measuring 619 mm
(243/8 in) high, by 349 mm (133/4 in) wide, and 305 mm (12

in) deep, the A -100X is designed as a bookshelf unit that can
be mounted either vertically or horizontally. However, even
though of modest weight, 16 kg (35 lbs.), the smooth sides of
this unit cause me to recommend that rubber bumpers, or
similar safety stops, be provided on any shelf containing this
speaker to prevent the unit from accidentally sliding off, as
with any smooth -sided speaker.

Connection is made to well -marked terminals on the rear
of the enclosure, and two toggle switches provide simple
adjustment of midrange and tweeter acoustic balance if that
is desired in a particular listening situation.

A simple, but adequate, instruction sheet comes with the
speaker, which even a novice can use with comprehension
in hooking up a system for the first time. A welcome addi-
tion in the instructions is the inclusion of a cautionary note
on the hazards that long term exposure to high sound pres-
sure level poses to hearing. The long term risk to hearing is a
very real hazard if common sense is not used, and I applaude
Audioanalyst for their concern.
Technical Measurements

The magnitude of speaker impedance as a function of fre-
quency is shown in Fig. 1. While the rated nominal imped-
ance is 8 ohms, the lowest value of about six ohms is reached
at around 120 Hz. There is some change in load impedance
with position of the rear -mounted level switches, and the
two extremes of this variation are shown in this plot. From
the standpoint of amplifier load, a slightly lower impedance
is presented at high frequencies when the rear -mounted
switches are both set to the upward or HI position. The bass
resonance for this speaker occurs at 54 Hz.

The polar impedance counterpart of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig.
2 for the same range of frequencies and for the condition
when both rear -mounted switches are in the HI position.
Bass resonance is quite well behaved, and the 450 Hz shelf in
impedance in Fig. 1 is revealed as a possible diffraction ef-
fect. At the higher frequencies, the maximum capacitive

Fig. 1-impedance versus frequency
for extreme positions of
equalizer switches.
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phase angle is seen to occur at around 9 kHz, with a transi-
tion toward inductive reactance at 20 kHz. Since the magni-
tude of this impedance at 9 kHz is around 10 ohms, with
only about 3 ohms capacitive reactance, most amplifiers
should have no difficulty driving the A -100X near clipping
level on high frequency transients.

Figure 3 shows the one -meter axial anechoic frequency
response for one -watt average drive. This is the plot of the
sound pressure amplitude and is made for the two extreme
positions of the equalizer switch position. There is the
slightest tendency for a low end peak at around 63 Hz be-
fore the response falls uniformly below that frequency.
From 200 Hz and continuing upward there is a very gradual
increase of level with frequency, even for the LO equalizer
positions. This indicates that the direct sound will have a
mildly bright characteristic with a tendency toward a bit too
much top end. Output for this one -watt drive level averages
approximately 87 dB above about 50 Hz, showing the A -100X
to be moderately efficient for a closed -box system.

From the anechoic standpoint, the tweeter is about a
dB and a half hotter than the midrange woofer, and you may
want to drop its level by that amount for a better spectral
balance. The tweeter keeps right on going at 20 kHz, which
is quite good performance. There are enough variations in
both midrange and tweeter response to indicate the exis-
tence of diffraction effects.

The anechoic phase response is shown in Fig. 4. There are
two plots here. One plot is corrected for the path delay of
the tweeter, while the other is corrected for the path delay
of woofer unit. The tweeter is acoustically the first driver
heard, followed by the midrange unit, then followed by the
higher frequency components of the woofer. The tweeter is
actually 0.28 milliseconds in front of the top end of the woo-
fer and 0.07 milliseconds in front of the midrange.

The actual acoustic crossover between woofer and mid-
range occurs at slightly above 2 kHz, while the 7.5 -kHz
crossover for the tweeter is just what Audioanalyst specifies
it to be. There is, however, a 180 -degree phase reversal be-
tween tweeter and woofer, so that care should be used
when matching this system with ones of other manufacturer
for use in quadraphonic systems.

The time scatter of arrival for the three drivers gives a
non -minimum phase response around the crossover re-
gions. Small details in response due to each driver consid-
ered separately, however, are of minimum phase.

The spectral dominance of the tweeter, coupled with the
fact that the tweeter and midrange sound arrived ahead of
the components below 2 kHz, implies a bright sound.

The three -meter room response for on -axis and 30 -de-
gree left -channel stereo position are shown in Fig. 5. For this
test the A -100X was placed against a wall, and the height ad-
justed so that the tweeter was one meter above the floor
with the enclosure long axis vertical. The plots are displaced
10 dB for clarity of presentation.

The better of the two responses is obtained directly in
front of the enclosure, in an on -axis position. Severe diffrac-
tion dips take their toll off -axis. This measure strongly sug-
gests that the A -100X should be angled toward the listening
area for more accurate sound.

The equalizer positions chosen for this test were both
midrange and tweeter in their LO position, which was the
condition experimentally chosen during the earlier listening
test and the position the maker recommends in their litera-
ture. The drop in response in the octave of middle C shown
in this plot for both speaker positions may account for the
feeling of thinness which I had earlier when listening to or -
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Fig. 3-One-meter anechoic sound
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Fig. 6-Horizontal
polar energy./

FRONTAL
AXIS

Fig. 7-Vertical polar energy.
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chestral and piano music. As in the anechoic response, the
top end goes right up to 20 kHz with no strain.

The polar -energy response plots are shown in Fig. 6 for
azimuth and in Fig. 7 for elevation. For these measurements,
the long axis of the enclosure was vertical, with the tweeter
above the woofer, as it was placed for the three -meter room
test. The four possible combinations of switch equalizer po-
sition are shown in these plots. On average, the midrange
control gives about a 1 dB variation, while the tweeter con-
trol gives about 2 dB variation for the total energy in the 20
Hz to 20 kHz frequency range. It is apparent that there is a
definite left -right disymmetry. These plots indicate that if
the A -100X is placed in a conventional manner, with the en-
closures pointing directly out from a wall, the left channel
will be slightly stronger than the right channel for higher
frequency stereo sound. Some care should therefore be tak-
en in the choice of mounting configuration for these speak-
ers, as there is an azimuth beaming problem within 15 de-
grees or so of a position directly in front of the enclosure. If
the spacing between speakers is wide enough to give a
physical angle between them and the listening area of 60 de-
grees or greater, then the speakers should definitely be ro-
tated toward the listening area for balance. But don't angle
them directly toward the listening area or the beaming will
be noticeable in terms of a diffuse stereo image.

TOP

MID HI,TW HI

MID LO,TW HI

MID HI, TW LO

MID LO,TW LO
BOTTOM

The good vertical disperson above the median plane in
Fig. 7 shows that the A -100X should be placed reasonably
close to a floor for the best timbre. But do not mount the
units above ear level or directly under protruding reflecting
surfaces.

Harmonic distortion for the musical tones of El or 41 Hz,
A2 or 110 Hz, and A4 or 440 Hz is shown in Fig. 8. With the
exception of the second harmonic of El, the distortion re-
mains quite acceptable throughout the dynamic range of
most material. Even though the numerical value of such dis-
tortion is higher than that found in most power amplifiers,
the uniform characteristic of this distortion and its continual
reduction to very low values at low drive level will lead to an
acceptably good listening characteristic for the A -100X from
the standpoint of harmonic distortion.

Intermodulation distortion is shown in Fig. 9. This is the
amount of distortion produced on a pure tone of 440 Hz
when 41 Hz is simultaneously reproduced at equal drive lev-
el. The low frequency produces a rather large effect which
infers that low frequency tones can produce distinct mud-
diness on higher frequencies when sound is played at high
levels. At low power levels the intermodulation is almost
pure amplitude modulation of 440 Hz by 41 Hz. As the level
increases the characteristic of this distortion changes. At ten
watts average, there is 6 per cent peak -to -peak amplitude
modulation and 5 degrees peak -to -peak phase modulation
of 440 Hz, larger than I would prefer to see in a loudspeaker
of this quality.

Crescendo handling capability for random sounds, such
as hand claps and cymbal crashes, is quite good and the full
power capability of the A -100X can be used on wide range
material without difficulty. For the musical tones of middle
C (262 Hz) and low G (98 Hz), the Audioanalyst A -100X was
able to handle signal levels of random noise up to 105 volts
peak to peak, corresponding to about 150 watts average,
without masking inner musical voices.

The conclusion I would draw from these three measure-
ments, harmonic, intermodulation, and crescendo han-
dling, is that the Audioanalyst A -100A should give a brisk,
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reasonably clean level for most material, but will tend to go
muddy if pushed too heavily with frequencies below 100 Hz,
such as strong and deep organ pedal notes.

The energy -time response, which is the measure of ener-
gy spread in the reproduction of a perfect impulse, is shown
in Fig. 10. The first peak in arrival, for the microphone
placed exactly one -meter in front of the enclosure, comes
from the tweeter at 3.02 milliseconds. The midrange drive
contribution arrives at 3.1 milliseconds and is sufficiently
close to the tweeter response to give a single peak in ener-
gy. The woofer contribution occurs at 3.3 milliseconds, with
some longer term "grumbling" extending to 4 milliseconds,
where the sound level is sufficiently low that diffractive scat-
ter from enclosure boundaries are all that remain.

The impulse response is quite good, with some mild os-
cillatory ringing in the drivers, and the midrange and woofer
energy scatter in the 3.5 to 4.25 millisecond time range
would indicate that physical structure on the front of the en-
closure is causing a small degradation of percussive re-
sponse properties.

Listening Test
In order to audition the A -100X, the speakers were placed

near a wall and the height adjusted so the position of the
tweeter was about one -meter above the floor level. This
places the speaker at ear level for normal listening. The in-
cluded angle between the speakers and the listening loca-
tion was set to about 60 degrees for stereo.

The first impression I had was that the sound was bright,
with a distinct upper register dominance. The rear -mounted
switches were then set to LO for tweeter and LO for the
midrange for most of the audition material, which are the
maker's recommended positions.

My impression then was that was clean but
thin, as though the woofers were being driven out of phase.
A momentary phase reversal test performed on one of the
speakers convinced me that the drivers were properly
phased. Serious listening to wide range material assured me
that the bass was there, but was simply down in level for
such a speaker placement. Moving the speaker down to the
floor, to pick up an extra boundary, might help, as would
placing the A-100X's in the corner of the room. But in my
opinion this would not be as acoustically proper for this par-
ticular speaker as would simply lifting the bottom end with
pre -amplifier equalization.

Piano music has good articulation, but tends toward a thin
sound, with the octaves below middle C definitely requiring
augmentation in the preamplifier to achieve balance. On
orchestral music I found that I preferred to lift the midrange
switch to HI position, keep the tweeter in its LO position,
and pull the top end down slightly to avoid the bright sound
on strings which some persons like, but which I find un-
natural. When I did this the stereo image was quite good,
and in fact had a good sense of depth which is so often lack-
ing on speakers in this price range.

The Audioanalyst A -100X can handle peaks on rock music
at lease -breaking levels, but I could never quite get proper
spectral balance. Choral music and single vocals were quite
another thing and the A -100X did an excellent job of
reproducing both.

This is a darn good machine for general listening, consi-
dering the low cost of the loudspeaker. Most listeners
should appreciate the sound reproduction of the system,
particularly with vocal selections, though there are obvious
exceptions such as rock enthusiasts who will prefer a styliz-
ed sound for their specialized listening needs.

Richard C. Heyser

Check No. 92 on Reader Service Card
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Nakamichi Model 600 Stereo Cassette Console

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 40 Hz to 18 kHz.
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1.5%
for 400 Hz at 0 VU; less than 0.5'/o with
IM Suppressor in. Signal/Noise Ratio:
60 dB with SX tape and Dolby at 0 VU,
68 dB at 31/4 THD with IM Suppressor.
Separation: 35 dB. Crosstalk: 60 dB.
Erasure: 60 dB. Input Sensitivity: 60
mV at 50K ohms. Output Level: 580
mV. Wow and Flutter: 0.12% WTD
peak. Speed Deviation: ±10/0. Dimen-
sions: 15-3/4 in. (40 cm) W by 6-7/8 in.
(17.5 cm) H by 9-3/8 in. (23.8 cm) D.
Weight: 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg). Suggested
Retail Price: $500.00.

The 600 Cassette Console is one of a group of special new
Nakamichi components, the Recording Director Series. The
front panel is solid aluminum, over 1/8 -in. thick, inclined
back about 30 degrees. This position is excellent for on -table
control and monitoring. The cassette well is on the left side,
with the counter and memory above, and the tape motion
controls below. The cassette tray has a partial cover, but the
majority of it is open which aids in checking tape motion.
Access to the heads is ample for all cleaning and de-
magnetization needs, a welcome design feature. Tape mo-
tion controls are interlocked so that it is necessary to go
through Stop before changing modes. After Stop, this lever

66 must be released and then pressed again to eject the cas-
sette. When the cassette is placed on the tray, a light push
causes it to drop into play position.

At the top of the right side of the panel are the peak -read-
ing level meters, with a wide range from - 40 to +7 VU. The
range around 0 VU is expanded with red markings above
zero, the scales are very legible, even at a distance, and the
meters are well illuminated; all help to make an excellent
display. Below the meters is a row of button switches: EX or
SX ;ape types, 70 or 120 microseconds equalization, 400 -Hz
tone on -off, multiplex filter in -out, Dolby in -out, IM sup-
pressor in -out, and power on -off. The 70 -microsecond
equalization is used with the newly introduced SX tape
which offers a number of advantages over CrO, tape, which
would use the same equalization. Below the button switches

Fig. 1-Close-up view of cassette well.

are adjustments for both EX and SX tapes for Bias, Level and
IM Suppression. There are pots for each channel with
removable caps covering the access holes. Adjustments of
Level are made in conjunction with the 400 -Hz tone to en-
sure having the proper Dolby record level. There are in-
dividual record level controls for each channel in addition
to the very handy master pot. A single control governs the
outputs from the two channels. Handles at each end of the
panel facilitate moving the unit, which can be easily install-
ed in a cut-out.

On the back are the line -level input and output con-
nections through phono jacks or a DIN socket. Above the
jacks is a block schematic of some detail showing the
recorder circuitry. In line with its intended use with other
equipment, there are no mike level inputs and no head-
phone jack. The bottom, sides, and back consist of a one-
piece molded plastic enclosure held in place with five
screws. One PCB contains the majority of the circuitry, with
five smaller PCBs for such functions as power supply and
motor governor. Soldering on the circuits cards was ex-
cellent, and the card -to -card wiring was neat and tied. The
recorder can be turned on in Play or Record mode with an
external timer.

Circuit Description
Of particular interest in the Nakamichi 600 collection of

good design features is the unique Intermodulation Sup-
pressor. In other designs, limiters and predistorters have
been used to limit distortion generated in the recording
process. The Nakamichi circuit is immediately different and
fascinating because it operates on the playback signal, tak-
ing out the distortion that was previously recorded, even on
another recorder, but the other recorder must have linear
phase characteristics. The approach is based upon some of
the characteristics of the magnetic recording process. In
most cases, the predominant harmonic distortion com-
ponent is the third at all frequencies and all levels. Also, the
level of the third harmonic changes at a constant rate rela-
tive to changes in the record level. Finally, major com-
ponents of intermodulation distortion change at this same
rate with level changes. With careful design, then, a linear-
izer, or distortion suppressor, could be made to operate on
the playback signal, making it more linear and reducing the
distortion.

The IM suppressor is part of the sophisticated playback
circuitry. EQ, provides the initial high frequency time con-
stant of 70 microseconds and a low -frequency time constant
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of 120 milliseconds tor proper integration of the lowest fre-
quencies. EQg is an LCR network designed to compensate
for head gap and spacing losses. EQ2 has a 22 -microsecond
time constant which brings the saturation points at the dif-
ferent frequencies to approximately the same level. Typi-
cally, there are considerable phase shifts in the playback,
with harmonics losing their time relationships to the funda-
mentals. Without the correction of these shifts, the suppres-
sor could possibly introduce more distortion than it would
remove. The phase shifter, therefore, is an essential element
in the overall design. Performance tests showed the effec-
tiveness of the suppressor of benefit over a wide range of
levels and frequencies. Following the suppressor itself is

EQT which provides switching to 120 microseconds as need-
ed. EQ:; undoes the 22 microsecond TC of EQ2, and EQ1 pro-
vides the standard 3180 microsecond low -frequency TC.

Performance
The Nakamichi 600 provides an outstanding level of per-

formance in a number of areas. The manufacturer states that
the focused -field crystal permalloy head is the major reason
for the wide frequency response and great dynamic range.
The playback response was flat over most of the range for
both equalizations with a gently rising response at the high-
est frequencies. The unit surpassed the specified 40 Hz to 18
kHz record/playback response at -20 VU quite handily.
With SX tape without Dolby, there was a little droop at 2 kHz
and some rise at 8 kHz, but the low -frequency end -point re-
mained the same, and the high end changed slightly to 20.0
kHz. Superior headroom properties at 0 VU record level
were shown with the 3 -dB down point at 12.0 kHz, 11.0 kHz
with Dolby. The results with EXII tape were similarly ex-
cellent: from 21 Hz to 20.5 kHz at -20 VU, and 21 Hz to 20.3
kHz with Dolby. At 0 VU the -3 dB point was at 12.0 kHz,
11.8 kHz with Dolby. There was no measureable effect on
any of these responses with the suppressor switched in. The
record/playback responses discussed here were notable in
other respects. The two channels were very well matched,
within a fraction of a dB, over the entire frequency range
both normal and with Dolby. Accurate Dolby tracking and
channel matching are essential to realize the full potential of
this noise reduction system. In this regard, the Nakamichi
600 is without doubt the best cassette recorder this reviewer
has evaluated. An additional benefit from such performance
is that stereo imaging has more solidity and does not shift
with level changes.

Measurements were made of the relative levels of the 3rd
harmonic of a 1 -kHz tone recorded at levels from -10 to
+10 VU. A spectrum analyzer was essential in getting re-
liable data at the lower levels and also permitted observa-
tion of other harmonics. This was particularly important in

assessing the performance of the IM suppressor. The results
for one channel were substantially identical to the other.
With SX tape, the distortion was just 0.56 per cent at 0 VU,
0.40 per cent with the suppressor. At +7 VU, the distortion
was 4.5 per cent, 2.5 per cent with the suppressor. The bene-
fits of this circuit were in evidence even at -10 VU where it
reduced the third harmonic from 0.06 to 0.05 percent. Other
harmonics than third appeared at the highest levels, but they
were acceptably low even at +10 VU. With Dolby, all dis-
tortion figures were about 20 per cent lower.

With EXII tape, there was little effect from the suppressor
at lower levels, but distortion was a most respectable 0.45
per cent at 0 VU, 0.36 with Dolby. At +7 VU, the suppressor
reduced the distortion from 3.2 to 1.8 per cent, and from 2.8
to 1.4 per cent with Dolby. Few harmonics other than third
were observed even at +7 to +10 VU. Tests of IM distortion
with various combinations of tones revealed that the sup-
pressor obtained reductions of 50 per cent at higher record
levels. The device also restored the output as a linear func-
tion of the input up to +7 VU within a fraction of a dB. Tests
were made of the harmonic distortion from 30 Hz to 10 kHz,
both at O VU and at -20 VU. There is little significance to 3rd
harmonic distortion figures for 10 kHz. The distortion values
were low across the band for SX tape, with reductions ob-
tained with the suppressor. EXII tape generally had lower
distortion at 0 VU than SX tape, but showed little benefit from
the suppressor at this level. Distortion figures for -20 VU
for both tapes were usually below the limits of the test
equipment. Distortion figures for the two channels were
substantially identical over the entire band. Suppressor ac-
tion was primarily on 3rd harmonic at each test frequency
up to the highest without adding other harmonics, in-
dicative of excellent phase compensation. In summary, the
suppressor was consistently effective in reducing IM and 3rd 67
harmonic distortion without negative side effects.

The signal-to-noise ratio was 61 dBA (A weighting) with SX
tape and Dolby, 69 dBA with the suppressor. The ratio for
EXII tape was 57.8 dBA with Dolby, 66 dBA with suppressor
added. All of these figures are referenced to the 3 -per cent
harmonic distortion level. Separation from one track to the
other was a good 46 dB at 1 kHz and 0 VU. Crosstalk to the
adjacent track of opposite play direction and erasure were
both excellent, over 80 dB down. Line input sensitivity was
66 mV, slightly greater than the specified 60 mV. All pots
were smooth in action with very close tracking of the sec-
tions of the dual pots. The output level for 0 VU record was
580 mV, exactly as specified. With the multiplex filter in the
response was down 3 dB at 16.2 kHz and 32 dB at 19 kHz. The
meters are stated to be peak -level type and respond to with-
in 3 dB with a 33 millisecond burst of 1 kHz at reference lev-
el. Response was to the same level with single -cycle bursts
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Fig. 2-Block diagram of playback circuit.
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Nakamichi EX II tape with Dolby. Response without
Dolby was virtually identical.
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Fig. 5-Percentage of third harmonic versus record
level, showing action of suppressor, using SX tape.

every 35 milliseconds. The meters, therefore, do provide
peak -level indications with typical speech and music inputs,
although they do not respond fully to short, isolated bursts.
The slower decay rate facilitated reading and setting levels.
Scale markings were found to be quite accurate, and track-
ing between meters was excellent.

The lowest measured flutter was 0.041/4 DIN weighted
peak, with an average of 0.08'/o. The tape play speed was
0.91/4 fast at the standard test 120 V a.c., with very little
change from 110 to 130 volts. Rewind time was about 110
seconds, rather slow, but of minor significance. It is quite
possible that Nakamichi chose a slower wind to minimize
any possible damage to the tape which could affect contact
to the heads. The recorder had shown superior amplitude
smoothness in the swept -frequency responses, an indicator
of good tape/head contact.

In -Use Tests
When the opportunity was presented to record the SUN -

YA (State Univ. of New York at Albany) Woodwind Quintet,
the 600 was quickly conveyed to the performance hall, com-
plete with mike and a Shure mixer. As judged earlier, the
angle of the front panel made all level control and mon-
itoring most natural. The line outputs were used to feed a
small headphone amplifier. For a critical test of the unit's ca-
pabilities, the performance was recorded at a high level,
with many peaks to +5 VU. Even with this approach, the
wide range of the meters to -40 VU was of value. A differ-
ent tape formulation was used for each composition, with a
check and adjustment of Dolby record level with the 400 -Hz
tone. The calibration was already exactly correct for the SX
and EXII tapes; the Maxell UD (EX settings) and the TDK SA
(SX settings) required some adjustment.

A piece by Milhaud was performed first by the SUNYA
quintet and provided challenges for the musicians. The lis-
tening experience was a joy, however, with an unstrained
openness reserved for some original recordings. Some brit-
tleness in high-level oboe tones was judged to be the result
of slight overblowing, but switching on the distortion sup-
pressor provided instant sweetening. Kvintet by Nielsen
demonstrated the subtle impact of the suppressor. Although
there was no obvious change, the playback seemed "more
musical" with it in. The beneficial action of the suppressor
was more apparent on peaks over +7 VU during an encore
piece by Ibert.

Insertion and removal of cassettes was easy and fast, yet
gentle at the same time. Cleaning and demagnetization was
the easiest of any cassette machine checked to date. The in-
struction book is succinct and clear with helpful route maps
drawn over front -panel layouts showing the order of switch-
ing or adjustment for various tasks. Nakamichi provides a
limited list of recommended tapes including their own SX,
EX, and EXII, a necessary step to ensure that all of unit's per-
formance capabilities will be obtained by the user. The di-
rections given on making the adjustments include worth-
while cautions to prevent uninformed diddling. No detailed
schematic is provided, but with the adjustments made avail-
able, there would be little need for it by most users. The ex-
ternal -timer control function demonstrated good design
technique, having a few seconds delay after power turn -on,
thus allowing recording to start after transients had died
away. A dust cover is supplied which fits neatly over the
front panel. All in all, the Nakamichi 600 should be judged a
medium- to high-priced recorder with outstanding per-
formance coupled with important and useful features. A

Howard A. Roberson

Check No. 93 on Reader Service Card
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TANDBERG
10XD bridges the gap between consumer
and professional tape recorders.
Meet the world's first and only 101/2" reel tape recorder that operates at 15 ips and combines
Tandberg's unique Cross -Field recording technique with the world-famous Dolby* B system.
Result: A guaranteed minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 72 dB, measured on a 4 -track machine
using IEC A -weighting. Simpiy put, the 10XD completely eliminates audible tape hiss!

Here are some of the many sophistF-
cated features that make the 10XD the
finest tape recorderTandberg has ever
built:
 3 speeds: 15, 71/2, 33% ips. Electron-

ically selected
 3 motors; Hall -effect capstan motor
 3 heads; plus separate bias head
 Electronic servo speed control
 Electronic logic mode controls,

including photo optics
 Electronic balanced microphone

inputs
 Echo, sound -on -sound, editing,

A and B tests

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Remote control and rack mount
optional. Pitch control by special order.
For a complete demonstration of this
remarkable new advance in stereo
tape recording, see yourTandberg
dealer.

 Peak reading meters
 Direct transfer from playback to

record (flying start)
 Ferrite playback head with symmetri-

cal balanced output for hum cancel-
ling purposes and differential
playback amplifier.

For further information write:
Tandberg of America, Inc., Labriola Court,Armonk, N.Y 10504
A. Allen Pringle Ltd., Ontario, Canada
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ISLAND RECORDS has had a

powerful reputation as a par-
ticularly artist -oriented

organization. This has led the com-
pany to try out some not so obviously
commercially potent alleys in the pur-
suit of excellence. Island's newest
venture is a subsidiary label called An-
tilles, with a $4.98 list price, strictly
devoted to exotica in the music world.
The label debuted in late 1975 with 8
records ranging from a disc of Tibetan
Bells (AN -7006) an electronic environ-
ment album by Brian Eno and Robert
Fripp called No Pussyfooting (AN -
7001) to a Jimmy Reed blues set Cold
Chills (AN -7007), a superb history of
traditional British dance music in The
Complete Dancing Master (AN -7003)
and 2 superlative jazz-rock fusion

The
feast
is yours

Michael Tearson
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albums, AiyeKeta (AN -7005) featuring
Steve Winwood and 2 Africans, and
Mainstream (AN -7008) by Quiet Sun,
the reunion of Phil Manzanera's pre-
Roxy Music outfit. John Surman's
avant jazz Morning Glory (AN -7004)
and a live album by the Portsmouth
Symphonia (AN -7002) which is an
orchestra entirely comprised of
musically untrained amateurs with
unsettlingly hilarious results to com-
plete the label's appetizer course.

Expanded Parameters
March of '76 saw a big follow-up, 14 -

album release that greatly expands
Antilles' parameters. The feast begins
with two solo piano albums, each a
tribute to an American composer in
the vein of Joshua Rifkin's historic
Nonesuch Scott Joplin discs. For Oth-
er Sides of Sousa (AN -7015), Czech ex -
patriot Antonin Kubalek uncovers a
healthy portion of the March King's
lesser -known dance music and idyls,
plus 2 obscure marches, one of them,
Mother Hubbard, based on nursery
rhymes. Hugh Delain's, Harry War-
ren's Piano Favorites (AN -7009) is a

series of vignettes Warren composed
long after his glory days as a top Holly-
wood songwriter in the musical era.
The vignettes are delightfully in-
ventive and complex in a way that f ee-
pers Creepers, Chattanooga Choo
Choo or That's Amore never allowed
him to be.

Tim Hardin 9 (AN -7023) is the sing-
er -songwriter's most recent effort,
recorded in 1973 and never issued in
America before. It is Tim's best in
years; featuring a pair of tunes from
Tim Hardin 1, which is nearly a decade
old, Never Too Far and While You're
On Your Way. Shiloh Town is a fine
new song. That and the Oscar Brown,
Jr. song Rags and Old Iron, which
sports some classy Peter Frampton
lead guitar highlights, are a find of an
album. Nick Drake, too, is a find. Un-
known Stateside when he died in late
'74, his songs are wispy mood pieces
enhanced by Drake's hazy voice with
gentle yet full settings. Five Leaves
Left (AN -7010) was his first album, is-
sued in England in 1969 and un-
diminished by time. Nick Drake has
always deserved attention. With luck
Antilles may yet issue his master work
Bryter Layter.

Two new blues Antilles feature
Willie Mabon (AN -7013) and the late
Mississippi Fred McDowell. Mahon's
set is a good Chicago blues offering
neatly complemented by McDowell's

country blues. Incidentally, the
McDowell release was out previously
on Just Sunshine as 1904-1972, and
three tracks have been added for the
reissue. The tracks all date from the
same sessions that yielded Fred's
Grammy winning classic I Do Not Play
No Rock And Roll.

Country Gazette Live (AN -7014) is a
top-notch show by one of the very
best modern bluegrass bands, featur-
ing award -winning fiddler Byron Ber-
line. The Gazette run through a 14
song set including bluegrass standards
and some more recent tunes. This is
one of the most elegant additions to
bluegrass in a while.

Traditional English Ballads
Three albums of traditional English

folk music spice this hefty release. The
Watersons, long regarded as about
the best unaccompanied group of sing-
ers on the island, present For Pence
and Spicy Ale (AN -7020) on which
Martin Carthy, himself a folk legend,
joins Mike, Lal and Norma Waterson.
The singing, all acapella, covers a broad
emotional spectrum, from drinking
and vocational songs to some seasonal
pieces. For Pence is a mighty record.
So is Frankie Armstrong's Songs and
Ballads (AN -7021). Frankie, another of
Britain's great traditionalists and pos-
sessed with a strong feminist con-
science, visited the States last summer
for the folk festival circuit and was
most impressive. Her record features
sparse and stark accompaniment to
Frankie's voice. The songs she
chooses are often about hardship and
bad times such as The Collier Lass, The
Whore's Lament and the modern Jack
the Lad about a drug overdose.
Whimsy also appears in The Female
Drummer and Three Drunken Maid-
ens.

Shirley Collins is another towering
figure in the English folk world. On
No Roses (AN -7017) she has gathered
a stellar crew from the rock, jazz and
folk communities for a sterling album
of electric folk music of the Fairport-
Steeleye school. The album is a

glorious result. The track by track mu-
sical line-up varies wildly, using tradi-
tional and modern instruments in as
many combinations as there are songs
on the disc. Quite simply, No Roses is
a landmark electric folk album.

Osamu Kitajawa's Benzaiten (AN -
7016) is another kind of fusion album.
Kitajawa takes the traditional instru-
ments of Japan and adds modern
electrical instruments for a sound ab-

solutely unique. That Island even dis-
covered Kitajawa is unlikely enough,
but Benzaiten is a major part of the
Antilles release and it begs to be
heard. Kitajawa is an original and this
is only the first of him for American
consumption. He will be heard from
again.

Electronic Albums
A pair of electronic albums fill out

this heady smorgasbord. The White
Noise album An Electric Storm was a
previous Island release that has found
its home on Antilles. The two lengthy
pieces on side 2, The Visitation and
Black Mass: Electric Storm in Hell are
as truly scary as My Game of Loving
with its simulated copulation scene is
witty.

Evening Star (AN -7018) is the sec-
ond Fripp & Eno collaboration. Pack-
aged in the ECM graphics style, it con-
sists of provocative electronics as titles
like Wind on Wind, Wind on Water
and An Index of Metals might suggest.
As on No Pussyfooting the pieces
evolve environmentally.

Recorded Potpourri
The final Antilles delicacy for now is

Rockin' Duck by Grimms (AN -7012)
which really relates to nothing else on
the label. Grimms began as a poet-
ry & music & comedy revue barn-
storming England somewhat in the
Monty Python style with an extra
touch of the cerebral, and finally grew
into this album of choice cuts and odd
slices of life. The troup ;ncludes one-
time Bonzo Dog Neil Innes plus Mike
McGear, Roger McGough and John
Gorman-collectively previously
known as Scaffold-and Brian Patten
and Adrien Henri of the Liverpool
Poets. Suffice to say Rockin' Duck al-
ternately brings laughter and tears oc-
casionally intermingled, and I don't
want to give away the punchlines.

Well, that's the scope of the feast, at
least what is on the table already. I've
not yet mentioned that most of these
records have the benefit of superior,
truly illuminating, liner notes that for
once aid in fully appreciating the mu-
sic. Island Records have con-
gratulations due them for the bold
move in forming Antilles. Presenting
esoterica like this may not make them
rich, but it enhances the total musical
scene no end. And it may well cure
those embarassing boredom spots on
the ears.

I just wanted you to know about it.
Now the feast is yours. ¡¡
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Michael Tearson

Jon Tiven
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Cardiff Rose: Roger McGuinn
Columbia PC 34154, stereo, $6.98.

Roger McGuinn's last couple solo
outings have been hard to like. I even

72 wrote a review on McGuinn & Band,
their last one, that in retrospect is al-
most embarrassingly generous. Since
then the tight little band of that album
quit as the disc bombed.

And then came a "saving grace" in
the form of Dylan's Rolling Thunder
tour on which Roger was a very
prominent participant. Cardiff Rose is
obviously the result. The enthusiasm
that tour generated is this album's
propulsion. The band includes Thun-
derers Rob Stoner and Howie Wyeth,
who appeared on Dylan's Desire, plus
David Mansfield and the unlikliest
Thunderer of all, Mick Ronson, who
now has gone from David Bowie's Spi-
ders from Mars to Roger McGuinn's
producer, not an obvious transition.

On record, the band sounds great.
And best of all McGuinn sounds en-
thusiastic, like he's having more fun
than he's had in years. Maybe that
tour saved his soul. The opening song,
Take Me Away, is all about the tour
and its unique spirit-"You should
have been there/I was told I had a
smile on my face."

That song, Jolly Roger, Partners in
Crime, and Round Table are the al-
bum's McGuinn-Jacques Levy collab-
orations. A strong storytelling thread
unites them. Each has a strong plot
and researched detail. I figure that
this kind of "song staging" is Levy's

peculiar contribution, the difference
he makes on the Desire album as well.
Jolly Roger relates the bloody tale of
the pirate ship Cardiff Rose while
Round Table tackles the King Arthur
legend while comparing the deadly
truth of the Crusades with the current
Middle East conflict.

Partners in Crime brilliantly asks
whatever happened to the Chicago 8
from the bloody Chicago police riots
of '68. The song takes the form of a let-
ter addressed, with delicious am-
biguity, to Dear Abbie (Hoffman). The
opening verse slips into a mock doo-
wop bridge that brings the other sev-
en up to date. After a pause that per-
fectly provokes the song's nervous
irony, it continues:

"Dear Abbie, I wish they would let
you

Come back to us again.
And truly I hope they don't get you
And slam you in the pen."

It's always bitter for the tallguy.
Cardiff Rose also contains a terrific

previously unheard Dylan song from
the Blood on the Tracks period, Up to
Me, and a new Joni Mitchell song
Dreamland which at first sounds a tri-
fle confused, but still grabs with an in-
fectious hook that doesn't quit.

After a spell in the hospital Cardiff
Rose felt like a clean, fresh breeze.
The band cuts the hell out of its Desire
performance as Mick Ronson's pro-
duction ear held it all together. It
doesn't sound like the Byrds, but it is

unmistakably McGuinn and his best in
years.

Cardiff Rose is the album Desire
would have been with proper pro-
duction and clean sound. It is the flip
side to Dylan's standard "one take or
forget it" formula. M.T.

Sound: A Performance: A

Resolution: Andy Pratt
Nemperor NE 438, stereo, $6.98.

Andy Pratt is one of the most pecu-
liar recording artists you could ever
imagine-a little background is essen-
tial to totally comprehend this artist.
This is Andy's third album (after one
on Polydor which was very strange
and one on Columbia which was ex-
traordinary but not quite commercial
enough to make any impact), and in
the words of a friend of his, "the first
Andy Pratt album which isn't totally
suicidal." Andy is one of those indi-
viduals who doesn't have any financial
pressures to speak of-the Pratt is as
in Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, and he
used to own his own studio-and per-
haps that is the reason that it's taken
so long for him to make a record that
could conceivably sell lots of copies.
Or maybe he hasn't made it because
of his lack of stage presence, but any-
way he probably will break through
with Resolution. After just one listen I
was convinced that if he wanted to be
a solo artist with a stature along the
lines of Elton or Joni he could do it;
after several more, I'm certain that
he's far more talented than either of
them.

There's his voice, which is some-
where along the lines of "the power
of Robert Plant and the frailty of Gram
Parsons," and there's his songs which
have nothing to be compared to.
Can't Stop My Love and Constant
Heat are my favorites at present, but
they weren't when I first listened to
the record. His appeal hits in different
ways, because on one hand you've
got bizarro love -oriented lyrics, com-
mercial production (nice one, Arif)
and beautiful melodies, but on the
other you've got these really innova-
tive chord structures and rhythms.
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He's got them all arranged beautifully
(lots of lush tones) and the sidemen
are exceptionally tasty (there's no oth-
er word to use), particularly drummer
Andy Newmark and guitarist Mark
Doyle. It's extremely hard for me to
find a flaw in the record-how it can
sound so spacious yet so full, is a small
achievement unto itself. At last, an
Andy Pratt album that you can get be-
hind one hundred per cent.

All in all, Andy Pratt could well be
the most important solo artist to make
his mark in 1976 if his record company
is able to break him on both the AM
and the FM stations. What's more, re-
gardless of whether he makes it or
not, Resolution should set an example
for songwriter/singers all over as to
what an album can sound like. Pratt
proves that you can be sensitive with-
out simping out, and you can be a
powerful singer/songwriter without
relying upon old cliches for
dynamics. I.T.

Performance: A
Sound: A (State of the Art)

Rastaman Vibration: Bob Marley &
the Wailers
Island ILPS 9383, stereo, $6.98.

Now I don't believe that the Golden
Age of Reggae is upon us, nor that
reggae music will dominate the scene
anymore than I think that the Bay City
Rollers are the sound of tomorrow.
But at the time of writing this review it
looks like a sure bet that Rastaman Vi-
bration will break into the top ten of
the album charts, a major accom-
plishment for a reggae record. In the
past, the reggae audience has been a
growing cult who knew all about reg-
gae and who all the Jamaican hitma-
kers were; chances are that half of the
people who buy this album have little
idea who U -Roy, The Mighty Dia-
monds, or Big Youth are. But they
bought Rastaman Vibration-not ex-
actly a pleasing album to reggae pur-
ists but a slightly rocked -out reggae
effort nonetheless-and some people
would have you believe that getting
the people who bought Eric Clapton's
!Shot the Sheriff to buy this album is
as monumental an event as it was
when those who followed Bill Haley
started to pick up on Little Richard
and Chuck Berry.

I'd be inclined to agree if I didn't
know that Toots & the Maytals got
booed off the stage on almost every
date on the Who tour. Most of the
younger audiences are primarily en-
thused with rock and couldn't give a

(Continued on page 79)

ZEROSTAT: FOR THE SCIENTIFIC
TREATMENT OF STATIC

Electrostatically attracted dust can cause surface
noise and rapid wear of your records. Regular
use of Zerostat helps ensure that your discs are
kept in first class condition. And, since your
record's surface static has been neutralized,
no further dust will be attracted to it.

 Requires no power supply, batteries
or refills.

 Lasts for at least 50,000
operations.

 The only device to neutralize
static with safe piezo
module.

Distributed by

Discwásheó Inc.

The 5750
alternative.

0200 Watts RMS, per channel,
both channels driven into 4 or
8 Ohms from 20Hz to 20KHz
at no more than 0.05% Total
Harmonic Distortion.

00.05% IM into 4 or 8 Ohms
(signal to noise) greater than 100dB
plug-in board modules
forced air cooling
only 11" deep
weighs less than 42 lbs.
superb construction using only the

finest materials and component
parts

Davailable in black rack mount (as
shown) or our traditional satin
gold and black

You'd have to look a long time to
find a power amplifier that delivers
this much value.

Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, California 90060
Please send me the reasons (including available
literature) why the SAE 2400 Professional Amplifier
is the '"$750 Alternative...

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATF 71P
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(Continued from page 73)

hoot about reggae, at least so far. And
they're still buying records by Queen,
Be -Bop Deluxe and Thin Lizzy, while
the reggae records are being eaten up
by mostly post -rock audiences who
are tired of most rock, turned off by
disco, and looking for a new music
that doesn't smack of Frank Sinatra,
John Cage, or Tchaikovsky. Raggae
music is simple but not as stupid as say
Kiss, it's political but more authentic
sounding than Bob Dylan, and it's
new. Reggae music is also based in the
Rastafarian Culture and is highly ap-
pealing to intellecturals.

So Reggae Music has caught on to
the extent that Bob Marley is on the
verge of Superstardom in the United
States. It's far more surprising that this
didn't happen before, as there were
hits by Desmond Dekker, Led Zeppe-
lin, and The Beatles which had a re-
ggae flavor to them during the early
Seventies.

Errr....what about the record it-
self? This is the first Wailers' album re-
leased in the United States that fea-
tures the fully modernized Marley
sound, which is closer to the guitar
sound of Jimi Hendrix than Joe Higgs.
Marley has gotten his rocks out on the
table, and I'm not complaining a bit.

His music improves by the slight com-
promise, and he's still one of the best
singers around. So if you haven't
heard the Wailers, chances are you're
not hip to reggae, and it would be a
good move to pick up on Rastaman
Vibration to clue yourself in. And if
you've already gotten into Marley, it's
about time you discovered Toots, Pe-
ter Tosh, Mighty Diamonds, or Bi
Youth. 1.1-
Sound: A Performance: A-

Bill Cosby Is Not Himself These Days,
Rat Own, Rat Own, Rat Own: Bill
Cosby
Capitol ST -11530, stereo, $6.98.

In general, I tend to hate disco mu-
sic, especially Barry White's. So along

comes Bill Cosby who has done one
or two albums himself singing songs
and being funny at once, a hard trick
to be sure, but Bill has generally not
done well on his attempts at novelty
records. But Bill Cosby is Not Him-
self...is an absolute knockout. The
send-up of Big Barry's Yes, Yes, Yes is a
full-fledged hit and justly so. Like the
silent waiter in Alka Seltzer's "I Can't
Believe I Ate the Whole Thing" com-
mercial you don't notice how funny
Cos' lyrics are until about the third or

Ba a
for the discriminating
For more than a quarter century, the most knowledgeable musicians and
audio engineers alike have looked to Bozak to establish the standards
for realistic reproduction. We regard
it as a sacred trust that this integrity of
product shall continue to be our
hallmark.

Our consumer products catalog is
available at no cost.

BOZAK, Inc.
P.O. Box 1166
Darien,Connecticut 06820

Loudspeakers Mixer/Preamplifiers Amplifiers

How to improve your
sound quality
without buying
new speakers-

Replace your cloth grille with a
Dew Foam sculptured grille.
Do it yourself. Takes only 10 min-
utes. Remove the grille cloth;
cut the Dew Foam grille to size and
adhere with velve which is
supplied with the grille.
Many new speakers use Dew Foam
grilles made of Velve I ITM' because
they are almost acoustically perfect.
As transparent and distortion -free
as a bare speaker.
Four different designs in five
designer colors. Sizes include
10''%' x 163/$1: 133%" x 237/8" and

16AA" x 28%"

Ask your favorite dealer to order
these replacement grilles for you.

01 DEW FOAM COMPANY, INC.
14768 Raymer St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91405

(213) 873-3574
TM-a Tenneco Polyurethane Product
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From the same people
who shook the plaster off the

ceiling of Grauman's Chinese Theater,

The tremendous low -frequency energy
needed to create the special effects in
Universal's "EARTHQUAKE" was achieved
by using the rugged BGW power
amplifiers. Now, from the same power and
quality crazed Californian engineering
minds comes a smaller version:
The Model 100.

For the small tremors in your life.

Specs: Stereo Mode Output Power -
30 Watts per channel,
20 Hz-20kHz, at less
than 0.1% THD into 8 ohms
Mono Mode Output Power -
80 Watts, 20 Hz-20kHz,
0.1% THD, into 8 ohms.

SYSTEMS

BGW SYSTEMS
13130 South Yukon Avenue
Hawthorne, California 90250
(213) 973-8090

Sleeper!
The Realistic' STA-90 Will Change Your Ideas

About Who's , i in Hi -Fit Features, Value and Style!

Take 20 seconds and see why
Radio Shack's STA-90 is suddenly
winning rave reviews and lots of happy owners.
Dual -gate MOSFET tuner with muting and two
meters. Dual tape monitor system. Dubbing out-
put. Phase -locked loop stereo demodulator.
Direct -coupled amplifier rated (conservatively!)
at 45 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total
harmonic distortion. Quatravox3 synthesizer.
And walnut veneer case. U.L. listed, of course.
Only 359.95 at participating stores. Ask for
31-2063 and find out what a Sleeper sounds like!

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN:

Radie lhaek
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

5000 LOCATIONS  50 STATES  9 COUNTRIES

fifth time through. The follow-up
could just as well be his Pointer Sisters
parody Girl on the Side or the one
that fights hard to out -Brown James
himself.

When he's on, Bill Cosby is one of
the funniest men on the planet. Not
Himself is mostly on. It stays funny
way past the third time, and it is guar-
anteed a winner for parties.

The only disco album I need. M.T.

Sound: B+ Performance:A

Steal Your Face: Grateful Dead
Grateful Dead GD-LA620, stereo,
$6.98.

This two -disc set is a live al-
bum/movie soundtrack of the Dead's
last stand at Winterland in San Fran-
cisco, and it is standard Dead live fare.
The program features the Marty Rob-
bins classic El Paso, Johnny Cash's Big
River, Chuck Berry's The Promised
Land, and Around and Around, as
well as their own Sugaree, It Must
Have Been the Roses, Black Throated
Wind, and others. Cold Rain and
Snow, and Beat it on Down the Line
are particularly nostalgic since both
appeared on the first Grateful Dead
album nearly a decade ago.

The performance is standard Dead
as well. What it lacks is quality record-
ed sound. The problem is most no-
table when the record appears on the
radio and sounds weaker than any
record it's played next to. The sound
is thin, utterly lacking closeness to the
listener. When the performances are
good, the poor recording undermines
it. Black Throated Wind is stirring ex-
cept for the tin can sound of Bob
Weir's voice.

An extra peculiarity for live records,
though not for the Grateful Dead, is
the absolute non -effort to recreate a
concert feel to the album. The tracks
are completely separated and band-
ed. Some songs faded out before the
end has a disconcerting effect on a
live album. Still the Dead Heads seem
to love it regardless. M.T.

Sound: D- Performance: D

Words We Can Dance To: Steve
Goodman
Asylum 7E-1061, stereo, $6.98.

You can do no better than Steve
Goodman live. He is absolutely the
best solo folkie-type working with an
uncanny ability to draw some of the
damnedest pickers literally out of the
woodwork. Words We Can Dance To,

Check No. 35 on Reader Service Card
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Goodman's fourth album, largely fol-
lows the comfortable pattern set by
the previous two, Somebody Else's
Troubles and Jessie's Jig & Other Fa-
vorites.

Words features a wide variety of
song styles from a solo on The Glory
of Love, with some dazzling acoustic
guitar, and the rock and roll oldie
Tossin' and Turnin' to an original Bob
Wills style western swing number Be-
tween the Lines, and the bluegrass
Death of a Salesman, as well as the Tin
Pan Alley schmaltz of the appropri-
ately named Old Fashioned. Good -
man's songcrafting chops are in top
form, especially on the ironic and top-
ical Unemployed and Banana Re-
public.

Each of Steve's last two albums have
featured wonderful song stories by
Mike Smith, and in that tradition
Words opens with Smith's Roving
Cowboy (Ballad of Dan Moody), a
profound story of robbery, Jesus, be-
trayal, and murder.

The cast of pickers on Words is
mighty formidable. To just salute a
couple let me mention co -producer
Steve Burgh's imaginative guitar work,
the great Jethro Burns' presence on
mandolin, Saul Broudy's plaintive
harp, Winnie Winston on pedal steel
and banjo, and Jim Rothermel's vari-
ous woodwinds on loan from Jesse
Colin Young's band.

Words We Can Dance To is no
piece of fluff. It is an album of rare in-
telligence and taste. Michael Tearson

Sound: B+ Performance: B+

Time Is On My Side: Tracy Nelson
MCA 2203, stereo, $6.98.

From the unimaginative cover de-
sign on, this is a dispirited effort. Tracy
Nelson has always had a terrific voice.
What she has lacked in her last several
efforts is any sign of warmth or con-
viction.

Time is on my Side was produced in
Los Angeles, instead of Tracy's
customary Nashville. Whatever
prompted the move didn't work out
right. Producer Jimmy Bowen lined
up good session cats and went in and
just did the album. The arrangements
are cluttered, particularly the backing
vocals. Not surprisingly the cluttered
arranging is compounded with mud-
dy sound that diffuses attention. It
sounds like just another job from LA.

Tracy Nelson has wasted herself too
damn long. I wish she'd sing as if
something depended on it. M. T.

Sound: D Performance: F
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For the demanding professional, some mike manufac-
turers furnish a frequency print out as proof of performance

Unfortunately, when it comes to low cost mikes for home
use that practice is not only costly, but could prove embar-
rassing. Besides, you shouldn't expect a guarantee with

an inexpensive mike.
Or should you?
You can if you buy the new Beyer 550.
At only $42.50, the Beyer 550 provides authenti-

cated performance at a price you can afford.
And what performance. In one elegant package

you get smooth, wide frequency response, omni-
directional pickup pattern, low distortion and high
signal-to-noise ratio.

Finally, you get the most generous warranty in
the industry and that's another way Beyer lays it
on the line.
Another innovation from Beyer Dynamic, the microphone people.
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y. 11791

Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card

ll1tIntoh CATALOG
nd FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Sol-
id State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.
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SEND

TODAY!

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
I East Side Station P.O. Box 96

Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept. 1
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ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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PHONE & MAIL
Call us FREE for low prices
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Custom designed Library Cases will
protect your magazine copies. These
files are rugged and made with a
rich Kivar cover. Shipped postage
paid. Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20;
6 for $37. Return the order form be-
low with your payment.

Please send me library cases.
Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20; 6 for
$37. My check or money order is
enclosed.
My Name

Company

Address

City State Zip

Mail to: Audio,
401 N. Broad Street

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

Allow four weeks for delivery.

The Outlaws: various artists
RCA APL1-1321, stereo, $6.98.

The Sound Of Your Mind: Willie Nel-
son
Columbia KC 34092, stereo, $5.98.

It's been a long time coming, as the
song goes, but Texas -bred music by
the likes of Waylon Jennings and Will-
ie Nelson has expanded the horizons
of country music and, with The Out-
laws collection stampeding the charts,
has arrived. The Outlaws features
Waylon and Willie separately and to-
gether plus Waylon's wife Jessi Colter
and the under -rated Tompall Glaser.

As a primer to the music, Cowboys
is invaluable. The two Waylon solos
My Heroes Have Always Been Cow-
boys and Honky Tonk Heroes very
much define the form. The two Colter
songs are nice Heartbreak Derby en-
tries but her duet with Waylon on the
standard Suspicious Minds is a stun-
ning emotional piece.

Willie Nelson is represented by two
of his biggest RCA hits, Me and Paul
and Yesterday's Wine, but his special
moment here is on Good Hearted
Woman, a song sung and co-authored
with Waylon Jennings and recorded
live, the two of them trading off lines
with an electric crowd. Closing the
disc, Tompall Glaser nods toward tra-
ditional country with Jimmie Rodgers'
T for Texas, balancing it with a con-
temporary song by ever -witty Shel Sil-
verstein.

The meat after the hors d'oeuvre is
Willie Nelson's own The Sound in
Your Mind, follow-up to last year's
wildly successful Red Headed
Stranger. Sound should be just as suc-
cessful. It is less Western movie music
than Stranger, with no storyline uni-
fying it. Sound is fun, in part, a collec-
tion of personal favorites-That Lucky
Old Sun, If You've Got the Money,
I've Got the Time, a particularly heart-
felt Amazing Grace-with a 9 ih min-
ute medley of Willie Nelson classics,
from Funny How Time Slips Away
through Crazy into Night Life for a
show -stopper of a number.

The title track, Penny for your
Thoughts, and The Healing Hands of
Time make up the album's three new
Nelson songs, and they make the disc.
Much of Willie Nelson's best recent
work feels like he has carried it a long
time while refining it, and it's only
now really ready for people. A strong
effort.

A friend once described Willie Nel-
son's voice as outstandingly moral.
Didn't exactly know why, but it some-
how fits as an adjective, moral, au-
thoritative, whatever. Willie Nelson is

a certified country master, and so is
Waylon Jennings for that matter. The
Sound in Your Mind ranks with Will-
ie's best. But watch out for a killer
from Waylon on his next solo out.
He's way overdue. Michael Tearson

Outlaws
Sound: C -.-

Nelson

Performance: A -

Sound: B Performance: A -

I Don't Want To Go Home: Southside
Johnny & The Asbury Jukes
Epic PE 34180, stereo, $6.98.

CBS is no stupid organization. With
the first-string band from Asbury Park,
NJ, a certified hit, the kid himself
turns them on to the second team.
Figuring that since they made waves
with the kid, better to ride with it
themselves than to let someone else
do it, so they sign Southside Johnny.
Springsteen wrote atmospheric liner
notes and his guitarist Miami Steve
Van Zandt produced the album, con-
tributing three songs. Furthermore,
they engaged Jimmy !ovine who engi-
neered the Born to Run album to do
Johnny's.

What came out is pretty much what
I expected, pure Jersey shore bar -
band sound, recorded adequately if
not with the electric spark of an origi-
nal. Miami Steve's songs include two
of the disc's highlights, the cooking
title song for one, and How Come
You Treat Me so Bad with special
guest Lee Dorsey who gets to repeat a
line from Working in a Coal Mine in
the fade-"How long can this go on?"
Ronnie Spector similarly cameos on
an old, previously unrecorded
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Springsteen number You Mean So
Much to Me. The radio legend The
Fever which Springsteen wants never
to release on his own, also appears in
a powerful rendition.

From Southside's standards rack
come goodies like Fannie Mae, It
Ain't the Meat (which far outfunks
Maria Muldaur's version) and Solo-
man Burke's Got to Get You Off My
Mind.

While the show is a good one, it
won't thrill you. Johnny is a typical
Jersey shore bar character. But at least
the "hype" doesn't mislead you, you
know what you're getting. No one
ever called Southside Johnny an origi-
nal, even Bruce the Boss and Miami
Steve. M.T.

Sound: C+ Performance B -

Jailbreak, Thin Lizzy
Mercury SRM-1-1081, stereo, $6.98.

It's hard to talk about a hot new
group that's put out half a dozen al-
bums, but the fact is that the promo-
tional thrust for Thin Lizzy only began
with their last album, and until very
recently, most people were unfamiliar
with the brilliance of Phil Lynott. Phil
is the songwriter, singer, and bass
player with Thin Lizzy; he's also black
and from Ireland, and comes across
with what some might term an "in-
telligent street sense." You know
from his lyrics and the tone of his
voice that he's mean/bad and one
smart cookie to boot. He knows that
the way he looks and the way he sings
puts him next in line for the position
that Jimi Hendrix once occupied-the
black man who can talk/sing to a
white audience. I don't know whether
he's ready for fame and fortune, but
this writer suspects that'll hit soon and
hard.... Jailbreak is one of the best
hard rock albums since the first Bad
Company disc, and I already have
been informed that the FM radio play
for the record far exceeds that for
previous albums and makes it a sure
chart item.

The song The Boys Are Back In
Town is a great rock 'n' roll song, and
if it doesn't become a hit single, it
surely will be a progressive radio clas-
sic for a long time, sounding like The
Ultimate Thin Lizzy Track. Most of the
album comes right close to this ex-
cellence, the songs are all of a very
high caliber, the guitar playing (par-
ticularly the twin leads) is effective,
the drums sound full and menacing,
and the singing of Phil Lynott is sty-
lized, distinctive, and guaranteed to
turn a whole lot of people onto Thin

The Milda
Stereo System
It delivers everything we promise.
We're sure! Because every promise we make is backed by test -
proven facts.

Start with the Miida 3140 AM/FM Stereo Receiver. You get 43
watts per channel minimum RMS, both channels driven at 8
ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz with nc more than 0.4% total
harmonic distortion.

Tie it into the Miida T3115 Direct Drive Turntable. It gives you
such consistent rotation that wow, flutter and nimble are
virtually eliminated.

To complete this remarkable system, connect a pair of Mriida
SP3150 4 -way Speakers for a dynamically balanced stereo system
that delivers sound with stunning brilliance and clarity.

Ask your dealer to show
you a Miida Stereo System. It
delivers everything we
promise....and that's a fact.

For more information write
to: Miida Electronics Inc., a
subsidiary of Marubeni Corp.,
205 Chubb Avenue,
Lyndhurst, New Jersey
07071, (201) 933-9300.

Miida 3140-AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER Phase locked loop
multiplex; 1HF sensitivity: 2.0;
Capture ratio: 1.5 dB; IF rejection:
70 dB
Mild. T3115-DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE Stroboscope allows
you to adjust speed with pinpoint
accuracy; 2 -speed adjustments; 1354'
turntable; 6 -pole electronic motor;
S-shaped tone arm with anti -skate
Mild. SP3150-4-WAY SPEAKER
SYSTEM Overall frequency
response: 25Hz to 22kHz ± 5 dB;
Impedance: 8 ohms; Built-in
crossover: 750Hz-1800 Hz, 7.5kHz,
12 kHz; Power handling capability
55 watts maximum music power
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Milda... the stereo specialist.
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The only thing better than being there
is being there again

90 minutes at 17/8 ips
cassette  extra high output/low noise

Music. Record it right. On the only premium blank tape good
enough to wear the name-The Music Tape by Capitols It's designed
specifically to record music with wide frequency response, low noise

and low distortion. Nobody knows music better than Capitol ...
knows the subtle colors of treble, bass and mid -range.

Listen. Record. Listen. The Music Tape by Capitol

e
takes you there again and again and again.

TM

the music tae.
BLANK CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES & REEL TO REEL BY CAPITOL®

records music

Lizzy. If the production sound on the
next album could be a touch more in-
teresting, I'd say that Thin Lizzy's fu-
ture would be sewn up, but as is

they're pretty near unstoppable. I

can't wait to see how it comes across
live (I've heard that they really shine
onstage), and I don't go to a whole lot
of concerts but I know I'd make it out
for Thin Lizzy. Jon Tiven

Sound: B+ Performance: A

Together: Johnny & Edgar Winter
Blue Sky PZ 34033, stereo, $6.98.

I just know how good the idea
sounded. Both brothers' careers were
in a skid, record sales way down, so
why not put 'em together like old
times in Texas for a few shows, then
go in and record some live shows for a
good hot album?

Unfortunately, this set shows you
can't go home again. Both the selec-
tion and performance are strictly old
bar -band standards, with the kind of
feel that makes you kind of wish you
were listening to the good old origi-
nal version.

The pure sound is standard live rock
and roll sound, a straightforward
thing it's awfully hard to snafu.

The joyless album cover photos
should have tipped me off in advance.

M.T.

Sound: B Performance: B

Sweet Harmony: Maria Muldaur
Reprise MS 2235, stereo, $6.98.

By now Maria Muldaur's singing
and stance are a known quantity.
With Sweet Harmony, she has only
followed her formula and taken no
chances.

Jon the Generator is a dandy John
Herald song which with Lying Song
(by another old friend Kate
McGarrigle) are the most exciting mo-
ments on the record. Back by Fall and
Wild Bird are two new ones from
Wendy Waldman, a regular contrib-
utor to Maria's records. Nice but with-
out the spark of Mad, Mad Me or
Gringo en Mexico from the previous
albums. Sad Eyes from the Se-
daka/Cody catalog has some good J. J.
Cale slide guitar but too much ar-
rangement in general.

Maria Muldaur needs to be pushed
to really work. When that happens,
Sweet Harmony makes it. Too often it
doesn't. Michael Tearson

Sound: C+ Performance: C+
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Bizet: Roma Symphony; Symphony in
C. City of Birmingham Symph. Orch.,
Fremaux. Klavier KS 546, stereo, $6.98.

Beethoven: Bagatelles, Opp. 33, 119,
126. Stephen Bishop, piano. Philips
6500 930, stereo, $7.98.

Shubert: Fantasy Op. 119; Sonata
(Duo) Op. 162; Rondo Brilliant Op.
70. Gerald Tarack, vl., David Hancock,
pf. Monitor MCS 2146, stereo, $6.98.

Hummel: Clarinet Quartet. Crusell:
Clarinet Quartet. (On origi 4 Ipstrs.)
The Music Party. L'Oiseau-IiFdlrlerile-
gium DSLO 501, stereo, $6.98.

Arne: Eight Overtures. The Academy
of Ancient Music, Hogwood. L'Ois-
eau-Lyre Florilegium DSLO 503, ster-
eo, $6.98.

Couperin: Pieces de Clavecin. Hu-
guette Dreyfus, harpsichord. Tele-
funken Das alte Werk 6.35276 EK, 4
discs, stereo, $27.92.

Marsche (Prussian and Austrian Mili-
tary Marches). Berlin Philh., von Kara -
jan. Deutsche Grammophon 2721 077
2 discs, stereo, $15.96.

Interesting contrast. The youthful Symphony in C everybody now
knows-charming and fresh, if immature. "Roma" was Bizet's big later attempt
at pure orchestra (he was a stage man); it kept fizzling, and still does, after many
rewritings. Outwardly very Romantic, it is full of platitudes and not at all up to
the B. best. An EMI (non-SQ) license.

These highly personal, often eccentric tiny piano pieces are sometimes just fin-
ger fluff but often they have in them the germs of the most profound Beetho-
ven, especially the late ones, Op. 119 and Op. 126. Bishop does them neatly but,
I'd say, not with the full implications of those later small miracles. They can take
slower tempi, greater weight.

Look closely on this disc and you'll see the DBH initials of a well known New
York audio engineer-who is also the pianist in this splendid recording. (He
probably rushed straight from the Ampex button to the piano.) Congrats! DBH
has found his musical milieu par excellence. His Schubert (always difficult to
hear, even for great pianists, with it, weirdly quick changes of key) is absolutely
at the top, as knowing as any I've heard, and the teamwork with equally know-
ing N.Y. fiddler Tarack is impeccable, making for some very rare Schubert in-
deed. The music, too, is top Schubert. And very well recorded. Go buy quick.

Here's England's answer to the German revival of authentic older instruments
and it is good-two Beethoven -period quartets with old -type clarinet-and
some clarinet! Alan Hacker is an awesome master, playing an astonishingly raw,
expressive sound (like a jazz clarinet!) with tremendous intensity. This is how it
must have been, and clarinetists have something new to learn. Hummel, a top
notable, was shadowed by the more flamboyant Beethoven; he is excellent, if a
bit conservative-so what. Crusell was a clarinet virtuoso, wrote lesser but still
very listenable music. A superb disc.

Eight little semi -suites by the good Dr. Arne (all composers were "Doctor" in
mid -18th c. England), perky post-Handelian, like Handel but already more ele-
gant and frittery, not unlike the long -familiar little Symphonies by Arne's exact
contemporary, William Boyce. These English -based operators were not big
composers but could turn out a stylish and very listenable product, nicely
played here on old -type instruments-all except the horns, which are absurdly
flummoxed by Arne's demands-no valves. The Germans have that down much
better! They play in tune.

Phew -8 sides of this delicate and profound French master of the tiny musical
cameo, nine of the "ordres" or loose suites in which his music was published;
even so, there are plenty left out of the 27. Dreyfuss plays with much rubato
(hesitations, uneven beat), a somewhat old-fashioned approach but far better
than machine -like precision! A fine introduction to this special and memorable
musical mini -world, and it won a Grand Prix du Disc.

Four sides of German and Austrian military might, projected by the great Von
K. himself, and it's a fascinating collection, from Beethoven's "Yorck" march
(dull) to a batch of superb pre -Sousa pieces, later 19th c., challenging our fa-
mous John Philip as he is seldom challenged. Gorgeous color booklet. But I bet
this doesn't sell in France; the atmosphere is definitely Deutschland (Os-
terreich) uber alles.

85
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Since We Met: Bill Evans
Musicians: Bil! Evans, piano; Eddie
Gomez; bass; Marty Morrell, drums.
Songs: Since We Met, Midnight
Mood, See -Saw, Sareen Jurer, Time
Remembered, Turn Out The Stars, But
Beautiful.
Fantasy F-9501, stereo, $6.98.

Since We Met proves to be Bill
Evans most inspirational trio effort
since The Bill Evans Album (Columbia
C 30855) circa 1972. The superb quality
of this live recording, made at the Vil-
lage Vanguard in early 1974, enhances
the already obvious effectiveness of
the trio. Although the Tokyo Concert
(Fantasy 9457) was also a live date, the
acoustic intimacy of the Vanguard and
the physical proximity of the audience
to the performer, as opposed to the
bouncy acoustics and distance of the
concert hall, are perceived well
through this record. The Vanguard is,
of course, a special club. Its atmo-
sphere buoys the lingering souls and
memories of jazz' greatest perform-
ances by its most legendary exponents
from Miles to Trane-and so adds a
touch of gold to subsequent perform-
ances.

Although two years separate The
Bill Evans Album from Since We Met,
the music feels like a logical continu-
ation from the same date. The same
forces of nature at work on the former
LP appear to manifest themselves in
the same creative manner.

Since We Met is quickly spotted as
an Evans composition as the compos-

er takes a poignant opening cadenza.
As Evans and Morrell enter, Evans
continues to paint colorful landscapes
(or Handscapes, as is the name of the
Jazz Piano choir's first release on
Strata East) as the impressionistic, im-
provisational virtuoso of the key-
board. See -Saw also opens with Evans
out front, this time in a block chord
oriented excursion, but quickly
changes gears-enter trio-and swells
into a bright tempo perfect for Evans'
more linear statements.

Evans playing is a probing musical
maze of harmonic intricacies and sub-
tleties. Listening to him affords one
the opportunity to open up one's
mind to its maximum aperture and al-
low it to wander the myriad directions
one is taken by Evans' flowing con-
trapuntal approach. Certainly, Evans
and trio are the reflection of the tune
Evans so often plays, Alice in Wonder-
land-you know, revolving bookcases
that lead from one mood to the next,
two way mirrors with different
rhythms on either side, trap doors that
take the music from one harmonic
place to another, and secret passage-
ways that flow harmonically above, in
between, or below!

Gomez is an incredible bassist
whose reputation probably doesn't ex-
tend as far as it should or will. He is a
speedster, with magnificently phrased
lines, and a big and projecting sound.
Morrell, who is no longer with the
trio, served as a fine rhythmic
counterpart to the Evans and Gomez

harmonic weavings. He added drive
and a certain restrained intensity
while perfectly interpreting and antic-
ipating Evans' every move.

The Bill Evans Album, my most
worn release of his, is now rivaled by
Since We Met. Much listening pleas-
ure is to be derived from these re-
leases. Eric Henry

Sound: B+ Performance: A

Tears For Dolphy: Ted Curson
Musicians: Curson, trumpet, piccolo
trumpet; Bill Barron, tenor sax, clari-
net; Herb Bushier, bass; Dick Berk,
drums.
Songs: Kassim, East Sixth Street, 7/4
Funny Time, Tears For Dolphy, Quick-
sand, Reava's Waltz.
Arista AL -1021, stereo, $6.98.

Tears For Dolphy could have be-
come one of the more essential jazz
releases during the 1960s, had it been
released when it was recorded in
1964. However, the delay of 12 years
hasn't diminished its musical value,
the quartet's music is merely absorb-
ed with added perspective. The music
is not derivative, neither too outside,
nor too inside, and certainly not bor-
ing. Refreshing!

Curson's group with Bill Barron's
saxophone functions in a way the JI
Johnson and Kai Winding groups did.
The two horns serve as improvi-
sational, contrapuntal devices to
one another. While one solos, the
other plays a spontaneous (sometimes
prearranged) counterline of long
tones, pedal points, fills, and even
two-part harmonies, implying broad-
er harmonies with the bass. The Cur -
son group plays without piano and
much freer than the J -Kai collabora-
tions.

Curson's performance on Tears For
Dolphy places him far beyond the ma-
jority of trumpet soloists. Most people
are not aware of Curson, due to his
stay in Europe since this recording.
Critics hailed him as a significant new
stylist on trumpet, as early as 1961 in
Downbeat and elsewhere. He up-
holds this claim.

Curson is a multi -dimensional
soloist. He cooks, steams, and smokes
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as he solos through his composition
Reava's Waltz. He describes his play-
ing on the 'Iatin-oriental' Kassim as
"snakes running up and down modal
scales." He also demonstrates poig-
nant lyricism on the melancholy
Tears For Dolphy. Dolphy was the
brilliant reedman with whom Curson
grew musically, especially during his
stint with the Charles Mingus work-
shop.

Curson's group concept is most
suited to a drummer like Elvin Jones,
who was with Coltrane at the time of
this recording. Dick Berk was used, al-
though he is more in the context of a
drummer who plays beats.

Bushier on bass does not come
through as clearly as he would have,
had this been recorded now, but his
playing is discernible, nevertheless.
He plays the bass with more of a
straight -time concept than, say, Jimmy
Garrison, who played against and
through Coltrane. Bushier is a superb
player whose current recordings with
Gil Evans and Joe Farrell show his
movement in these and other direc-
tions.

Tears For Dolphy does not project
that slick, bass -heavy quality of to-
day's recordings. Each instrument
comes through with more than ac-
ceptable clarity. The separation, al-
though adequate for the jazz record-
ings of 1964, is less than par for today.
This, again, is a function of the record-
ing processes and mixings of 1964. If
this were recorded today, Berk's
drums would project fewer highs and
sound much drier. The balance would
have gone decidedly in the direction
of the horns and particularly Bushler's
acoustic bass.

The recording is listenable and the
music indespensible. Tears Fol Dol-
phy was 12 years in arriving. Don't
wait a moment longer. Eric Henry
Sound: B- Performance: A

Zoot Sims And The Gershwin Broth-
ers: Zoot Sims
Pablo 2310-744, stereo, $5.95.

Tenor saxman Zoot Sims is one of a
handful of jazz performers whose
recordings you can buy "blind." His
work is so consistently excellent and
eclectic that the buyer-neophyte
jazz buff or old-line collector-is sure
of satisfaction.

Sims' new Pablo Gershwin collec-
tion is a timeless, classic album, meant
for repeated playings and enjoyment.
Zoot is, as always, forceful and direct,
clean and pure -toned, playing with
unflagging zest and swing, and with a
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Saving
the best
for last.

The chances are good that when you first bought a stereo
system, it was a "package" that included a receiver, 2 speakers,
and a record player with cartridge. But how much time was spent
selecting the cartridge? Most probably it was just a minor
element of the package. Even if it had a famous name, it
probably was not a truly first -rank model.

Yet the cartridge is more important than that. It can limit the
ability of the entire hi-fi chain to properly reproduce your
records. It can affect how many times you will enjoy your
favorite records without noise and distortion. And it can
determine whether you can play and enjoy the new four -channel
CD -4 records.

Consider the advantages of adding an Audio-Technica AT15Sa
to your present system. You start with response from 5 to
45,000 Hz. Ruler flat in the audio range for stereo, with
extended response that assures excellent CD -4 playback if
desired. Tracking is superb at all frequencies and distortion is
extremely low. The sound is balanced, transparent, effortless.
Stereo separation is outstanding, even at 10kHz and higher
where others fall short. Our Dual Magnet design* assures it.

And the AT15Sa has a genuine nude -mounted Shibata stylus.
Which adds a host of advantages. Like longer record life.
Better performance from many older, worn records. Exact
tracing of high frequencies, especially at crowded inner grooves.
And tracking capability-at a reasonable 1-2 grams-that
outperforms and outlasts elliptical styli trying to track
at less than a gram.

We're so certain that an AT15Sa will improve your present
system that we'd like to challenge you. Take several of your
favorite records to an Audio-Technica dealer. Have him
compare the sound of your present cartridge (or any other)
with the AT15Sa. Listen. We think you'll be impressed. And
convinced.
*T.M. Audio-Technica Dual Magnet cartridges protected by

U.S. Patent Nos. 3,720,796 and 3,761,647.

The AT15Sa.
Very possibly the
last phono
cartridge
you'll ever
need.

U1N1I1v E ñ ji\L
BEST FOR 1/2/4 CHANNEL

audio-technica
INNOVATION o PRECISION o INTEGRITY

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 96A, 33 Shlawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
Available In Canada from Superior Electronics, Inc.
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What you don't know
about effective tip mass
won't hurt you,

just your records.

You can find out
what you don't know
by contacting us for our
comprehensive
cartridge brochure.

Bang & Olufsen
Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc., Dept. 10D
515 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village 60007

Check No. 3 on Reader Service Card

Its
almost
tizne...

to get your new radio Shack
catalog at one of our 4200 stores!

Hi -Fi  CB  Phonos  Radios
Recorders  Tapes  Public Address
Intercoms  Alarm Systems  Tubes

Books  Calculators  Batteries
Auto Ignition  Kits  Antennas
Parts  Test Instruments  More

See what's really new in electronics for
home, car, work, school. Our exclusive
nationally advertised brands: Realistic,
Micronta, Science Fair, Archer, others.
Make it a "must" to come in for your copy
of the most popular catalog in electronics!

EXCITING NEW

56th ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

Available at Your Nearby

Radio Shack September s

EXCITING NEW

56th ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

Available at Your Nearby

Radio Shack 1st

FREE
1977 EDITION

Over 2000 Items
164 Pages of Exclusives

Beautiful Full Color

Radie Ihaek A TANDY COMPANY

rich vein of invention; he's aided by a
superb rhythm section which includes
pianist Oscar Peterson, guitarist Joe
Pass, and drummer Grady Tate. Every
track on Zoot Sims and the Gershwin
Brothers has the compelling sound of
one of the great contemporary horn
players, who would be outstanding in
any era of jazz. I've Got Rhythm is an
intensely jumping track with Sims'
graceful, steaming lines com-
plemented by tremendous comping
by pianist Peterson and guitarist Pass;
a driving, lilting Lady Be Good is
beautifully knit, with the Pass and Pe-
terson solos seeming to flow out of
Zoot's choruses, all of the playing
threaded to the fabric of the brilliantly
constructed Gershwin music.

Sims, the tough, vigorous cool -jazz
prodigy of the 50s and step child of
the Swing Era, is a master of the jazz
ballad. He sings a lovely song on his
horn and How Long Has This Been
Going On, I've Got a Crush on You,
Isn't It a Pity and Someone to Watch
Over Me have silken, melodic embel-
lishments that the Gershwins would
surely have liked. John Lissner
Sound: A Performance: A+

Beyond Mobius: Cedar Walton
Musicians: Walton, keyboards, syn-
thesizers; Eddie Harris, sax solos; Blue
Mitchell, trumpet and flugelhorn
solos; Eric Gale, solo and rhythm gui-
tar; Cornell Dupree, rhythm guitar;
Gordon Edwards, bass; Jimmie Young,
drums; Charles Collins, drums; Angel
Allende, percussion; Mike Lipskin,
Arp.
Songs: Bad Luck, Low Rider, Beyond
Mobius, Jive Talkin, Canadian Sunset,
The Girl With The Discotheque Eyes,
Lonely Cathederal.
RCA APLI-1435, stereo, $6.98.

Little did August Ferdinand Mobuis
(1790-1868) know that he would re-
ceive recognition in 1976 on the cov-
ers of two record albums. Who was
Mobius? A mathematician and as-
tronomer whose work led to project-
ive geometry. Big Deal? Not if you
needed a Mobius band (a three-di-
mensional, two-sided, one -edged sur-
face that is made by connecting the
ends of a strip of paper after one twist)
for the cover of your next album!
(Editor's Note: This is the first time
we've ever had a combination record
review and geometry lesson.)

If you visit your local record store,
examine (do not buy) Cedar Walton's
Mobius and Beyond Mobius, and you
will see such bands on the covers. In-
side the cover (should you mistakenly

SAVE! OUR PRICES ARE WITHIN 1% OF OUR JULY, 1975 PRICES!
Check No. 36 on Reader Service Card
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purchase either Ip), you will find a
Walton Band. This is on a two-sided
vinyl surface of discofied hits and flip -

sides made, upon the urging of record
companies and producers, with vari-
ous recording equipment and the as-
sistance of a large number of musi-
cians whose livelihood has made
them victims of this commercial twist.

It's not all that bad. Walton's ar-
rangements are professionally done,
and the performance is a musical one,
but the tunes are forgetable, barely
more interesting than Muzak. Bad
Luck, a big hit last year by a sound of
Philadelphia group, appears as the
first tune on the first side, for record
buyers impressed with headlines and
surface features; also for DJs who
drop the stylus at the first oppor-
tunity. Canadian Sunset is just one
more tune, fallen victim to the "hit
syndrome" mixture of electronics and
a heavy disco beat, though Walton
gets off a nice piano solo.

The recording, technically speak-
ing, is of such listenable quality, it's a
shame it was wasted on this music.
Walton comes through clearly on all
keyboards. Bass is, of course, most
prominent, while the drums are too
thuddy for me. The guitars, as usual,
wind up being little more than guitar
noise-lots of chords and solos in
there somewhere.

Walton is an important enough
keyboard artist that I felt it imperative
to alert everyone to avoid this pot-
pourri of money music. I suggest you
save your money for Walton's regular
trio (Sam Jones & Billy Higgins) on the
Danish Steeplechase label or pick up
one of his earlier Muse or Prestige re-
leases. Eric Henry
Sound: B+ Performance: D-

Beware Of The Dog: Hound Dog Tay-
lor and the House Rockers
Musicians: Hound Dog Taylor, lead
guitar, vocals; Brewer Phillips, sec-
ond guitar; Ted Harvey, drums.
Songs: Give Me Back My Wig; The
Sun Is Shining; Kitchen Sink Boogie;
Dust My Broom; Comin' Around the
Mountain; Let's Get Funky; Rock Me;
It's Allright; Freddie's Blues.
Alligator AL 4707, stereo, $6.98.

It's a long established tradition
among musical observers to consider
blues a sad music, an anguished cry
born of frustration, depression, and
pain. All blues songs are supposed to
be down, and virtually all music has
been referred to at one time or anoth-
er as blues. If ever there was a re-
futation of the equation of blues, the

he Sound Shaper. /
ause all room re

not created equal.

You can own the finest component system
and still be getting inferior sound.

Because unless you happen to have an acoustically
perfect listening room, your system and space probably

don't match. Hard walls, soft carpets, glass tables, even the
size of a room can change sounds.

So ADC developed the new ADC 500 Sound Shaper
Frequency Equalizer.

By adjusting the twelve frequency levels you can actually
shape your sound to fit the shape of the room, and compensate
for spaces and textures that interfere with sound. You can even
tinker with the sound just for the fun of it: bring up a singer,
lose a violin, actually re -mix your recording.

The new ADC 500 Sound Shaper can get your system
into great shape.

A D C

The Sound Shaper
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musical form, with blues, the state of
mind, it was the music of Hound Dog
Taylor.

Hound Dog played "blues" (music)
that kicked "the blues" (state of mind)
in the butt-frantically rockin', loud,
rowdy, overpowering, fiercely dis-
torted electric blues, filled with sav-
agely swooping slide guitar riffs that
often eschewed subtlety in favor of
total, irresistible excitement. To be
sure, his was still an anguished cry,
born of frustration, depression, and
pain. But rather than mope and moan
about how "times is hard" (although

his repertoire did include this sort of
sad blues, they were of lesser im-
portance than his rockers, providing
"breaks in the action" you might say),
Hound Dog's mission was to, at least
temporarily, drive away those hard
times and mental torment more
swiftly and effectively than any new-
fangled psychological therapy. In oth-
er words, Hound Dog Taylor was
blues' answer to the primal scream.

This posthumous live album
presents Hound Dog in his natural
element, sharing his catharsis with an
appreciative, youthful audience. You

Study Multitrack
Recording

Term Beginning SEPTEMBER 7TH
Fundamentals of Audio Technology I (FAT -100) Study of elementary
audio concepts.
Fundamentals of Audio Technology II (FAT -200) Operation and theory
of amplifiers, basic circuits, power supplies, filters, etc.
Studio Technology and Practice (STP-111) The nucleus of our multitrack
recording curriculum. Study of systems and equipment technology.
Practical Disc Recording (PDR-102) Hands-on study of tape to disc
transfer.

Control Room Laboratory (CR -LAB 110) Students utilize professional
equipment performing operation and test procedures.

For information call, write or visit:

institute of audio research
64 University Place, New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 677-7580

can almost picture the crowds boo-
giein' in the aisles, as Taylor romps his
way through a couple of his standards
Give Me Back My Wig and It's All -
Right, a solid contemporary -blues -
rocker called Let's Get Funky; a highly
unorthodox adaptation of She'll Be
Comin' Around The Mountain, and
the most harrowing Dust My Broom
on records. "Let's have some fun" was
Hound Dog's motto (more a kindly
suggestion than the sort of defiant
threat that "Everybody boogie" has
become at rock concerts); except for
The Sun Is Shining and Freddie's
Blues, the two "down blues" of the al-
bum, Beware Of The Dog is just that,
hard-stompin', partyin' fun, no ques-
tions asked and no explanations
needed. Only Rock Me disappoints,
with little melodic variation to its re-
petitious riff.

To anyone familiar with Taylor's two
earlier Alligator albums, the music
here will be more of the same (not
that I'm complaining, mind you!).
Hound Dog was versatile-combining
elements from Elmore James, John
Lee Hooker, and Jimmy Reed, along
with his own Mississippi roots into
one distinctive style-but hardly mu-
sically innovative. However, the sheer
power of his fuzz -crazed amplifier
took urban electric blues to a new
technological extreme, particularly
when combined with the deft, eerie
manipulation of his metal slide.

Tom Bingham
Sound: B+ Performance: B+
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Classified
FOR SALE

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter-
weight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. In-
stall yourself in minutes. $7.00 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries in-
vited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS. P.O. Box 1607,

Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

SUPEX - ORTOFON - OTHER MOVING COIL CART-
RIDGE OWNERS; Send for free literature on our Micro-
Preamp Superb performance at $99.95. Huntington
Electronics, Box 2009-A. Huntington, Conn. 06484

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -ALL TYPES. Updated defini-
tive booklet describes applications; how to improve speaker
systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Hunting-
ton Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equip-

ment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes. K&L
Sound Services. 75 N. Beacon St.. Watertown, Mass. 02172.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box

69 Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit very effec-
tive/inexpensive, requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave
bands) compensate your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listen-
ing. Complete plans rushed only $3.49. GREEN BANK SCIEN-
TIFIC, Box 100C, Green Bank, WVa. 24944.

BAUMAN RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS CO. Low
noise -low distortion, stereo preamps. Why buy our pre -
amps? Free info. write B.R.I.C., 1400 Gardenia Circle,

Rosenberg, Tex. 77471

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT. WALTON BEACH

652-D BEAL PKWY., N.W., FT WALTON BEACH, FL 32548

NEAR PERFECT PERFORMANCE AT REASONABLE
COST -from D B SYSTEMS The no frills preamp with less
than .0008% harmonic distortion (20-20kHz) - $425.00.
D B Systems P.O. Box 187 Jaffrey Center, NJ 03454.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA # 6.

BELVEDERE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER.

1203 COLUMBIA DRIVE, DECATUR, GA 30032.

ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bot-
tom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Florida 32505.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF SARASOTA

6564 GATEWAY AVENUE, SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33581

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.
You can assemble your own high quality, multi -element ster-
eo speakers in a few hours and save up to half the cost of
comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 -page catalog of
speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories. SPEAKERLAB,
Dept. A2, 5500 -35th N.E., Seattle, WA 98105.

OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of past 40 years.
Unbelievable treasures and rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free
catalog. Ed Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.

11374.

FOR SALE

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY AUDI-
OPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 201 BEDFORD

STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. G.A.S., Koss Model One, ADC, Crown, Dahl-
quist, Dyne, Epicure. Infinity, Philips, SAE, SME, Stax, TEAC,
Technics, Thorens, Soundcraftsmen, Denon, Sonus and many
more. (203) 348-3551 (Closed Mondays).

BUILD THE WORLD'S FINEST TRANSMISSION LINE
SPEAKER - KEF B-139 woofer, $64 each; B-200 8 -inch
plastic cone woofer, $28; 8-110 5 -inch plastic cone mid-
range, $25.50; T-27 tweeter, $33.50. Free plans and
shipping with purchase.
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030
(516) 627-7333

ATTENTION DYNA OWNERS. Our Dyna Double 4000
modification with 16 output transistors, front end bypass,
and 80,000 mfd power supply is twice as fast and twice as
strong as a stock ST -400. Our Super PAT -5 has lightning
fast ICs and improved high gain phono section. With a Denon

DL103S straight in, these Super Dyankits show you just how
great our Fulton Js and Magneplanars will play. JENSENS
STEREO SHOP, where State of the Art is affordable. 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota, 55337. 612-890-
3517.

CANADIANS - DYNACO COMPONENTS AT TREMEN-
DOUS DISCOUNTS. Write En -Jay Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.

DISGUSTED WITH AMERICAN RECORDINGS? Tired of
paying import prices? Join us at STEREOPHILE in mounting a

campaign to bring US record companies back to the view
that high fidelity means musical realism, not tick, boom and
screech. For information about this lively, literate publication
that is still leading the audio industry since 1962, write
STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, Elwyn, Pa. 19063, or send $7 for 4
issues.

DYNAKITS, DYNASPEAKERS, SHURE, S.M.E. Lowest
Prices, Assembled Kits, Perfectionist Modifications, Stereo
400 - $350, A -25's - $103/pair Underground HiFi. 324C
Broadwater Road, Arnold, MD 21012 (301) 647-0919.

BUY DIRECT from England's Hi -Fi mail order specialists!
Save on B&0, Celestion, Tandberg, Revox, Transcriptors, Jor-

dan -Watts, Lowther, KEF, Rogers, SME, Ariston, HPD, Sug-
den, Radford, Neal, Technics, Sony, Alwa, Yamaha, Pioneer,
etc. Shipping list free or send $3 bills to include literature.
Goodwins, 7 The Broadway. WoodGreen, London.N22. Phone
888 0077. Visitors welcome.

SIGHT & SOUND LTD.
Catering to the audiophile who desires the absolute in sound,
equipment, service and professionalism.

OUR LINES
ADS, AKG, B&O, Harold Beveridge, Inc., Beyer, Bose, Crown,
Dahlquist, DBX, GAS, Gately, Harman-Kardon, JBL, Linn Son-
dek/KMAL, Magnepan, McIntosh, Micro Acoustics, M&K. Or-
tofon, Philips, Rabco, Revox, Santis, Soundcraftsman, Tand-
berg, Yamaha.

OUR STAFF
Engineers, physicists, musicians, teachers - all devoted au-
diophiles dedicated to providing the epitome in experience,
patience and service.

OUR LOCATION
Campus Hills Shopping Center, Five miles northeast of Bel
Air, Maryland 21014 on Route 22. Phone 1-301-838-2100.

FOR SALE
ATTENTION

WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES
The word is getting around!! Our personalized, honest service
and quality equipment make a winning combination. In addi-
tion to the incomparable AUDIO RESEARCH line, (T-1 B's
black/natural in stock), we carry AMPZILLA, SAE, Phase Lin-
ear, Yamaha, Quintessence, LEVINSON, B&O, IMF, MAGNE-
PAN, M&K Subwoofers, Hegeman, Infinity, RTR, ESS, DAHL-
QUIST, Fulton Music, QUATRE, Onkyo, Connoisseur, Technics,
Thorens, Dynaco, Transcriptors, Cerwin Vega. Sound -
craftsman, Supex, Ortofon. ADC, Micro -Acoustics, Damped
SME, Linn Sondek, KMAL, Naim Audio. etc. The Stereo Em-
porium, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. (716)
874-3372.

NATURAL SOUND
NATURAL SOUND cordially invites you to hear the in-
comparable FULTON J SPEAKERS with a new state -of -the
art preamp, the BRAVURA, which combines the sonic virtues
of tube and transistor equipment. The BRAVURA preamp is
a new concept, it was created to realize the full potential of
the Shure V15111-G/Grace 707 combination.

Hear the Son of Ampzilla which though moderately priced
is one of the finest amplifiers available, and its companion,
Thoebe, another state-of-the-art preamp with the sonic capa-
bilities and control features of the Thaedra. Definitely a best
buy.

Hear the new and exciting equipment: Beveridge full -
range electrostatic speakers, Lentek Monitors, IMF Interna-
tional, Monitor Audio, Kef speakers, Naim electronics, Ar-
mstrong receivers, M&M tube amps, DB Systems and Audio
General preamps, the Fidelity Research Mklll cartridge and
Formula 4 tone arms.

Before you buy a direct drive turntable at any price, make
sure you hear the audible superiority of the Linn Sondek LP
12.

Hear the full -line of Fultods natural sounding speakers,
starting at only $178 per pair for the FMI 60. Take ad-
vantage of Fultods modular concept and start building to-
ward a J System.
USED: Classic Marantz Tube System, ARC SP3a-1, Dual 76,
Tympani IC, Ampzilla, Dayton Wright SPS Mklll and DB Sys-
tems preamps, McIntosh MC225 and MC22, Quad 33 and
303, two pair KLH 9s and Ditton 66 speakers.

Let us help you in your quest for natural sound. Visit us or
call: NATURAL SOUND, 1021 Claremont Street, Lincoln, Ne-
braska 68508, (402) 475-3325 and NATURAL SOUND, 401
Worcester Road, Framingham, Mass. 01701, (617) 879-
3556.

'AUDIOGRAM'
You subscribe to them all. Why do you need our little news-
letter? Where else can you find reviews of the LS3/5A,
Spendor BC3, B&W DM6, NAIM NAP 160 & NAC 12 N, AU -
DIRE AMP, RADFORD ZD 22. FORMULA 4, HADCOCK TONE

ARM, LECSON CYLINDRICAL AMP. OECCA MK VI, GOLDRING

G900SE, A.E.I. Speakers; not to mention audio pulse, im-
proved Win Labs, Acoustat X, Spectro-Acoustics Equalizer,
Promethean Cartridge, Polk Monitors. Etc.? Subscription:
$10.00 per year, $15.00 foreign (includes First Class Mail)
Write: The Audio Advisor, Dulles Int. Airport, P.O. Box

17202, Washington, D.C. 20041

VERY HIGH DEFINITION 41/2" cone mid -range. Liquid mag-
net viscous stamped suspension. 200-12K response. 8 ohms
40 watts. I build speakers; no time to answer letters. $12.50
each postage paid in USA. Baily Mfg., Box 7, Rockwell, NC
28138.

Rates: 350 per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 600 per word for commercial advertisements. Frequency dis-
counts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 15%; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST of the second month preceding the
date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed, postage paid card at the back of this issue. When
replying to Audio box number ads, send letters c/o Audio, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. For more information about
classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

MAXELL TAPE *
7" and 10':" Reels, Cassettes, and 8 Tracks. Save money on

your recording tape costs. Outstanding Price, Convenience, &

Service. Example; Case price, UD35-90 $54.92 Delivered.
Write Now, and Save!

N.A.B. AUDIO
P.O. BOX 7. Ottawa, IL 61350

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TALLAHASSEE. 1119 APALACHEE

PARKWAY, PARKWAY SHOPPING CENTER. TALLAHASSE,

FLORIDA 32301.

AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for $18 POST-
PAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID -free list -WIDE RE-
SPONSE, 6114A SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA.

90038.

TANDBERG 9000X, 2 yrs old, $550; Advent 100 Dolby,
$150. Excellent. Burch, Box U-45, Storrs, CT 06268.

FREE SAMPLE! World's only audiophile's classified news-
letter. AUDIOMART, Box 821, Stratford, Connecticut 06497.
SUBSCRIBE! $5/12 issues.

MINNEAPOLIS
-Dedicated To The Reproduction Of The Original Sound -
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Klipsch. Audionics, Radford,

Revox, Linn Sondek, Crown, dbx, Sequerra and others....

THE SOUND ENVIRONMENT
Butler Square, Suite 114, 100 North Sixth Street,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403, (6121 339-4641

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Definitive Audio is a group of engineers and audiophiles
whose primary goal is to provide the discriminating listener
with the finest sound reproduction that current technology
can produce.
We are currently recommending the -following products -

Audio Research Mark Levinson

Fulton "J"
Magneplaner

Dahlquist
Goad

FMI 80
Stax

Denon

Fidelity Research

SME (modified)
Linn Sondek

Shure IIIG

Grace

ERA Mk6

Dynaco (modified)
Dunlap -Clarke

Quatre

Yamaha

Audionics
Paoli

Radford

Nakamichi

Sequerra

Revos

Philips

DBX

Decca

If you enjoy music and are interested in the finest reproduc-
tion, you will appreciate...

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
3414 N.E. 55th

Seattle, Washington
98105

(206) 524-6633
Tries -Fri 12-8 Sat 10-6 Appointments on Sun&Mon

DYNAKITS, Ace Audio, Philips Drivers. Lowest quotes. Al -
'Kits, Box 864, [Jelin, Florida 32541.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM,

123 ROEBUCK PLAZA DR., BIRMINGHAM, ALA 35206

ENGLISH HI FI
Radford, AEL (Rogers) Export Monitors, B&W, Rola Celestion.
Monitor Audio, SME, Decca Mk V, Tannoy, Garrard and very
famous Transmission Line speakers, other continental prod-
ucts also available. Please write or telex, your quote will be
by returned Air Mail. Southern Audio Services Ltd.. 43 High
Street, Kingston, Surrey, UK. Tel. 01-549-3194. Telex

929679 AEL G.

NOW ALMOST 14 YEARS OLD, STEREOPHILE has be-
come the most widely -copied audio publication of them all. It
should be: We pioneered subjective testing (by ear), devised
a unique vocabulary for describing nuances of reproduced

sound, proved that a subscriber -supported magazine could be
blunt without being churlish, and led the industry by de-
manding higher standards of reproduced fidelity than it could

provide. STEREOPHILE is not for the neurotic compulsive
who must own the Best On the Block, but for the listener
who wants the most natural possible reproduction of music.
Only $7 for 4 issues, or write to STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, El-

wyn, Pa. 19063 for details.

TAPE CLOSEOUT dozen reels, 1200' $800 postpaid guaran-
teed. Mitchell. Box 132A. Flushing, N.Y. 11367.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ST. PETERSBURG,

9151 Park Boulevard, North Largo, Florida.

MAGNEPAN, B&O, Phase Linear, Klipsch, Barzkay cabinets,
& many more. INTERIORS PLUS SOUND, 3038 N. Fed.
Hwy., FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306; (305) 566-
3511.

STEREO ONE

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

For the exceptional listener who demands purity and fidelity
of sound, we have carefully evaluated and offer:
MARK LEVINSON .STEREOTECH

MCINTOSH ROTEL

BOZAK DAHLQUIST

NAKAMICHI LINN SONDEK

ADS/BRAUN AKG

YAMAHA STAX

BANG & OLUFSEN TDK

DENON MAXELL

SUPEX-GRACE PHASE LINEAR

ORTOFON M -K BOTTOM END

AGI AUDIO PULSE

We pay freight -

STEREO ONE INC.
1229 POST RD. FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430

PHONE 203-255-5939

QUALITY USED & DEMO EQUIPMENT
FANTASTIC SAVINGS

Yamaha NS -690's $395.00 pr., Crown D-60 $195, Marantz
7-C $325, Marantz 4300 $750, SAE Mk 1M preamp $400,
Phase Linear 4000 w/case $400, McIntosh C-26 $300, SAE
MkXXVIIB equalizer $395, Sony TC660 $225, Radford ZD-
22 $395. Radford H0250 $480, Fons CO -30 $260, Hoffman
25-B S100, Ultimo DV38/20A cartridge $90, B&W speak-
ers - DM -2A $590 pr., 0-5 $239 pr.. DM -4 $375 pr., DM -
70A (white) $1300 pr., Epicure speakers - Model 5 $98 pr..
Model 10 $150 pr., Paoli M-60 w/DKL mod $600 pr., Her-
oic 150 digital receiver $650, B&O 3702 $180 pr., B&O
4703 $349 pr., Infinity Monitor II $600 pr. AND MUCH
MUCH MORE! Call or write for information: SOUND COM-
PONENTS INC. 2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, Coral Gables,

Fl. 33134 (3051 446-1659 TWX: 810-848-7627.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM # 2, 203 SOUTH
18TH STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233

SUBWOOFERS with Hartley drivers. Shot Glass loudspeak-
ers. Transcriptors turntables. Decca, Denon, FR, Supex cart-
ridges. DB Systems Precision preamplifier, DB Cartridge pre-
amplifier. Russound Quad/Stereo Switching Patching Center.
C/M, Denon, Stax, DBX electronics. English TriChannel pair
tubed amplifiers, rare superb $495. Swiss door chimes play
Dixie, other tunes $12.95. AR SP3a-1N preamp nearly new
$695. AR DUAL -76 amplifier, pristine $777.50. Marantz

240 amplifier, pristine $285. IMF Studio 3A loudspeak-
ers, mint pair $550. Leak Stereo -50 English tubed amplifier,
excellent $225. Jonas Miller, Sheffield, Celebration, Oryx
recordings, request list. Jensen Fives loudspeakers blue
grilles, mint pair $325. WANTED: Futterman, McIntosh,
Marantz tubed equipment. GOLDEN EAR, Box 2117, Riv-
erview, Michigan 48192. (313) 479-1234.

BATTERY OPERATED, HAND-HELD AUDIO OS-
CILLATOR, 30 Hz, 400 Hz. 1 kHz, 15 kHz, with balanced out-

put. Ideal for testing. alignment, trouble shooting. Use to
check frequency response, distortion, gain, crosstalk,

noise -$59.95 postpaid. TIMEKEEPER, P.O. Box 35. Great

Neck, N.Y. 11021

DYNA DOUBLE 400, modified by Jensens Stereo Shop,
$750. Dyna PAT -5 MKII, modified by Jensens Stereo Shop,
$400. KMAL arm, $100. Denon 103S, $75. 612/566-3716.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF MIAMI, 1756 S.W. 8th STREET, # 201,
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33135

CONNECTICUT: Yamaha, Advent, JBL, Base, Citation,

McIntosh, Tandberg, B&O, Harman/Kardon, Ortofon, Epicure,
Design Acoustics. Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 226

White St., Danbury, Conn. 06810. (203) 748-3889 -
phone quotes only.

DEALERS!! CONSUMERS!!
Write for quotes on all medium and many High End lines. We
need campus reps and people seriously interested in hi-fi to
properly demonstrate a fantastic loudspeaker line. Liberal

compensation for qualified individuals. Write: ATTN: Andy,
1010 South Dunn St., Bloomington, Indiana 47401. (812)
332-4252.

MAKING HIS MOVE - Mel Schilling. formerly of Willow
Grove. Pa.. has taken his knowledge of music and sound
to California. where he will continue to serve a select

nationwide clientele devoted to ultra state-of-the-art stereo.
All shipments prepaid and insured. Write or call - 20929
Ventura Blvd.. Woodland Hills Village, Woodland Hills,

Calif. 91364. (213) 348-4600.

CANADIANS: Transcriptors turntable specially modified to
accept SME 300 9/2 arm. Glass, skeleton model with gold
plating. $500. including freight. M. Dimirsky, 284 Scotia St.,
Winnipeg, Man. R2V IW1 Call 204-338-9448 after six.

PORTLAND. OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO

An uncommon Hi -Fi store serving Portland for thirty years
with the finest in products, service, and people.
Audio Research Radford

Quad Crown

Audaire Harmon-Kardon

Sony V-FET Yamaha

Marantz McIntosh

Dahlquist Magneplanar

Beveridge Fulton

Polk Advent

Audionics Phase Linear

Technics SME

Grace Denon

Mark Levinson Stax

Nakamichi Fidelity Research

G.A.S. Philips

West: 8680 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, Oregon 97225.
East: 3580 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.

503-292-4401.

MINT USED COMPONENTS: Audio Research Tympani Ill
T/M $600. Audio Research 075A $650, Decca 4RC $60,
Dynaco PAT 4 $100, Thorens TD -124 w/audio & design are
$250, Dynaco Stereo 80 $90, Bose 4401 S400, Ortofon
SL15E $45, Citation 12 $225, Epicure 1 $525, Thorens TD
125 ABMKII $300, Quad FM3 $215 (new). Quad 303 $215
(new). ADC XLM MKII $50 (new). AR3A $250 pr., Marantz
2240 $350, Sherwood S3300 $100. Audionics TL3OB
$275 pr. Audionics TL50 $325 pr. QUALITY DEMOS
W/WARRANTIES. Hartley Concertmasters Jrs. $550 pr..

Hartley Concertmasters w/24" woofers $1200 pr. IMF

TLS80 $1425 pr., Crown IC150 $225. Sound Advice, 536
State Road, Emmaus Pa. 18049. Mon., Tues., Thurs.. Fri., 12-
9:30, Wed. 6-9:30, Sat. 10-6. (215) 967-4418.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

USED BUT MINT-Tandberg 6000X, dust cover, carrying
case. $375; Pioneer CTF-7171, warranty, $225; Thorens
1012511 (in custom mounting frame), $200: SME 300911
(non -detachable), $80; Crown Output Center, case, $335;
Marantz 3300, case, $325. Shipping included. 1-301-838-
7398 after 9 P.M.

MARANTZ Model 33 Preamp. Mint condition. $275. 608-
238-4694.

CROWN SYSTEM. ES 212 speakers, DC 300A amp, IC 150
pre -amp, OC 150 control center. Will sell separately or as a
system. All have cabinets Thorens TD 125 with SME im-
proved Call Tom 201-944-6129

SAVE DOLLARS when you buy from an Audio Co-op!! Our
collective purchasing means the lowest prices for you on
most top equipment. Write today for quotes. Studiotech, Box
1372, New Haven, Conn. 06505.

QUAD 2-Pre-Amp, Amplifier, FM Tuner, Mono, Tubes.
$125 Each. One Owner. J. Schwartz, 575 Easton Ave., Some-
rset, N.J. 08873

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE,

1239 ARLINGTON ROAD & LONE STAR
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA, 32211

LINCOLN - OMAHA
-Dedicated To The Reproduction Of The priginal Sound-

Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Klipsch, Audionics, Radford,
Revox, Linn Sondek, Crown. dbx, Sequerra and others....

AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN
5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebr. 68516 (402) 489-9888
4408 Capitol Avenue, Omaha, Nebr. 68131 (402) 556-7559

COLOR VIDEO tape recorders $200. T.V. cameras $150.
Video tapes $5. Cartrivision, tools, manuals, spare parts. De-
nnis Trimble. 5835 Nerma, San Jose, CA 95123.

Color Video, Tape Recorders S200.00. T.V. Cameras $150.00

Video tapes $5.00, Cartrivision, Tools, manuals, spare parts.
Dennis Trimble, 5835 Nerma, San Jose, CA 95123.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE, 6078 OLD ST. AUGUSTINE

ROAD. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32217

SOUND SENSATION. The Traveling Multimedia & Disco
Light Show. We have the baddest-loudest-bassiest quad-
raphonip sound system anywhere -12,000 watt light show.
Sony -Pioneer -Technics 4 channel sound system-IT
COOKS. Terry Parker, Box 43, Holland Patent, N.Y. 13354

NORTHWEST AUDIOPHILES
THE FINEST IN AUDIO COMPONENTS-Audio Research,
Audionics, Beveridge. Cambridge, Celestion. Crown, Dahl-
quist, Dayton Wright. Decca, Denon, Dunlap Clarke, Dynaco.
Fidelity Research, Fulton, Formula 4, Gale, Grace, Hartley,
Linn Sondek, Magnepan, Mark Levinson, Nakamichi, Otari.
Polk, Quad, Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Soundcraftsmen,
Shure, Spendor, Stax, Supex Tandberg, Technics, Yamaha and
Custom Designed Superwoofers. HARTLEY ELECTRONICS
AND THE TIN EAR STEREO CENTER, 1502 BUTTER-
NUT, RICHLAND, WA. 99352 (509) 946-4459 until 8:00
PM, then 946-1529.

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Parnassus Audio is now producing a faN Class A

(not AB) stereo power amplifier capable of relatively
high output power.

The amplifier additionally satisfies the theoretical
criteria for completely eliminating transient intermodulation
distortion.

The difference in sound quality between this amplifier
and conventional amplifiers is easily audible, even to the
inexperienced.

We welcome requests for a descriptive brochure.
Dealerships will be limited.

Address all inquiries to: PARNASSUS AUDIO, INC.,
2918 Harper Street, Berkeley, California.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF KNOXVILLE,

5710 KINGSTON PIKE, KNOXVILLE, TN 37919

SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COM-

PONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS, NEW ENGLAND'S AU-

DIO SUPERMARKET, ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER

FIRMS (EST. 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST RE-

LIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WARE-
HOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARSTON

STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD, DANBURY, CONN.
06810

SOUNDCRAFT 16 Channel Stereo Mixer, write W. Mullin
2081/2 W. 13th, Anderson, Indiana 46016

NEW PEAK INDICATOR, with unique peak stretcher, clear-
ly indicates even the fastest peaks. For line level, high or low
impedance. Also models calibrated for power peaks at speak-
ers. Solid state, LED display. NEW LEVEL INDICATOR, has
multicolor LED display. Easy to read, compact. Works on high
or low impedance line. Write for information. P -J Associates.
424 Anne, Berea, OH 44017

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF RIDGEWOOD. 25 GODWIN AVENUE. RIDGE -

WOOD, NEW JERSEY 07450

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LST-2's 18 mos. old. Excellent con-
dition, best offer. Call Wayne 609-667-1441 eves.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA

1531 SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA. FLORIDA 33609

MIDRANGE COMPRESSION DRIVER modification reduces
distortion. 300% improvement over original mfg. specs.
Write to ISI. 1200 Gough Street, San Francisco, California
94109

AKG, ALTEC, BEYER, CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DBX, DECCA
INFINITY, KLH 9s. Koss, Nakamichi, Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR,
PMI, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser, Sequerra, Sony, Stanton, Stax,

Supex, Tandberg, TASCAM, Technics, Thorens, etc.

HI-FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.

New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
201-249-5130

THREE-STEVENS P52A coaxiac speakers. Classics in ex-

cellent condition. Gary Saluti, 7200 Merion Terrace, Apt.
3078, Upper Darby. Pa. 19082. (215) FL 2-0469.

DON'T PAY THE NIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT. LAUDERDALE, 3347 NORTH
FEDERAL HIGHWAY, FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306.

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass, improved tran-
sient response, higher definition. Complete instructions, sche-
matics, parts list, $5.00. With parts kit, including all new
tubes, $58.00 all postpaid. Audio Designers, Box 122, Led -
yard, Conn. 06339.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PLANTATION, 231 SOUTH STATE
ROAD 7, PLANTATION, FLORIDA 33317.

THE JANIS WOOFER IS ABSOLUTELY FLAT TO 30 Hz.l
The specifications can only hint at the effortless, ultra -clear
and detailed bass reproduction to the limits of hearing. Typi-
cal response 30 - 100 Hz. + 1/2dB, distortion about 1%
max. About 60 W is enough to drive this speaker. Elegant in
size (22"x22"x18" high) and appearance. Full details: Janis
Audio Associates, Inc.; Box 88 Throgs Neck Station; New
York, N.Y. 10465.

HARTLEY 24" WOOFER, new in box; Ampzilla, new, with
meters, factory wired; Dents 1035, like new; 919-449-
4132.

HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory. World
products information. Mail -orders, bulk -orders. Listings. Di-
rectory and Information $1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries.
Box 6224, Spokane, Wash. 99207.

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY is a research and devel-
opment center combined with the most tcientifically ad-
vanced audio acoustics lab; featuring Crown. IMF. Mark Le-
vinson, Nakamichi. Burwen, UREL RTR, DBX, Ortofon. Decca.
HK-Rabco. AKG, and more. Crown tape recorder specialists.
Send for free catalog! 145 N. Narberth Ave.. Narberth, Pa.
19072. (215) 667-3048.

massachusetts
tripod audio offers you advice
on & demonstrations of the
finest equipment available. our
emphasis is on giving you the
best sound/dollar value we can.
our suppliers include...
ampzilla  dahlquist 
bang & olufsen  thaedra
allison  yamaha  A.D.S.
nakamichi  advent  stax
technics  denon  revox
quintessence  kenwood
avid  audio pulse  decca

tripod oudio
219 main street
northampton (413) 584-6498

NEW GENERATION Crown Amplifiers. Cleanest, Smoothest
sound ever produced - Crown 01200/HP1200, on demo
only at Barclay Recording. 145 N. Narberth Ave., Narberth. Pa.
19072. (215) 667-3048.

SHOP AROUND - Listen to every speaker available -
then come to Cyberacoustic Laboratory and hear RTR's New
Direct Drive Electrostatic OR -1 speaker system at Phila-
delphia's exclusive distributor - by appointment - 145
N. Narberth Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072. (215) 687-3048.

SAN DIEGO - Audio Research Fulton (FMI), Paoli, Shure
V15 -G, ERA, Grace, Connoiseur, Audio Pulse, Time Delay.
Keith Monks record cleaning. Dr. Johnson, by appointment.
4533 Michigan Bay Dr.. San Diego, Ca. 92109.

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY PA MIXER. Six channel. reverb.
93Build yourself and save 50% and more. Use for live sound,

recording. $179.50 Free literature. Neptune Electronics, Inc.
934 N.E. 25th Portland, Ore. 97232

VESTIGAL S65 Huntington moving -coil cartridge preamp
$35 Dyne 400, fan -cooled $365 AR table $60. All equip-
ment mint cond. E. Sanford, 45 Ansonia Rd., Woodbridge,
Conn. 203-389-5148

ONE PAIR QUAD ESL's, excellent, $550, 2 Beyer M550
mikes, never used. $20 each (607) 648-5519

KLIPSCHORNS, MAC C-22, MAC -240 Call (205) 433-5882

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND,tm in its upcoming issue (No. 8),
will be reviewing: The Tympani lc; the Koss Model One; the
Gale Loudspeaker; the 3A bookshelf; the Allison One; the
Janis sub -woofer; RTR's add -so electrostatic tweeters; and
the STR speakers. The electronics we'll be reporting on in-
clude Dyna's new tube amplifier, the Mark VI; a pre -amp
named Thaedra, as well as Ampzillá s baby. Son if; Audio
Research's Dual 150 basic amp; the db systems pre -ami.; In-
finity's all FET pre -amp; Stax's Class -A amplifier; the SAL
2500; the Lecson amp and pre -amp. We'll also be taking a
look at a batch of new cartridges, including the EMT; the Su-
per Supex 900; the Shure V-15 111G; the R&D 3000; all three
Sonus cartridges; three (high -output) versions of the Satin
cartridge; the new Micro -Acoustics; and the Decca elliptical.
We're not finished. Also up for review will be the Grace 707
arm; the Jonas Miller-Rabco SL -8E arm the Stax arm; the
Formula 4; and more. Still not tempted? Consider this: In Is-
sue 9 (scheduled for publication this winter), we'll he review-
ing three new super -speakers, from Phase -Linear, Infinity,
and Acoustat; the Luxman turntable; the Paragon pre -amp;
the Fulton J. Modular; the Dahlquist sub -woofer; and a new
laboratory model of the Grado cartridge. The price for a sub-
scription, considering the volume of material you get. is rela-
tively painless: $10 (four issues, sent third class mail). Add
$4 for first class mailing. Canadians: $11 (third class); $15
(first class). Foreign: $16 (air mail). Back issues (1-61: $3.00
each, plus 50 cents for each issue send first class. The Abso-
lute Sound. Box 5b, Northport, New York. 11768.

ONE ELECTRIC VOICE. Call collect (305) 931-6238.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

TAPE RECORDERS
40 MODELS oz ABOVE

AS LOW 5 77 COST
ER

AS..
CASSETTES/LABELS

8 track cartridges, microphones, recording
accessories. Send for discount sheets - also
see our giant ad in next week's New York
Times "Shopping Guide".

SAXITONE'S
Bicentennial Tape Shoppe
1776 Columbia Rd NW Wash. D.C. 20009

IMF MONITOR Mk III SPEAKERS: 1-1/2 years old -Mint
Condition. $1600 or Best Offer. Call Lee Mon -Fri., 9 am -5

pm, at 214/688-2331.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF BOCA RATON, 499 N.E. 20th STREET,

BOCA RATON, FLORIDA 33431

CROWN IC -150, S225, Dynaco 120A factory wired. $150,
Dynaco PAT4A $50, Lafayette 4 channel decoder $50, JVC-

VL8 direct drive turntable $175. Concord DBA-10 Dolby
Noise Reducer $90, Lambert Lopez, Box 630, Wingdale, N.Y.
12594 (914) 832:6611 Ask for Dr. Lopez.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF BETHESDA, P.O. Box 34251, WEST BETH-

ESDA, MD 20034

SAE MARK I Preamp, $300; Sony SOD -2020 Decoder,
$115; Panasonic SE -405H demodulator with new Panasonic
EPC-450C-II cartridge. $100. All in mint condition with fac-
tory cartons, owner's manuals, and service manuals. Pete

Gray 914-473-9807 (days).

IN STOCK & ON DEMONSTRATION: Audio Research Tym-

pani 1-C, SP -3a-1, Dual 76a; Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk Ill,
SPS, SPL, 535; Dahlquist DO -10; Gale GS 401 A; Luxman;
Sequerra; Yamaha B-1. CT -7000. NS -1000; Dunlop -Clarke;

SAE; Stu; I. M. Fried; Nakamichi; Revox; Magnepan; ADS;
BGW: RTR; B & 0; Crown; Advent Video -Beam; Tandberg;
Citation; IAD; R.B. Audio; Denon; Supex; Satin; Grace 707;
Recce; Rabco; Connoisseur; Thorens: Transcriptor; others...

THE GRAMOPHONE, LTD.
757 ASP St., Norman, OK 73069

405-364-9477
6568 b East 51st, Tulsa, OK 74145

918-663-1511

ARP SYNTHESIZERS -Lowest prices in the country. Keen,
RD No. 1 Box No. 21. Cape May, C.H., N.J. 08210

"MARANTZ 7C" (1), Marantz 7T(1), pre -amps Marantz

240's (2), Tandberg TCD 310 w/warr., DBX 122 noise re-
duction unit. All absolutely mint, with packing. Submit offer
to H.J. Anderson. P.O. Box 3922, Centerdale, Rhode Island

02911.

GOLDEN FAR WEST New IMF smaller monitors -$1,200.
IMF Studio Illa's-$600; McIntosh 2505-$425,
C-28-$475; Soundcraftsmen 2217-$300; Wharfdale
W -70's $150; Dual 1219-$75 813 Hemphill, Ypsilanti,
Mich. 48197
(313) 482-4801

DESIGN ACOUSTIC: Four D-6 Speaker Systems Mint Con-
dition. $700. Will Sell in Pairs. Call 313-694-0236

YAMAHA CA -800 new, never used, $300. Dual 601, new
little use -$100. Orig. cartons. Shipped preapid. No calls.
Mark Jackson, Box 144, Kirkwood, Pa. 17536

PIANO TEACHERS SAVE TEN HOURS WEEKLY 5,000
graded teaching selections. Send $15.00. AMSA Piano Syl-
labus, 1826 Carew Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE

1770 BELTLINE HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36609

INFINITY SERVO -STATIC l's. Electronically and cosmeti-
cally perfect. $1095. Call Bob: Weekdays, 212-466-7639;
Weekends, 212-793-2230.

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES
Crown ' E.S.S. ' Accuphase ' S.A.E. ' Revox ' S.M.E.
Grace " Stax ' Tandberg ' Magnepan ' Burwen ' Rabco Se-
querra ' Bose ' Thorens ' Stanton ' Uher ' Klipsch Phase
Linear ' Sennheiser ' J.B.L. ' Sony V-F.E.T. ' Beyer " Jen-
nings Research ' Nakamichi ' Yamaha ' Dahlquist ' Supex

C. -N. Labs. ' Fidelity Research Gale ' TEAC ' Sansui
Transcriptor ' Harmon Kardon ' Yamaha ' Beveridge ' Su-
pex ' Mark Levinson ' ADS ' H.K. Citation.

JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE

Phoenix -334 E. Camelback Rd. 85012 602-263-9410
Tempe -130 E. University Dr. 85281 602-968-3491
Tucson -1037 N. Park Ave. 85719 602-622-7407

ALL THE LATEST AUDIO COMPONENTS were on display
at CES in June. Send $3 for summary of important new prod-
ucts. Can you afford not to know what is on the verge of in-
troduction when you make your component selection. Better
yet, send $10.00 ($12.50 first class, $12.50 foreign and
Canada, $16.00 foreign air mail) and receive issues 1

through 4 of STEREOPUS (No. 4 out soon), the new equip-
ment review quarterly p/us the CES summary. Don't be with-

out it. P.O. Box 509, Shalimar, Florida 32579

MICHIALOV STEREO name brand equipment at wholesale

prices. Write or call for quote. Ask for Juan. 3154 Buck-
ingham Rd.. Glendale, Ca. 91206, 213-243-5677. call col-
lect.

THE SENSIBLE SOUND, the only audio publication with a
"Best Sound For The Money" philosophy. Subscribe -$10.
(4 issues), $11 Canada. $16 Foreign Air. 403 Darwin Dr.,
Snyder, N.Y. 14226

MEMOREX: BLANK RECORDING TAPE. CASSETTES, C-60
6-PK $12.00 8 -TRACK 4-PK $9.80 R. Egbert P.0.8. No. 580,

STATEN IS. N.Y. 10314

AUDIO RESEARCH D75A amplifier, $485. Revue A77 Mk
Ill with Dolby, $650. Both mint condition. Contact Gail Allen,
915 McMurray. Richland, Washington 99352, 509-946-
4927.

TANNOY 15" Dual Concentric Monitor Speakers-VGC.
Cost $350. Sell $110 pair. 919-467-9198.

AUDIO RESEARCH 076A Mint condition $900. Randy
(206) 329-3011 evenings or before 11 am

MARANTZ 10-B, Walnut Case, flawless. $600. Audio Re-
search Dual 75, three years remaining warranty. $550. New
AR table with cue. Shure V 15 III with both elliptical and
spherical styli, $135. Dyna 400 Amp, with meters, fan, pris-
tine, $475. Electrostolic sections of B&W Mod. 70, custom
high quality power supply. $200. pair. RTR EXP-8 speakers,
walnut, $100 pair. Decca arm with London Mark V, hand-
picked, Bash $175. Janzen woofers, pair, $25. SWTP Comp.

Tigers, $30 each. Audio Research SP3A-1, $650 with walnut

case. (404) 233-5210.

LYRIC HI-FI

1221 Lexington Avenue 146 East Post Road

New York, NY 10028 White Plains, NY 10601

(212)535-5710 (914)949-7500

EXCLUSIVE MANHATTAN AND WHITE PLAINS DEALER
FOR MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS
INVITES YOU TO LISTEN

TO THE JC-2 STRAIGHT-LINE PREAMPLIFIER

ALSO ON DISPLAY:

THE LNP-2 PROFESSIONAL PREAMPLIFIER

THE LNC-2 CROSSOVER SYSTEM

THE JC-IAC AND JC-IDC PRE -PREAMPLIFIERS

MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS AND LYRIC HI-FI

TWO NAMES WORTH REMEMBERING

JONAS MILLER SOUND
IS THE EXCLUSIVE BEVERLY HILLS DEALER FOR
MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS
Stop in and listen to the
JC-2 STRAIGHT-LINE PREAMPLIFIER

LNP-2 PROFESSIONAL PREAMPLIFIER

LNC-2 CROSSOVER SYSTEM

Coming soon:
THE ML -I CLASS A POWER AMPLIFIER

JONAS MILLER SOUND

8719 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

1213) 659-1707

CURRENT AND RECOMMENDED:
KOSS MODEL ONE SPEAKER. This is the improved current
version. Unlike most "state of the art" speakers, this is a full
range speaker without obvious weaknesses or strong points,
except for its phenomenal bass and power handling. Like all
truly accurate speakers, it can be made to sound terrible if
improperly used, $1075 ea. Smaller Model Two available
soon $650 ea.
DREADNAUGHT power amps from Dunlap -Clarke. The best

amps in their price range. Stable, well -protected, retain their
superbly clean sound into troublesome loads and at high
power levels. Very audibly superior to a whole crop of amps
claiming to be the best. Model 500, $900. Model 1000,
$1350.
GRACE 940 oil damped uni-pivot tone arm. The best arm for

most cartridges. $149. Also Grace 707, $129.
DECCA BRUSH. Over a million conductive bristles eliminate

need for liquids and reduce static. $15.
OECCA CLEAN-UP. The ultimate dust bug. Same bristles as
brush, conductive shaft and ground wire, $15.
DUNLAP-CALRKE preamp. Normal phono preamp plus high
gain phone preamp for moving coils. Total gain of 66 db or
86 db. $650.
GRACE 9 Series. The best normal type cartridges. Also:
C/M Labs. BGW, Sony, Neal, Naim Audio, Linn Sondek, Ce-
lestion, Gale, Sonex, Supex, Oenon, Sennheiser, Yamaha, Ar-

iston Audio, Dayton Wright Fulton, Paoli,
Shipped free anywhere in U.S. and Canada.

GREENWOOD SOUND, INC.

Opening July in Talo Alto
Please call 415-328-1081

Or Write: P.O. Box 3698, Stanford Ca. 94305

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
Long Island's finest audio dealer offers you the world's most
advanced audio components. JUST ARRIVED: Thaedra pre -
amp, Janis woofer. Koss electrostatic speaker, Denon black

cartridge, Fulton J's, Lux turntable, AGI preamp, Spendor
speakers, Levinson electronic corssover, 8&W DM -6. AUDI-
OPHILE RECORDS: Sheffield, Fulton, Levinson, Audio Lab,
and more in stock. THE LIST GOES ON - we have Mag-
neplanar, Yamaha, Ampzilla, Transcriptors. B&W, Rabco, Dec -

ca, B&O. Paoli, Linn Sondek, ADC, Supex, M&K Super Woo-
fer, Dahlquist, Grace, Fidelity Research, SME, Harmon Kardon,

KEF speakers and drivers, and more. Free delivery and instal-

lation in Long Island and New York City.
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030

1516) 627-7333

POLK AUDIO MONITOR SERIES
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers. Compare them to the fi-
nest loudspeakers in the world. Both the Seven ($129.00
ea.) and the Ten ($189.00 ea.) utilize high definition polymer
laminate bass -midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft dome
tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are ca-
pable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three
dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar su-
per speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet re-

veal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics like Le-
vinson and G.A.S. Shipped free in U.S. Send for free bro-
chures on Polk or our other fine lines. AUDIO BREAK-
THROUGHS, 1681 Northern Blvd., Manhasset L.I., N.Y.

11030 516-627-7333.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets 8c round bot-

tom inner sleeves 7c Poly lined paper sleeves 15c White
jackets 35c Postage $1.50 House of Records, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

THE BEST SPEAKER enclosure booklet ever. Basic informa-
tion - crossovers, speakers, construction techniques plus de-
tailed designs. $2.50 Cobrasound, Box 1011. Madison, WI
53701.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue $1.50. House of Records, Hillburn. New York
10931.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES

WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA NO. 7. 215 COPELAND ROAD,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30342
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FOR SALE FOR SALE
SUB WOOFERS

Infra Woofer TM II, F.M.I., I.M.F., Hartley, M&K, Dahlquist,
+ FREE PASSIVE X -OVER DESIGN W/PURCHASE +

ENGINEERED ENCLOSURE & CROSSOVER DE-
SIGNS -FREE

w/purchase of our professional series J.B.L., Altec, Commu-
nity & Gquss raw drivers + radial horns/diffraction lenses.
Sonic Engineering Labs, 1111 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa.
19090. (215) 659-9251

+ LOUDSPEAKER RECONING STATION +

ATTENTION SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES:
Down to Earth Stereo and Sound Concepts is offering incred-
ible prices on quality used stereo gear -and now we're of-
fering these sound specialties:
1) Incredibly clean headphone amplifiers for Sennheiser,
Yamaha, Koss and other high definition headsets -100
ohms and higher
2) Highly modified Dynaco tube electronics
3) Customized bi-amp mobile sound systems for vans and
autos

4) Electronic crossovers for bi-amp and tri-amp home sys-
tems

5) Phono and hi -level IC pre -amps with studio specifications
6) Dynamic noise filters and dynamic range enhancers
7) P.A. and Hi -Fi, 3 -way monitors, columns, bass cubes, sat-
ellite systems, much more!! Call us anytime.

DOWN TO EARTH STEREO AND SOUND CONCEPTS
5862 EL CAJON BLVD., SAN DIEGO 92115

714)286-8430

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just spare
money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in
your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious

inquiries only, please. Contact: Alan Weisberg, K&L Sound
Services Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA

3731 NAVY BOULEVARD, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32507

AMPEX TAPES
Ampex Audio Studio Mastering Tapes, 631-641, 406-407,
and "GRAND MASTER" in stock for immediate shipment. 1/4",

/", 1" & 2" Factor fresh. Best Prices. TECHNIARTS, 8555
Fenton St., Silver Spring, MD. 20910. (301) 585-1118.

STEREO CARTRIDGES AND STYLUS REPLACEMENTS
FOR: ADC, Audio Technica, B&0, Grado, Empire, Mi-
cro/Acoustics, Qickering, Ortofon, Shure, Stanton, Supex.
Write for free catalog: NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK, Dept. MH,
P.O. Box 17435, Washington, D.C. 20041.

FACTORY REPAIR MANUALS -minimum 50% off. Pio-
neer, Sony, Akai, others. Singles or bulk lots. Send SASE for
free list. Low cost insurance! SCC, Box 8014. Canton, Ohio
44711

AUDIO'S HI -Fl HANDBOOK
Complete reference guide to over 1,000 components, in-

cluding prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form for
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audio
topics, trends and advances. State-of-the-art reading for audi-
ophiles. Only a limited quantity available. Over 200 pages.
Send $3.95 (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis,

Audio Hi -Fi Handbook, 401 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa. 19108.

CARBON FILM RESISTORS -1/W, 5% from 10-4.7
megohms for 31/2c each. Fifty per value $.85. Discounts
available. FREE samples/specifications. Other quality com-
ponents. Components Center, Box 134A, N.Y., N.Y. 10038

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA. Greenwood Sound Inc. has
moved to Talo Alto, Ca. Call 415-328-1081, Greenwood
Sound, P.O. Box 3698. Stanford, Ca. 94305

PICKERING UV -2000Q 4 -channel cartridges. Below dealer
cost! $29.00 postpaid. Very limited. Order early. SCC, Box
8014, Canton, OH 44711

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ORLANDO,

1915 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO, FL 32803

CANADIANS: Best Hi -Fi discounts on over 96 leading Hi -Fi
brands. Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals.
Quotations via return mail. Nationwide mailorder service.
FREE catalogs jam packed with bargains in Hi -Fi equipment,

tape and recording accessories, calculators, telephones and
accessories, kits, parts, etc. Hundreds -of factory and govern-
ment surplus specials too! American inquiries welcome. Rush
free catalog request to: ETCO, Dept. AUA, Box 741, Montreal
H3C 2V2.

MARK LEVINSON JC2 pre -amp. With both magnetic and
moving coil head amp. Randy (206) 329-3011. before 11
am or evenings.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF NORTH TAMPA 1441 EAST FLETCHER AV-

ENUE. TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

DECOURSEY ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS

Model 110 dividing network; complete with regulated power
supply, for bi-amp, tri-amp, or quad -amp. Custom assembled
to meet your specifications. Monaural, stereo or with derived
third channel. Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters: 6.
12, or 18 db. per octave at any desired audio frequency. OP-

TIONS: Summer for single woofer systems, VLF hi -pass fil-
ters for elimination of subsonic noise, derived third channel.
FOR OEM OR HOME ASSEMBLERS: Model 500 or 600 dual
filters. Regulated power supplies. Write for new brochure.
DECOURSEY ENGINEERING LABORATORY. 11828 Jef-
ferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. Ph. (213) 397-9668

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

2769 LAKEWOOD AVE. S.W., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30315

DEALERS: We will buy your excess stock. ALL lines, no
quantity too Jorge or small. Cash paid immediately. Call Lou
617-924-0561.

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS AT LOWER. PRICES: B&W, Decca,
EMT, Leak, KMAL, Naim, Quad, Linn Sondek, Spendor, Stax,
many others. THE SOUND AFFAIR, 364 Mission Court, St.
Louis, MO 63130 (314) 863-6037

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

3164 PEACHTREE RD., N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303

FULTON FMI -80, with warranty cards, $140 pair, AR-LST
1, perfect condition, transferrable warranty, $750 pair; Har-
man Kardon Citation 12 power amplifier, performance certi-
fied, $225. (617) 648-4191.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

4166 BUFORD HIGHWAY, N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30345

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

1030-3 CHEROKEE ROAD, SMYRNA, GEORGIA 30080

DYNACO Stereo 150, PAT -5, $180 each, $350 for both
(215) 789-5747

LANGEVIN AM4A SOLID STATE mixing console; 12 in-
puts, 8 outputs. Modified for stereo panning, stereo cue, ster-
eo echo sends. Includes patch bay and bud rack. $7,500 or
best offer. Contact Pat Higdon, Cedarwood Publishing Co.,
Nashville, Tenn. 37203; Phone: 615-255-6535.

SONY LIMITED EDITION: Tan 8250 power amp. 150/2
RMS with TAE 8450 matching pre -amp. Full factory warran-
ty. Must sacrifice -$1600 pr. or $900 ea. Call or

write -Joel Dean 1700 Scott St., Scottsboro, Ala. 35768
205-259-0907

KODAK MODEL II Color Processor $100-Beseler PM
$100. 212 -BU 8-3689

DYNACO FM -5 Home built but aligned at factory -never
used, price negotiable (212) 436-2584

AUDIO RESEARCH Dual 51, Magneplanar T -III with bass
screens, Dynaco Stereo 400. (919) 967-4781

RADFORD PREAMPS. SC -242 $225, ZD-22 $300. Also
one Quad ESL $150, one Altec A7-500 $200, would make
great center channel. (503) 771-1090

FOR SALE

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND

SAVE UP TO 50%
in assemble your own high y.qualit

ant stereo speakers in a few
hours and save up to half the cost of
comparable speakere. Send for our free
32 -page catalogue of speaker kits, raw
speakers and accessories
SPEACERLAB
Dept A3. 5500.35th N E
Seattle, Washington 98105

DYNACO STEREO 120 Cabinets, with VU meters. Literature
? Geometrix, Box 612, Mexico, Mo. 65265

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES
Ampzilla, Burwen, Dahlquist Decca, Denon. Dynaco (Modi-
fied), Ferrograph, Fulton E and J Systems, Grace, IMF, Koss
Speaker, Lecson, Lux, Magnepan, Mark Levinson. Fons. M &
K, Quad, Quintessence, Quatre, SAE, Satin, Stax, Sonus, Tech-

nics, Transcriptor, and many others. All equipment pretested
and guaranteed to meet specifications, and shipped prepaid
and insured in continental U.S. AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STU-
DIO 7459 Elmwood Ave. Middleton (Madison), Wisconsin
53562 Phone 608.836-3807

MINT -Two McIntosh 2100 Amps $500 each, C-28 Preamps
$550; or make offer. Wanted -Crown DC -300A, IC -150A, OC-
150A. R.W.H., 6804 Norfolk, Lubbock, Texas, 79413. (806)
792-5039.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA # 2, 3820 NORTH
9TH AVENUE, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32503.

DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo components. All major

brands. Write for quote. Seashore Stereo Sales, 204 Wood -
crest Ave., Absecon, N.J. 08201.

-SPEAKER CATALOG -
Up to date. Top quality drivers. Hop -up the speakers you
have or build new ones. Transmission -line speaker plans
$5.00 -Foam damping material. E & E Audio, 2816 Church
Ave.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11226. (212) 462-0984

CROSSOVERS -Custom designed; fully tested; guaranteed
quality. Free Brochure. Write: Networks, Box 458, Placentia,
CA 92670

MODIFICATION KITS
MODIFICATION KITS
MODIFICATION KITS

The DKL Laboratory, Incorporated proudly announces the
new kit versions of their now famous modifications for:

DYNA PAS3(x) PRE -AMP
STEREO 70 AMPLIFIER

INFINITY 2000A SPEAKERS
Offering TIGHTER BASS, MORE TRANSPARENT MID-
RANGE, MUCH LOWER DISTORTION & INCREASED
DEFINITION, the new DKL Mod Kits greatly improve sonic
performance at a reasonable price.

For details, contact:
DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED

BOX 683
SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146

(301) 588-6257

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 4162 JONESBORO

RD., ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK, GA. 30050

FACTORY SEALED CARTONS: SC 2012A, 2212, 2217.
Sony 788-4, 388.4, TC 177, B&O 5700's. Hegeman 1 la,
2, Sub Woofer. Sansui CA 3000, BA 5000 Dyna 150, 300,
400, 400M, 410. IMF ALS 40a, ALS 50 Studio Ill C, R, H &
Q. JansZen 412 A, 412 HP, 600 a. Fairfax WALL OF
SOUND. Other gear. Inquire. Hal Duvall 4715 Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta Ga. 30342. (404) 255-4207 or 325-7352 (Days).

FOR SALE - MARANTZ 1060 amplifier, two months old.
like new. $155. Lamar Benson Jr., Rt. 1 Box 368-L, Sardis,
Miss. 38666.

ACOUSTECK VI CONTROL CENTER. Mint Condition.

$165. G. Stevens, 7506 Ambergate PI. Mclean, VA 22101

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE/VILLAGE SQUARE, 301 SOUTH
CRAFT HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

The TE -200 TELEDAPTER EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV &
STEREO SYSTEM. Using our coupling and nutria circuit, teledapter takes
e low impedance output from the television and delivers two HIGH
'IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO, to drive any
amplifier. Frequency response is maintained so you can hear the tinkle of
bells or booming bass sounds as it happens on TV. With service warranty
and hookup instructions S1695 ppd. Guaranteed to make your TV 100%
more enjoyable.
OUR NEW TEs300 VHF -UHF HI-FI TUNER IS NOW AVAILABLE. A
complete end sell contained 110 volt tuner. VHF.UHF antenna connec-
tions Recording and amp output judo. Five yew service warranty
5149.95 ppd. From our factory.
SEND: CHECK O MASTER CHARGE NO. for O 7E-200 O TE -300

or  $5.00 for C.O.D. TO: RHOADES NATIONAL CO. DEPT AD

P.O. BO% 817 HENDERSONVILLE, TENNESSEE 37075

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE ZIP

HOUSTON AND SOUTHERN U.S.

Luxman, Dahlquist, Magnepan, Klipsch, Duntech, Phase Lin-
ear. Advent, ADS, Citation/Rabco, Supex, Denon, etc. In stock

and on demonstration. Shipped prepaid and insured. Audio
Concepts/Houston 2200 S.W. Freeway Houston, Texas

77098 713-527-0774.

101/2" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new Scotch L/N
3600 ft. on new 11" NAB metal reels five for $35.00. New
Ampex GRANDMASTER tape on 1011" metal reel, six for

$73.00. New 4 channel 8 -track blank cartridge loaded with

40 minutes Scotch 1/N tape, $23.00 per dozen. Re-

conditioned NAB metal 1011" reels, $24.00 per dozen. 10%
on above for postage. Soundd Investment, PUB 88338. Dun -

woody, Ga. 30338.

THIS IS WHAT WE PROMISED
I. SERVICES (free to our clients)

A. 10 Year Extended Warranty Program
Our professionally phase aligned & calibrated & life test-

ed & equalized & biased & tensioned components are
THAT reliable.

B. Continuous Live vs. Recorded Demos
produced in our .99 working floor ánechoic chamber, &
using our U.S. Bureau of Standards calibration micro-
phone system.

FINALLY

the ear will judge loudspeaker musical (in) accuracy in
real time.

Very Interesting
C. Subsonic Boosting Filters,
D. Loudspeaker Enclosure & Crossover

Designs, free for your raw transducers.
E. In Home Reverberation Curve &
equalization & room design/correction & loudspeaker
placements. Our room is neutral, yours isn't.

F. Proprietary Customized Tone Arm Mods
(s.m.e., vestigial, Rabco SL -8E), Loudspeaker

Mods, Tape Recorder Mods, & other
mods -mods -and more mods. (check our SI.

G. Impulsed/Hand Picked cartridges,
turntables, arms, microphones, recorders.

II. FACILITIES
Anechoic Chamber -.9a working floor $50,000 Acous-
tical Research Laboratory Loudspeaker Reconing Lab.
Factory "A" warranty stations.

III. CREDENTIALS
College Instructors in Acoustics
Patented Inventors
Degreed Electrical Engineers

Recording & disc mastering engineers
Composers & professional musicians

IV. MEMBERS
United Inventors & Engineers
Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers
Acoustical Society of America
Audio Engineering Society

V. PRODUCTS
IF they pass our live vs. recorded tests & in circuit tests,
& IF they last at least 10 years, & IF they sound the hest.
Sonic Engineering Labs., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,

Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251
-+AND IT COSTS NO MORE i --

ATTENTION: LATIN AMERICAN AUDIOPHILES
ATTENTION: VACATIONERS VISITING THE MIAMI AREA

ATTENTION: RESIDENTS OF SOUTH FLORIDA

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC. is THE place for state of the art

stereo. Som of our products include:
LOUDSPEAKERS: Spendor BCII and BCIII, Audio Research
Magneplanars, Quads, Magnepans. Allison, Bowers & Wil-
kins, FMI including the J System, Gale, M&K sub -woofer,
Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk III, KLH CL -4, KEF 104, B&O

TURNTABLES: Linn-Sondek, The Michell Engineering Co.

Transcriptors, B&O 3000 and 4002, Yamaha, Era, Eons,

Acoustat-X, Chartwells
PICKSUPS AND TONEARMS: Ultimo DV38/20A, Denon 103-
S and 103-C, Promethean, Ortofon, Fidelity Research, B&O
MMC series, Sonus, SME, Audiocraft, KMAL, Grace 707, Stax

UA7-M tonearms Dayton -Wright 535 Infranoise Cart-
ridge pre-preamp, Levinson pre-preamps, Denon AU -320, Or-

tofon transformers, Hoffman transformers, Satin M-117

ELECTRONICS: Audio Research, Lesson, Quad, Ampzilla,

Thaedra, Son of Ampzilla, Dayton -Wright, Paoli, Luxman,

Nairn, Genesis, Yamaha, B&O, Stax, Radford, Citation, Levin-

son JC-2

TAPE RECORDERS: Uher, Otari, Braun, B&O Beocord, Yamaha

RECORDINGS: A range of selected British, French, and Ger-

man pressings. Also, the Fulton, Sheffield, and Audio Lab
discs.

All of the above products are in stock and on demonstration
in our 1100 sq. ft. showroom.
HOURS: 10-6 Monday through Thursday & Saturday

10-9 Friday
We accept Bancamericard and Mastercharge.

We ship mail order in continental U.S. prepard.
SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.

2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables. FL 33134
Telephone: 305-446-1659 TWX: 810-848-1627
SUPERB PRODUCTS FOR THE DISCRIMINATING AUDIOPHILE

AND MUSIC LOVER.

"WE'VE GROWN"
Business is booming at DKL SOUND LAB. In less than 2
years, we've grown to be the leading dealer in our area cate-
ring to the audiophile/music lover market. Our new show-
room is bigger We've increased our
staff and added new equipment lines, too. Three separate
and complete sound rooms insure comfortable, uninterrupted

and personal service. Please visit:
DKL SOUND LAB

804 BURLINGTON AVE.
(EAST -WEST HWY (RT. 410), EAST OF GEORGIA AVE.)

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
(3011 588-6257

AT LAST! Music may fill your room rather than an as-
sortment of horns, screens and boxes. Harold Veveridge has
restated the state-of-the-art by startling innovation: direct
coupled, tubed amps; patented electrostatic transducer in a
cross -over free design; and wave transforming lens. Demon-
strations are by appointment only with the AGI preamp, De -
non cartridge, and Stax arm at General Acoustics in Silver
Spring, Maryland. Call 301-587-0346 for your opportunity
to audition this outstanding system. Used mint Dayton
Wright 3B and Dunlap -Clarke Dreadnaught 1000.

TECHNICS by Panasonic. Buy at WHOLESALE!!! Catalogs
$1.00 from DAY HOUSE. Box # A70-1.

HIGH QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO RESEARCH T -1C, $950; D76A, $850; Radford
ZD22 Preamp. $269; Sony 2000F Preamp., S295; Quintes-
sence Preamp, $259; Equalizer, $259; Mark Levinson JC-1,
$79; JC-1AC, $115; Nakamichi 1000, $899; Yamaha 81
AMP, $995; Harmon Kardon 330B (new) $179; Tandberg
3541X, $469; Hartley 24 inch woofer $249; Fidelity Re-
search Mkll cartridge. $79; Shure 300911 (new), $105;
Crown Preamp Cabinet (new) $23; JVC VIS Turntable, $79;
Dayton Wright SPS Preamp, $269; 535 PrePreamp., $269;
IMF Monitors, $1250; Denon 103C. $99; UHER MIC Mixer,
$159; Technics SP -10 (base. cover), $399

The Tin Ear Stereo Center

704 Symons, Richland, WA 99352
1509) 946-4459

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF HIALEAH, 6741 WEST 4TH AVE-

NUE, HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33012.

THE AUDIOPHILE, home of the renowned DB preamp, the

little black boxes everyone has heard about and nobody's

seen. is happy to help with your search for musical ex-
cellence - offering products which, even if not the most
widely known, provide musical honesty: Dayton -Wright loud-
speaker, CM Labs amplifier, Dunlop -Clark. Fulton J. ERA, I.M.

Fried, Power Research loudspeaker, Paoli, Quad - including
the exciting new 405 amplifier. AID, Denon (expensive but
excellent). Win Labs, KMAL, Revos, ADS, and

the Feature of the Month
the Promethean cartridge, obscure but offering exceptional
clarity at only $95. Sales and service. 582 N. Frederick Ave.,
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. 13011 948-2999. Ask for Gene.
Bob, or Albert.

"THE STORE FOR MUSIC LOVERS"
Consultation, sales & service. SAE, BGW, Dunlap -Clarke, Rad-

ford, Audio -General, Audire, Infinity, International, Spendor,
Innotech, Celestion, ADS, Klipsch, Rogers Gale, Linn Son-

dek, Thorens, Technics, (Mofon, Sopes, Denon, Stax, Revox,
Beyer, Meteor, DBX, ERA, SME, Levinson JC Series, Keith
Monks. Sequerra.

INNOVATIVE AUDIO

"THE FACTORY"

129 DeGraw Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231

(212) 596-0888

AUDIO RESEARCH 0-76, $675; Audio Research EC4-A,
$250; Phase Linear 4000 with walnut case, $450; Mark Le-
vinson JC-1, $90. All equipment mint and less than 1 year

old. 3609 N.W. 4th Ct. Boca Raton, Fl. 33431. 1305) 392-
0711.

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S
ONLY AUDIOPHILE DEALER

Specialists in components by Dahlquist, Transcriptors, SAE,
Nakamichi, Epicure, Bozak, Citation, Ohm, SME, Ampzilla,
DBX, Infinity, Revox, RTR, Phase Linear, Quintessence, Ad-
vent, Tandberg and over 50 others. Wisconsin's first Audio
Research dealer with the complete product line on demon-
stration. PLUS -one of the truly largest display of tape decks
in the entire country. Over 130 machines on display. WACK
ELECTRONICS INC. 5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE
53208. 414-442-3441.

MICHIGAN AREA AUDIOPHILES: Win Labs, Denon, Paoli,
Ampzilla, Transcriptors, Magnepan, Fulton, KMAL, Linn Son-

dek. Available at Equinox Systems, 1616) 457-2117 or Box
333, Grandville, Michigan 49418.

AUDIO RESEARCH 3C -2A -N $475, Soundcraftsman PE 22
17 $350. Ampzilla $600, call 1-206-8664798 or 1-206-
5246633

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4, and 8 Track Studios,
Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Ahec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyne. Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172, 1617) 787-
4072-Att: Ken Berger.

A FEW COMPETITIVELY priced used Revox A77 and A700
decks available. Completely reconditioned by Revox, virtually
indistinguishable from new and have the standard Revox 90
day warranty for rebuilt machines. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Example, A77 with Dolby, $675, plus shipping. Write re-
quirements to ESSI, Box 854, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 (516)
921-2620.

MAS1 - A UNIQUE MOVING COIL PREAMPLIFER THAT
VIRTUALLY WILL NOT ALTER SOUND. VARIABLE IMPED-
ANCE SWITCH EXACTLY MATCHES YOUR OENON - SUPEX

- EMT - ORTOFON - FIDELITY RESEARCH ETC. CARTRIDGE

FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE. $229.00 - DEALER IN-

QUIRIES INVITED. MEL SCHILLING ENTERPRISES, 7205 PO-

MELO DRIVE, CANOGA PARK, CA. 91307 (213) 348-4600

SENSATIONAL OFFER! Now that we have your attention,
we'd like to tell you about StereOpus-the equipment re-
view quarterly for the serious audiophile. Upcoming issues
will review: Dynaco Pat 5. St -105, and Mk VI; IMF R. H. Q;
Koss Model One; Levinson JC-2, Paragon, Audio General, and

Stax Preamps, and much more. $10.00 year (4) issues;

$12.50 first class and Canada; $12.50 foreign; $16.00 for-
eign air. P.O. Box 269, Ft. Walton Beach, Fl. 32548.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT

REVOX

CROWN

TANDBERG

UHER

SONY

TEAC

DBX

WESTERN AUDIO IMPORTS
2233 EL CAMINO REAL

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94306

(415) 321-0664

LAMB

SENNEISER

BEYER

AKG

SHURE

MB

VEGA

A PAIR OF MAGNAPANS with infinity servo -static bass
system including 100 RMS servo -bass amp./cross-over, su-
per -mint condition. 316-684-1984 Price: 51100 firm for
both, speakers list $635, bass system $1400.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF FAIR LAWN, 34-09 BROADWAY. FAIR
LAWN, NEW JERSEY 07410

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE -IN ITS SECOND ISSUE
INTRODUCES TWO EXCITING NEW COMPONENTS;
- THE ELECTRO -RESEARCH - AN UNBELIEVABLE
CLASS A AMPLIFIER THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR
THINKING ABOUT AMPLIFIER SOUND, AND THE
PARAGON - A TUBE PREAMP THAT SOUNDS LIKE
NO OTHER TUBE PRODUCT YOU HAVE EVER HEARD.
IT HAS AWESOME BASS AND FLAWLESS HIGHS COM-
BINED WITH TUBE SWEETNESS. IN-DEPTH EVAL-
UATIONS ARE ALSO CONDUCTED ON PRE-
AMPLIFIERS: AUDIO RESEARCH SP -3A-1, LATEST LE-
VINSON JC-2, PHASE LINEAR 4000, SONY TAE 8450,
EPICURE FOUR, DYNA PAT -5 AND SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
PE2217. AMPLIFIERS TESTED INCLUDE: AUDIO RE-
SEARCH DUAL 76A, C/M LABORATORIES 912, SAE
2500 AND TECHNICS SE9600. CARTRIDGES EXAM-
INED ARE ELLIPTICAL (AEC) MARK V DECCA. WIN
LABORATORIES FIDELITY RESEARCH
FR -1 MARK II, SHURE V-15 AND SPHERICAL DENON
DL -109 (MOVING MAGNET) AND IMPROVED DENON
DL103 AND DL103S. SOME OTHER GOODIES: A SU-
PERB MOVING COIL TRANSFORMER FROM DENON
(AU320), LEVINSON JC-1AC, GRACE G-707 TONEARM,
LINN SONDEK TURNTABLE, KEITH MONKS TONEARM
AND IAD EXPANDER. OUR FIRST ISSUE WITH RE-
VIEWS OF 19 POWER AMPLIFIERS AND 17 CART-
RIDGES IS STILL AVAILABLE. COMING SOON- "DI-
RECT DISCO" -A NEW DIRECT TO DISC RECORDING
FEATURING THE CURRENT DISCO ROCK SOUND.
(WRITE FOR INFORMATION.) SOUND ADVICE -4 IS-
SUES $10 ($12 FIRST CLASS, $13.50 - SENT AIR
MAIL). SOUND ADVICE, 225 KEARNY, NO 200M SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94108.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY

3386 NORMAN BRIDGE RD.. MONTGOMERY, ALA. 36105

CUEING FOR AR TURNTABLES and others. Precision Ma-
chined. Silicon damped. Easily installed. $16.00 postpaid.
Lyre Trading, 582 Franklin, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

MARANTZ 10-B rack mount. Thorens 101250 with SME
3009 improved, Shure V15 -III. Crown DC300A. Sound -
craftsmen RP2212. All cosmetically and functionally ex-

cellent. Bill, 617/846-1398.

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO $3.95. Comprehensive refer-
ence to professional as well as consumer audio products and
manufacturers. FREE classified advertising information and
copy form available with each issue. Box 94, Colmar, Pa.
18915.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF NORTH MIAMI BEACH, 1807 N E

164TH STREET, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA 33162.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PANAMA CITY, 5220 W HWY. 98.

SUITE D, PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401.

CUSTOMIZED TUNED ROCK P.A.'s
Expandable high intensity touring/permanent sound systems:
including narrow band regenerative response environmental
equalization 1+ 1 dB at your ears), room de-

sign/measurement/ correction, free engineered enclosures
+ 18dB crossovers; 1000's of customized professional
products. including: fibreglass horns, consoles, comp/ r.m.s./
peak limiters, continuously variable electronic crossovers, an-
alog/ digital/ acoustic delays, omnipressors, flangers, reverb,
echo, doubling/tripling, p.a. noise reduction, piezo trans-
ducers, frequency shifters, notch filters. parametrics, com-
panders from J.B.L./Altec Prof., Tascam, U.R.E.I.,
Eventide, Gately, Beyer, Crown, Community, 2005 A.D..

McIntosh, Allen & Heath, Cetec. Multitrack, Orban, White,
etc., etc.

All shipped prepaid & insured
Sonic Engineering Labs., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
PA 19090 (215) 659-9251

+TASCAM WARRANTY STATION+
+Anechoic Chamber - .9d working floor+

MARK LEVINSON DAYTON WRIGHT
KEITH MONKS LINN SONDEK

DAHLQUIST MAGNEPAN
AMPZILLA THAEDRA

POLK STAX

FR MK

ABSOLUTE SOUND
ABSOLUTE SOUND
ABSOLUTE SOUND

SAE

EONS

RABCO

DENON

LUXMAN

TANDBERG

DUNLAP CLARK

HARMAN KARDON

ESS

GALE

GRACE

REVOX

LESCON

KOSS ESL

V-FET

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
ABSOLUTE SOUND - HIGH ACCURACY AUDIO COM-

PONENTS

(313) 527-2244 12400 Morang Detroit, Mich. 48224
(313) 549-7550 4354 N. Woodward R.O., Mich. 48072

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF CLEARWATER, 1502A GULF TO BAY
BOULEVARD, CLEARWATER. FLORIDA 33515

IMF TLS 80 $1195, Fons CO -30 $265. IMF Super Compact,
$350. OCM "Time Windows" Write for price. Phone -Mate
300 $119. "Protect Your Expensive Equipment" Phone -Mate
burglar alarm $179. Economy "State of the Art" system
write. All New Equipment, Audio House, 148 Manchester Ln,
No. 3206, Pontiac, MI 48054. 313-681-0396

AUDIO PULSE DIGITAL DELAY SYSTEM: quantum step
closer to the live experience. AUDIOCOM, Old Greenwich,
Ct. 06870, (203) 637-3621

USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT for sale. You name it, we have
it, CHEAP! M. Michialov, 3154 Buckingham PI., Glendale, Ca.,
(213) 243-5677 or Audio Box 68-2

ATTENTION ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEM OWNERS!
If you've been putting off purchasing stereo headphones be-
cause of the obvious problems associated with them (poor
sound, high distortion and extreme discomfort) REJOICE! The
JECKLIN FLOAT electrostatic headphones are now available
in the U.S. These extremely smooth, distortion free reproduc-
ers, made in Zurich, are equal to, if not better than, the best
loudspeakers available, dynamic or electrostatic, at ANY
price. The "FLOATS" are of the open-air design, and will not
cause discomfort even after hours of listening. Ideal for com-
mercial and studio applications as well as phycoacoustic and
electrcothlea testing. Send for literature and the name of
your nearest audio specialist displaying the "FLOATS" to:
R. Allen Waech, 2614 N. 68th Street, Milwaukee, Wi.

53213.
Dealer inquiries invited.

FREEA DIFFERENT

KIND OF RECORD CLUB
Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to -purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwa nn catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. News-
letter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

dim DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC. DEPT. 14-976
650 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

CONN. AND WESTERN MASS.'S
LARGEST STEREO DEALER

ACCUPHASE

AUDIO TECHNICA

EPICURE

DAHLQUIST

AUDIONICS

dB SYSTEMS

CROWN

QUATRE

PHASE LINEAR

SAE

CITATION

MARK LEVINSON

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

ESS

MAGNEPLANAR

MAGNEPAN

THORENS

TECHNICS

Newington
203-667-2277

New Haven'
203-787-0183

Waterbury
203-757-9296

Stratford
203-377-1771

SME

SUPEX

OATOFON

FIDELITY RESEARCH

REVOX

"B&O
TEAC

TRANSCRIPTORS

DBX

BEYER

STAX

AKG

NAKAMICHI

SEQUERRA

OURWEN

HARTLEY WOOFERS

"'QUAD
"' LUX

& MORE
FRED LOCKE STEREO

Professional Products
Division

203-828-1124
Orange

203-795-0701
Springfield, Mass.

413-782-7111

East Hartford
203-528-9479

 " Greenwich
203-637-5439

Avon
203-678-1797

 'Fairfield
203-366-5246

New London
203-443-1835

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA-Sunloft Audio Has:
Fulton J Mod. Emod. 80's, 60's, 100's, Modified RTR ESR-6,
Stax, Grace, ERA, Ampzilla, Son of Ampzilla, Thaedra, Thoebe,
EMT, Denon, Fidelity Research, dbx, B&O, Otari, Nexus

Soundcraftsmen. Quad. Sunloft Audio, 825 Savannah High-
way, Charleston, SC 29407. Phone 803-556-8623.

BOSE SUPERSYSTEM S895. (2 pairs 901 /11, ebony grilles.
black stands). Call Bob 609-429-5091 (N.J.)

L.P.S. AND 8 -TRACK Million Dollar T.V. Promotions now at
special prices. Free catalog. Electronics Express, P.O. Box

212. Norwich, Ct 06360

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES, THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF DUMONT, 78 WASHINGTON AVENUE, DU-
MONT, NEW JERSEY 07628

AMPZILLA-THAEDRA
SON OF AMPZILLA

Sound Advice 536 State Road. Emmaus, Pa. 18049. Hours:
Mon., Tues.. Thur., Fri., 12-9:30. Wed. 6-9:30. Sat. 10-6.
(215) 967-4418

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF GAINESVILLE, 434 N. W 13th STREET,
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32601

DYNAKITS, DYNASPEAKERS - lowest prices, fastest

service, large inventory Underground HiFi Sales. 324c Broad -
water Road, Arnold, Md. 21012. (301) 647-0919.

EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA DEALER FOR
MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS

Featuring the:

LNP-2 Professional Preamplifier
JC-2 Straight -Line Preamplifier

LNC-2 Crossover System
JC-IAC and JC-IDC Pre -preamplifiers
And the hi -amplified H.Q.D. MONITOR SYSTEM

SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard

Coral Gables, Florida 33134
1305) 446-1659
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N.Y. - Long Island

Designatron is your
franchised dealer for:

Accuphase * ADC * Advent
Audio/Pulse * AKG* dbx *
Dahlquist * ESS * Infinity
* Harman/Kardon * JBL *

McIntosh * Ortofon * Revox
* SME  Soundcraftsmen *
Tandberg * Teac * Technics

* Thorens * and more *
We feature:
* A $20,000 Quality Control
and Precision Tuning Lab.
* Expert advice.

New Advent Stereo Receiver
and New Audio Pulse Space
Expander

260 Old Country Rd.
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

(516) 822-5277

BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON, NORTHERN VIRGINIA
RESIDENTS

There is only ONE dealer that handles today's finer audio
components The DKL SOUND LAB displays and sells all the
most respected names in audio. AND, we are the only ONE
within over 200 miles with this selection. Visit:

DKL SOUND LAB
804 BURLINGTON AVE.

SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(301) 588-6257

"THE AUDIO -FILE" is a subscriber supported publicatior.
chock full of classified ads from audiophiles who are selling,
trading or wanting high end audio equipment. -THE AUDIO-
FILE- is a communication for audiophiles (in the United
States and Canada) wishing to exchange ideas, suggestions,
discoveries. and etc relating to this insane hobby of ours. We
invite your input -after all "THE AUDIO -FILE" is your maga-
zine -not ours! $6.00 brings you twelve issues via first

class mailing. Free ad with each new subscription until Sep-
tember 30. 1976. THE AUDIO -FILE" Post Office Box 81043,

San Diego, California 92138.

BERTAGNI GEOSTATIC SPEAKERS (B.E.S. dl 20's): Brand

new, tested. full three-year warranty, factory cartons, $775.
Robert Lichter, 775 Weatherly Lane NW, Atlanta, Ga. 30328;

(404) 252-7960.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF HOLLYWOOD, 5719 HOLLYWOOD BOULE-

VARD, HOLLYWOOD. FLORIDA 33021

OSCILLOSCOPE-TEXTRONICS 504 excellent condition

perfect for audio display $200 919-467-9198.

CROWN ES -224 electrostatic speakers - like new $1600.
Owner (916) 332-2100.

FORMULA 4 PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY TONE ARM
only viscous pivot damping with low variable effective mass
will enable all cartridges to reach their 'Linear Region" of op-
timum performance available through U.S. Audio Dealers. Lit-
erature $1 Bill.. Formula 4, 15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Mid-
dlesex, England.

OTARI MX5050 QXH 4ch/4tr Recorder $1400.00 (402)
432-2193.

STAX SRA-3S HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER. Mint, Magnetic
and Aux, new $190, asking $120: Dan Cole. 1026 N. 72nd
Place, Scottsdale, Ariz.

SAVE ON SACRED COWS
BOSE, JBL, SAE, Thorens, Philips. Over 50 Top Brands -

Write for quote - Answered in 24 hrs. SOUTHBOUND SOUND
P.O. Box 52508 Atlanta, Georgia 30305

THE ULTIMATE PAS newly developed circuitry converts
PAS to stunning state-of-the-art contender. Far surpasses any
other modification service! Comparisons confidently invited,

particularly with OKL LAB's product. Cosmetically out-

standing with new anodized face and knobs. $200 for tube
amps, $225 with cathode follower for solid state com-

patibility. $25 extra for walnut case. STEREO 70 modi-
fication equally unique and spectacular; cathode coupled, in-

ternally fan cooled, tailored phase margin: $2.00.

Write for information AUDIO DIMENSIONS, P.O. BOX

16249, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92116.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE # 2. 301 SOUTH CRAFT

HIGHWAY, CHICKASAW, ALABAMA 36611.

ONTARIO QUEBEC & MARITIME AUDIOPHILES
SPEAKERS: Stax 4A Electrostatic, Spendor BCIII, Monitor
Audio, B&W. Dayton Wright XG8 MkIII, Quad, Dahlquist,
Polk, Magnepan.
ELECTRONICS: Luxman tube & transistor, Dunlap Clarke,
Gas, S.A.E., Radford, Lecson, Sugden, Accuphase, Phase Lin-

ear, Dayton Wright, All Test, Ace Audio.
TURNTABLES: Aristen. Fons, Technics, Linn Sondek, ERA,

J.A. Michell.
TONE ARMS & CARTRIDGES: SME, KMAL, Grace, Decca,
Vestigal, Duce, Supex, Fidelity Research, Ortofon, ADC,

Sonus.

TAPE: Otari, Revox, Nakamichi, DBX.
OTTAWA STUDIO SOUND LTD.

697 BANK ST.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO K15378 CANADA
1-613-236-1097

SOUND FOR PICKUP TRUCKS from a concealed panel for
stereo tape player. Plans for panel S2. Complete kit $29.95
freight prepaid. Send year and make of pickup. Herb Wil-
liams, Lakeside Road. New London, N.H. 03257.

IMPROVE your Bose 901's comprehensive instructions

$5.00. Amrad Acoustics. Box 542 Jefferson, Georgia 30549.

SONUS BLUE cartridges $72; Fidelity Research FR -1 Mk. 2
$105. Also Supex, Denon, -Acoustics, Oecca

favorite -the Win Labs cartridge. Write for information. AU-
DIO DIMENSIONS, P.O. Box 16249. San Diego, California
92116

AT LAST: The modification that you have been waiting for.
We now offer a superb tone arm installation in your B & 0
4002 turntable that allows the use of ANY cartridge. This in-
cludes: a custom machined anodized tone arm, a single grade

7 miniature thrust bearing, and hard chromed counter-

weights. Price: $200, installed. Dealers please inquire. Litera-
ture on request. M&K Sound, 8719 Wilshire, Beverly Hills,
California.

TANDBERG 4000X recorder. Little used, superb, 53007
Sennheiser HD424 headphones, $45.(312)493-8136

CONTROL 1 - Signal Activated automatic power shut-off for
Component Systems. $49.95. Electromedia Design, Inc., Box
26, Livingston, N.J. 07039.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE NO 3, CEDAR HILLS SHOP-

PING CENTER, 3716 BLANDING BLVD. JACKSONVILLE.
FLORIDA 32210

CROWN CX-844, (2) 600Z4, (2) TRAC-SYNC Case, Brand
New Mint - S2500 firm. 1-518-887-2993.

8 -TRACK STEREO TAPES $2.98 each. Free Catalog.

Triangle Electronics, 56R Central Blvd. Merrick, NY 11566.

"THE AUDIO -FILE" is for audiophiles who are interested in
buying, selling, and trading high -end equipment and/or the
exchange of ideas and suggestions. "The audio -File' is a sub-

scriber -supported, monthly publication -professionally laid
out -with classified ads from audiophiles all over the U.S.
and Canada. "The audio -File "s aim is to provide timely com-
munications between private and commercial equipment sell-

ers and buyers. We invite you to participate in our forum.
Two free ads with each new subscription. $6 brings you
twelve monthly issues via first-class mail. "The audio -File,"
P.O. Box 81043, San Diego, CA 92138.

DYNAMIC SPECIALTIES IS A WEST COAST STORE
DEALING PRIMARILY IN USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT

1. We sell and offer service for vintage tube equipment:
Marantz, McIntosh, Citation, Quad, Scott. Fisher, Revox, Am-

pex, etc. Also Audio Research, Futterman.
2. We carry a wide range of used components, vintage and
current.

3. We also sell and demonstrate certain new equipment: Ful-

ton, Grace. Supex, F.R., Dahlquist, M&K Subwoofers. Con-
noisseur, PARAGON AUDIO, ERA.

4. We stock Telefunken. Mullard, Amperex, Genelux, G.E.,

Sylvania vacuum tubes.
5. We are the exclusive dealer for PARAGON AUDIO vacuum
tube electronics. Audition the new Model 10 High -Gain Wide
Band tube preamplifier at out store. Phone for appointment.

We Buy Sell Trade
DYNAMIC SPECIALTIES

2261 Spring Street
Redwood City, CA

94063
415-364-6634

PROF'L QUALITY E.M. SYNTHESIS kits, components,

plans, etc Send S.A.S.E. for free info, write now: CFR Associ-

ates ROW Newton N.H. 03858. "The oldest name is Sysn-
tesis for the Serious Experimenter."

WASHINGTON D.C. AREA AUDIOPHILES
Now you can see and hear all the major audio components in
comfortable LIVING ROOM surroundings. What you HEAR is
what you can EXPECT in your own home. Visit the new

DKL SOUND LAB
804 BURLINGTON AVE.

EAST -WEST HWY (RT. 410)
JUST EAST OF GEORGIA AVE.

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
(301) 588-6257

LOOKING FOR THE ONE STEREO COMPONENT

WHICH WILL DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE
THE SOUND OF YOUR SYSTEM?

COME IN AND LISTEN TO

THE JC-2 STRAIGHT-LINE PREAMPLIFIER
BY MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS

AUDIO LAB
146 French Street
New Bruswick. New Jersey 08901
(201) 249-9191

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: Bowers & Wil-
kins DM70 speakers, $400 ea; IMF Studio 3B spkr, $300 ea;
IMF ALS-40A spkr, $250 ea; AR LST2 (New) spkr, $250 ea;
Revox A700 deck, $1200; JBL S8R spkr. in end, $750 ea;
JVC PST -1000 pre -amp, $300; Crown DC300A amp. $600;
Sony 2000F pre -amp, $350; Tandberg 9041X deck, $550;
McIntosh MR55 mono tuner, $150; Marantz 3300 pre -amp,
5280; Marantz 250 amp, $350; Marantz 500 amp, $850;
Citation A pre -amp, $175; Transcriptors Skeleton turntable
w/Vestigal arm, $250; Decca London ribbon tweeters, $50
ea; Marantz 208 tuner, $550; Harman-Kardon 1000 deck,
$200; McIntosh MA230 amp, $250; Marantz 7T pre -amp,
$225; Marantz 16 amp, $225; Sony SO -2020 decoder,
$150; McIntosh ML2C spkr, $425 ea; Four (4) Dayton -
Wright XG8 Mkll w/power supply, $2000. All guaranteed
90 days parts & labor. Audio Consultants, Inc., 517 Davis
Street, Evanston, III. 60201. (312) 864-9565.

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE - the 3rd issue is now avail-
able & includes a thorough review of the magneplanar tym-
panic IC speakres, DB Systems preamp, Grace G-940
Damped tone arm, Luxman P121 and Harman Karden ST -7
turntables. For the moving coil bufs, there's a comparative
review of the Mel Shilling Mas -1 Quatre Gain Sell & Hunt-
ington PrepPreamps. For cartridges we have the Ent mov-
ing coil. Onlife Ultimo, Fidelity Research FR -1, Mark III,

Supex 900 Super & Sonus blue & red. Class A fans mall be
delighted to discover a new 200 watt per channel ampli-
fier from a new co. called Threshold as well as the Audio
research D-150, Dunlop Clarke 500 & McIntosh MC2205.
SOUND ADVICE - 4 issues $10.00 ($12.00 1st class,

$13.50 foreign - sent air mail). SOUND ADVICE, 225
Kearny, Suite 200 T. San Francisco, CA 94108.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE SERVICES

ELECTRONICS, Levinson (JC-2 Preamp & LNC Electronic
Crossover) G.A.S. (Ampzilla, son of Ampzilla, Theadra &
Thoebe) Paragon mode 10 Preamp, Yamaha, AGI, D -B sys-
tems, preamp, sound concepts time delay. Luxman, Marantz
prof.

SPEAKERS, Koss model one, Magneplanar, Dahlquist,
Fulton Model J. Spendor, B&W (DM -6) Polk, Janis woofer,
M&K woofer, Kef speakers and drivers, AR pi series, B&O,
Epicure, Yamaha.

TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES, Linn Sondek, Lux, For-
mula 4 am, Technics, B&O, Transcriptors, Satin, A.O.C. Decca,

Grado J.G. signature series, Devon, Supex, stax, Grace, SME,
Rabco.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS, Sheffield, M&K, Fulton, Audio
Lab, Levinson, AR, B&O.

Free delivery and installation in Long Island and New York
City.

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

1681 Northern Boulevard
Manhasset, New York 11030

ATTENTION!
AUDIOPHILE ITEMS DIV. (Division of Dynamic

Specialties) Announces its new exclusive sound room spe-
cializing in vacuum tube and current solid state equipment.
We are dealers for:
PARAGON AUDIO ELECTRONICS, Futterman, Dalquist.

Fulton (FMI), RTR, M&K subwoofers and Rabco mod., ERA,
Connoisseur, Grace 707, 940, 81, 8C, etc., Fidelity Research,
Supex, Dynaco. Soundcraftsman, Stax, Telefunken, Amperex,

Valvo, Genelex, GE, Sylvania vacuum tubes.
Also quality used gear sales and service: Marantz, McIntosh,
Audio Research, Quad, Magneplanar, Dynaco, Citation, etc.

We Buy-Sell-Trade
AUDIOPHILE ITEMS DIV.

(Division of Dynamic Specialties)
2269 Spring Street

Redwood City, Calif. 94063
U.S.A.

415-364-2494
415-364-6634

VICTOR'S STEREO -Now serving Continental North America
from our Central location with the finest in Audio Equipment
& Supplies. Exclusive & hard to attain perfectionist equip-
ment. 8 years of unprecidented sound & service. Free insured

shipping and technical assistance upon request. ADS, Allison
Acoustic, Audionics, Chicago Acoustics, Dahlquist, Dayton
Wright, Decca, Denon, Discwasher, Great Amer. Sound,
E.R.A., Grace, Grado, KEF, KMAL, Formula 4, Linn Sondek,
Luxman, Magnepan, Microacoustic, Nakamichi, Onkyo. BGW,
Phillips, Quad, Revox, S A E. Sonus, Stan, Transcriptor, Uher,
Ortofon. State of the Art Audio, Victor's Stereo Inc., 8 E. Erie,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312) 642-6349.

LARGEST TUBE DISTRIBUTOR in Ohio Radio & T.V.
Receiving Tubes. We have all tube types that are mfg. on
stock for $1.50 each. One year fully guaranteed! Rush
51.00 today for a one year membership fee to: R.D. Kreps
Electronics, P.O. Box 41, Augusta, Ohio 44607.

TELEFUNKEN TUBES in stock ECC83/12AX7. $3.00 each
at Victor's Stereos, 8 E. Erie, Chicago, IL 60611 (312) 642-
6349.

5% OVER COST - any stereo components. Free Catalog: Au-
dio Discount World, 1022 Bush Street, Box 213, San Fran-
cisco, California 94109.

BRAND NEW STEREO EQUIPMENT! Over 50 major
brands including Acoustic Research, Altec Lansing, Akai, BIC,
Bose, Design Acoustics. EPI, ESS, Kenwood, Marantz, Onkyo,
Pioneer, Sony and more! Sacred Cows are also available such
as Accuphase. Crown, Harmon Kardon Citation, Luxman,

Nakamichi, Phase Linear, Sony V-FET, Sonus, Ortofon, SAE,

Yamaha, and more! Price: COST & 10% for regular brands.
Sacred Cows have small discounts or none but shipping is
FREE! 2 week delivery in. sealed factory cartons! Special or-
der for Sacred Cows. For information write to: GM Audio
481 Alcatraz Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94608.

CAMPUS REPS! CONSUMERS! DEALERS!
Most medium and many high end lines available at lowest
wholesale. Make 10%/40% repping/demonstrating high

quality loudspeaker line. Prices, info. $1 (refundable
w/order) & S.A.S.E. 812-332-4252. Audio 1010 S. Dunn,
Bloomington. Indiana 47401.

AUDIOPHILES

AUDIOPHILES
AUDIOPHILES

Available now: The IM Fried Model "M" (Studio IV). Linear
phase crossover, time delay correction, KEF bextrene trans-
ducers and other technological advances produce a product
that transcends usual speaker colorations and achieves new
levels of sonic accuracy! Owners of dipole or Magneplanar
speakers, wishing to improve their systems, can now do so
with the IM Fried Model "M". $700 per speaker.

PRODUCTS LISTING
ELECTRO RESEARCH

PARAGON

C/M LABS
DB SYSTEMS

PAOLI

SCHILLING

QUATRE

QUINTESSENCE

CITATION

BGW

MODIFIED DYNACO

ACE

HARMAN KARDON

FORMULA 4

TECHNICS

PHILIPS

TRANSCRIPTORS

RABCO AUDIO ONE
AUDIO ONE
AUDIO ONE

Michigan's Original State of the Art Dealer
Box 1001

Birmingham, Michigan 48012
313-646-6666

BEVERIDGE ELECTROSTATIC

IMF/FRIED

RODGERS/BBC MONITOR

ACDUSTAT

RTR ELECTROSTATICS

FULTON

KEF

AUDIONICS

DAHLQUIST

DENON

FIDELITY RESEARCH

WIN LABS

DECCA

SONUS

JECKLIN FLOAT

STAX

and more...

MINT AUDIO RESEARCH equipment: SP-3Aln, $550;
Dual 75a with custom fan -base, $550; Tympani 1U, pair,
with ARC feet, $625. Charles Sepos, 300 Harding Ave.
S.E., Massillon, Ohio 44646. (216) 477-0059, 10-11
p.m. EST only.

WESTCHESTER, FAIRFIELD COUNTY
THE LISTENING ROOM INC.

590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale. N.Y. 10583

(914 472-4558
Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
DAHLQUIST YAMAHA
AMPZILLA

SON OF AMPZILLA
THAEORA

SOUNOCRAFTSMAN

M&K
THORENS

ADS BRAUN

STAX

DUNLAP CLARK

QUAD E.L.S.

BOZAK

LUX

B&0
KEF

ESS

PHASE LINEAR

DENON

TANDBERG

NAKAMICHI

DAYTON WRIGHT

JANIS

GRACE

AUDIO PULSE DIGITAL DELAY SYSTEM

AUDITION FOR THE FIRST TIME
LUX TUBE -TYPE MONAURAL POWER AMP & PRE -AMP

LONG ISLAND'S NEWEST State of the Art Dealer. Purve-
yors of Avid, Polk, Luxman, Fulton J's & E's & 80's, Koss
Electrostatics, Quad 405, Quad ESL, IMF International profes-
sional Mark IV monitors, Technics, Decca, Grace, Supex, ADC.

Paoli. Hearing is Believing! And you can head them ALL
Audio Den Ltd.

1320-34 Stony Brook Rd.
Stony Brook, NY 11790

516-751-3350

DONT BRING your clock radio to AUDIOCLINIC for repair.
DO BRING your receiver, amplifier, tuner, tapedeck or turn-
table for expert repair or routine maintenance.
MAKE SURE your electronics are delivering what you paid so
dearly for.

WE SPECIALIZE in cartridge installation and adjustment us-
ing the EMPIRICAL approach.
WE DON'T SELL anything except service. All work fully guar-
anteed. OUR TURNOVER TIME on components is typically
half that of NYC service centers, so IT PAYS to visit AUDI-
OCLINIC!!!!
AUTHORIZED Kenwood, Sherwood. Sony, Marantz, Pioneer,
Technics, Dual, TRINITRONS and BETAMAX, too!

CALL AUDIOCLINIC (201) 659-6400. Free pick up and de-
livery.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT SERVICED The Stereo Workbench
214-C Montauk Ave. New London, Conn. 06320 203-443-
2282.

MASS PRODUCTION -CUSTOM REPRODUCTION -
8 -Track, cassette & Reel to Reel. We specialize in corporate
meetings. Call or write T.S. Recordings c/o T.C. Shearer, 385
Ocean Blvd., Suite 5C, Long Branch, N.J. 07740 (201) 870-
2952.

STEREO SOUND LABS

Factory specs or better by 10% on all repairs on major
brands. Warranty 90 days parts and labor. Ship us your gear
properly packed and insured. 4419 John Marr Drive,

Annandale, Virginia 22003 (703) 941-5707.

COMPLETE CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE'- Record
pressing, cassette duplication - editing - location record-
ing. Omega Audio, 25520 Graham, Detroit, Mich. 48239.

WORN DIAMOND NEEDLE ? Send old stylus to install new
diamond of original kind. C.O.D. or send check for half of
regular price. Diafix Industries, Box 762, Hightstown, N.J.
08520

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE. Tapes, discs, and cas-
settes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Mas-
ters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates.

Joseph Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134.

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS. Check our
prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring:
Neumann VMS 70 Computer control lathe, Parametric Equal-
ization, Dolby. DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting System by
Neumann. Special package prices on pure vinyl album and
single record production. 1000 45 RPM stereo singles
$199.00 including mastering. 100 LP albums $325.00 in-
cluding printed jackets. Write or call for brochure. A & R
Record Manufacturing Corp., 902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas,
Texas 75207. Toll Free 1-800-527-3260.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND

FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

MASTERING. 469 Chestnut St., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
37203.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE

655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212-CH3-4812

CANVAS PHOTO TOTE BAG. Your favorite color or BW
picture. We'll blow it up in full color on our 12014 canvas
tote bag. Send $2.50 for catalog and price list. Refundable
with your first order. Write to: Giensova Marketing Assn.,
P.O. Box 4991. Washington. D.C. 20008.

INTERNATIONAL HI -Fl has low prices and fast service! For
the name of your nearest representative in the San Francisco
Bay area write to:

INTERNATIONAL HI Fl DIST.
6330 FRANFORD AVE.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

21206
or call: (301) 488-9600

The savings on stereo equipment is worth the call,
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SERVICES
CROWN INTERNATIONAL

Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuiding service for current

and early model CROWN tape recorders. Used machines
bought and sold. Techniarts, 8555 Fenton Street, Silver
Spring, MD 20910. (301) 585-1118.

TAPE RECORDER HEADS re -lapped $15.00 ea. Removed

from machine or stack. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans

Place, Orinda, Calif. 94563

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER

Box 43058, Washington, D.C. 20012.

BIGGER DISCOUNTS ON RECORDING TAPE, write

M.A.D. REPROGRAPHICS, INC., Dept A, P.O. Box 532, South-

field, MI 48075. (313) 6913.

MAXELL RECORDING TAPE. All widths. Lowest prices.
N.A.B. Audio, Box 7, Ottawa, Illinois 61350.

INTERESTED IN OLDIES BUT GOODIES on reel to reel
tape? Write to Theodore Emlyn Inc. 40-5K Richman Plaza,

Bronx. New York 10453.

TAPE WORLD deals exclusively in tapes so we must give

you the lowest possible prices. Save 30-40% on TDK, FUJI,

BASF. AMPEX, MAXELL and others. Tape World Internation-

al. Box 231, Butler, PA 16001.

TAPE DUPLICATING. Professional standards. Half Track,
Quarter Track Reel: Cassettes. Low Prices. Write for rates.
Moonlight Recording, P.O. Box 22635, San Francisco, Ca.
94122.

TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX, BASF, cassettes, reels,

8 -tracks. Lowest prices, New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG.

100 S & S Audio, P.O. Box 56039, Harwood His., IL 60656.

CUSTOMIZED TAPES, Jazz. Big -Band. Select standard

tracks or available artists. Free catalog 80 minute reel cas-
sette or 8 -track, $8.00. Tapes Unlimited, Box 163, Ports-
mouth, R . 02871.

50 7V," PRE-RECORDED REELS. 4 Track Classical Music
Tapes. New Condition. $150 G. Stevens, 7506 Ambergate
PI.. McLean. VA 22101.

SITUATION WANTED
PROFESSIONAL MAN (doctor), a dedicated and extemely
knowledgeable audiophile, wishes to leave his practice and
get into audio as Full -Time career. Would like opportunity to
manage and/or own hi-fi store. Box # A70-2.

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN seeking position in a quality au-
dio -stereo shop. A.A.S. degree in Electronics Tech. Presently
enrolled in S.A.C. Professional Hi -Fi Course. Prefer position in

East or Northern Calif. Write: Timothy E. Gottlieb, Mohonk

Mt. House (staff), New Paltz, N.Y. 12561

KNOWLEDGABLE, STABLE, SOUND TECH. with 3 yrs.

road exp. in audio and 2 yrs. exp. in Filmsound, desires se-
cure position. Am diligent and aggressive. Would prefer non -
road related position but will seriously consider all offers.

Resume upon request. Michael c/o 50 Hellberg Ave., Chal-

font, Pa. 18914 or 215-822-2389.

PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTER, with over eight years
experience in all phases, seeking full time employment.
Would prefer news or production slot, or progressive rock an-

nouncing, but will consider almost anything. Want to relocate
to southwest or west coast. If you are looking for a dedi-
cated professional, with years of "hands on" experience, give

me a call. Available immediately. 417-869-4028. Or write:
Audio Box A68-1. Guaranteed results.

PHOTOGRAPHY
12 EXPOSURE Roll Kodacolor Film developed -printed jum-
bo, $1.50. Capri Color, Box 831, Laredo, Texas 78040.

SPEAKERS RECORDS

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
Portco Sound is now offering a unique and useful
book for designing bass -reflex speaker enclosures.
Bass -reflex enclosures are easy to build and will pro-

vide years of listening enjoyment. This book has been
prepared with the aid of an electronic computer and
contains over 1500 designs. An illustrative example

is included showing how to match space require-
ments with the drivers to be used (any manu-
facturer). Detailed drawings and specifications are in-
cluded. Send $6.95 today. Ask for BASS -REFLEX EN-

CLOSURE DESIGN DATA (stock 11417). Postpaid.

Portco Sound

P. 0. Box 06365
Portland. Oregon 97206

SAVE 50%. Construct speakers and save money. Send fo

free catalog and instructions. SpeakerKit, Box 12A

Menomonie, WI 54751.

STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER KITS. Complete kits from
$60 to $260 including Cabinets, Drivers, X-Overs, Complete
laboratory facility. $40,000 worth of test equipment. All

speakers supplied with machine run 1/3 octave response
curve. AUDIO -TECH ELECTRONICS. 3863 Steilcoom Blvd.

S.W., Tacoma, WA 98499 206-584-0332.

ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY PRODUCTS. In stock: Sentry

IV -A, Sentry Ill, and Sentry II -A monitor loudspeaker systems
for professional monitoring and sound reinforcement. Imme-
diate air freight shipment to any N. American destination. Na-
onal Sound Company, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. (305) 462-

6862.

SPEAKER KITS, loudspeakers and accessories. We have the
best value for your money. Send today for our free catalog.
SPEAKER WORLD, Box 1653, Marysville California 95901.

Build stereo speakers and save money. Send SI for new

catalog and construction manual. Refundable. Speakerkit,
Box 12A, Menomonie, Wi. 54751".

QUAD electrostatic speakers, electronics (even Model II).

Mention lowest price OMS. 1360 Lake Shore. No. 2202,
Chicago, IL. 60610

SPEAKER KITS, loudspeakers and accessories. We have the

hest value for your money. Send today for our free catalog.
SPEAKER WORLD. Box 1653, Marysville California 95901

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES with grill boards - raw speakers -
crossover components - S.A.S.E. for details. The Stereo

Workbench 214-C Montauk Ave. New London, CT. 06320

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

OUR PORTABLE DISCO SYSTEMS could make you rich.
Earn $150 night and more, playing records for parties, bars.
weddings. Get in on one of the fastest growing best paying

jobs. Free information
American Audio
103 Ohio Ave.
Fremont, Ohio 43420
419-334-3326

INVESTORS WITH $5,000 (Ten Acquired) to establish

manufacturing operation in Maine. AM Hi -Fi tuner/rcvr. Will
be best on market! Digital readout, etc. Potential gross (esti-
mated) $350.000 first year I am Broadcast Engineer since

1951. Will stand rigid investigation. Box # A70-3.

MAKE BIG PROFITS INSTALLING NEW PATENTED MATV
SYSTEMS TRAINING AVAILABLE. PO. BOX 809, BOYNTON

BEACH, FLA. 33435.

EARN MONEY. Become a Manager, Talent Scout or Agent.
Work with Singers. Bands, Rock Groups. Write: Oept. AST.
P.0 Box 443, Grand Central Sta.. N Y., NY 10017.

HIGH FIDELITY
CONTROL I -AUTOMATIC SIGNAL ACTIVATED Shut
Off for Hi -Fi components, $49.95. Details, ElectroMedia De-
sign, Inc., Box 26, Livingston, NJ 07039.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued, 216 N. Rose,

Burbank, California 91505.

FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list. A. Lutsky,

P.O. Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.

"Rare Out of Print Jazz & Popular Vocal LP's Sold by Auc-
tion. Free Lists. Leon Leavitt. 824' North Las Palmas, Los

Angeles, CA. 90038"

RECORD CARE IS TOO IMPORTANT to he left to amateur

methods. Supex, the company that elevated phono cartridge
technology beyond the "state of the art" as conceived by
lesser companies, has produced a complete line of record
care products to properly protect and extend the life of your

precious records. Available at all knowledgeable audio deal-

ers. Sumiko, Box 5046, Berkeley, CA. 94705 (415) 843-
4500.

SOUNDTRACK RECORD ALBUMS -Mail Auction -Free
List. Whalon, 2321A Hill, Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278.

IMPORTED ALBUMS - Impeccable pressings, low prices,
catalog 50c Nelson Records, 7611 Knox, Mpls. Mn. 55423

SOUNDTRACKS - JAll - POP. Vincent, Box 5202. Long
Island City. N Y 11105

DIRECT -DISC CLASSICAL at last! Recordings for the audi-
ophile who loves music. Enlightened mike techniques - no

multiple mono - and the latest mastering equipment insure

the best records ever! Write for information: DirectoDisc
Recordings, 755 Wisconsin St., San Francisco. Ca., USA.

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52 page list
50c Broadway/Hollywood Recordings Georgetown, Conn.

06829.

FREE 200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo Recordings.
Renaissance, Baroque. Classical, Romantic, Modern Music.
Not sold in stores. Not listed in Schwanr s. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail. MUSICAL HERI-
TAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU, New York, N.Y. 10023.

OLDIES - 45 RPM Original hits. Catalog 50c C&S Record
Sales. Box 197, Wampsville. N.Y. 13163.

RARE 78's. State Category. Record Lists, 3238 Stoddard.
San Bernardino, CA 92405.

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of

Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPES - World's larg-

est selection - all labels, over 1000 titles - at discount

prices! For your free illustrated quad catalog, write: SOUND
CONCEPTS, Box 654-C, Peoria, Illinois 61601.

SOUNDTRACKS/OC, JAll/PERSONALITY -- FREE
NEWSLETTER! RISA, 3700 S. Plaza Drive, Bldg F/211,

Santa Ana, California 92704

UNACCOMPANIED CELLO - Schuller, Dallapiccola, Crumb,

& Hindemith compositions. Roy Christensen, Cellist. LP only.
OGS101, $6.95 prepaid. GASPAR() CO., Box 90574, Nash-

ville, Tn 37209

EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASH FOR your unwanted LPs & reel to reel tapes. Records.

Box 323, Hillburn, New York 10931.

WANTED: Reel to Reel Tape Deck, Cassette tape deck with
speakers and headphones by Soundesign. Write: Hubert

Woods, 162 Curry Court, Talladega, Al. 35160.

DISCO EQUIP
DON'T MISS THE 'DISCO WAGON'! Excellent complete
line of discotheque equipment are available to fulfill your
needs. Request your information package today. Write to:
D.T.S., Dept. DISCO. P.O. Box 16049, SEATTLE, WA. 98116.

Reserve your dealer territory in time!
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INSTRUCTION & WANTED TO PLANS & KITS
EDUCATION BUY OR TRADE

EXTERNAL DEGREE PROGRAM Earn College Degrees. Re-
ceive your bachelor, masters or doctorate at home. Many
subjects, ministerial studies, high school diploma. Florida
State Christian University, POB 14576, Fort Lauderdale, Flor-
ida 33302.

SYN-AUD-CON 3 -Day Sound Engineering Seminar. For more
information about the seminar in your area, write Don Davis.
Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin, Ca.

92680 Ph (714) 838-2288

DEGREE Needed? Send Support Data: EMI, Box 4277, In-
glewood, CA 90309. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

HELP WANTED
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Sell 100

brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco - 623 Campbell
Ave. West Haven, Connecticut. 06516

BUSINESS MANAGER/PARTNER needed for small audio
products manufacturing company relocating in S.F. Bay area.

Should have M.B.A. degree or equivalent experience as man-
ufacturing mgr, strong sales/marketing skills, and minimum
investment capital, potential of $25K. Send resume to ad-
dress:

HAYNES Microelectronics
Box 413
625 Post St.
S.F., CA 94109

SUPER TECHNICIAN WANTED! Expert on Stereo, FM.
Tape, Cassette, Etc. For repairs, alignment, etc. FCC License
helpful. Please send resume. Job in Maine. Excellent wages
and working conditions. Box 69-1

STORE MANAGER, Audio -Chain. Long Island Area. Ex-

cellent opportunity for qualified individual. Resume, salary re-
quirements: Box 115, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

RADIO PROGRAMS
1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00 hour! Cas-
settes, $1.00 show! Mammoth catalog $1.25. AM TREA-
SURES, Box 192 AU, Babylon, New York 11702.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO - your best source for radio tapes.
Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.

YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Reels, Cas-
settes, Fast -Reliable Service. Catalog $1.00 - refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A, Inglewood, California
90302.

RENT RADIO SHOWS Make your own copies or just listen.
Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1 re-
fundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore, Ca. 94550.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS, 2 Catalogs, Cassettes $1.59
hour, Reels 4 Hours $5.00, Nostalgia Sounds, Box 3584,
Santa Susana, Ca. 93063.

OLD RADIO ON TAPE AND CASSETTES. THOUSANDS
AVAILABLE, 6 HOURS $8.00. Immediate Service. Catalogue
50c. Nostalgic Radio, Box 29K, Peoria, IL 61601.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand instruments. Catalog.
Freeport Music, 114R Mahan St., W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704

$300-$1200 OFF on new pianos & organs. Catalogue. Liber-
ty Music, Box 88, E. Weymouth, Mass. 02189.

TAPE RECORDINGS
RENT Open Reel or Cassette Prerecorded tape. All labels.

Catalog $1.00. Tape & Time, 8220 Elderberry St., Anchorage,
Alaska 99502

SONAR'S OPEN REEL TAPES. Duped one-to-one from the
master. Quad and stereo; '/I, 'h track; 71/2, 15 ins; 7", 101h"
reels. Highest quality anywhere! Sonar Records Corp., P.O.
Boo 455A, Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, NY 10463

SONY TC-850 Head Ass'ys. 319-895-8791

ONE KENW00D KR -6170 Jumbo receiver and two realistic
DNR-1 Dolby units. Terrence Fraser, R.D # 1, Box 299, New
Cumberland, W.Va. 2604?

I WANT TO BUY a 4 channel 8 track tape player for LTD
Landau 1975. Description: connections for speakers are
grounded, the plug has 5 connectors. The power line has 2.
Send it C.O.D. if you have it and call at once to announce it is
coming. 212-467-8447 at night, 212-625-1880 ext. 279, 9
to 4:30 P.M.

Wanted: Two BOZAK 84000 Series Symphony speakers
and Two Series B302A Concerto Speakers. State price and
condition. M. Colitz, Box 610038, N. Miami, Fla. 33161

CABINETS
QUALITY WOOD FURNITURE

for your components in a wide selection of styles. Finished,
unfinished, and kits. Sold in fine stores and direct. Send 50c
for all new full color brochure.

AUDIO ORIGINALS
546 S. Meridian St. "A"
Indianapolis, Ind. 46225

MISCELLANEOUS

100 -CARD BIBLE GAME!!!! $1.00. ANYWHERE! BIBLE -
GAMES. 5837 STEWART, SYLVANIA, OHIO 43560.

RECORD RATERS NEEDED. Receive NEW nationally re-
leased LP's monthly to review. Pay nothing for the LP's, only
small membership fee to cover shipping and handling. NEW
WORLD ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 21, Dept. AR, Hollywood,
Ca. 90028.

POWERFUL indoor antenna for stereo receivers. Pulls in

more stations. Increases response. Simple construction, only

30 minutes. Guaranteed. Send $1.00 for plan. TIME -LEE

PRODUCTS, 1209 -AA Umatilla, Long Beach, Calif. 90804.

200,000 Volt Generator! Used in schools and universities
worldwide. Make artificial lightening 8" long! Do fantastic
high voltage experiments. Comes with experiments and in-
sructions. Guaranteed. Only $69.95. Ron Lauck, 4819 N.
McBride, Tacoma, Wash. 98407

CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN speaker enclosure. Send $2.00
for drawing to: Creightney Sounds, 140-25 169th Street, Ja-
maica, N.Y. 11434.

ELECTRONICS, CHEMICALS, Hardware, Plastics Mod-
elbuilder Supplies,, Catalog. Chemlab 3016 Hamilton, Chi-
cago, IL 60618.

ROBOT, Plans for 5 ft. Tall Radio Controlled Robot, $9.95.
Free Information. Americana Products, Box 11631, Kansas
City, MO 64138.

WILL YOU actually (really & truly) address, stuff and mail
20 envelopes a day? Then let's don't mess around. Send $3
and we'll show you how to make up to $1,000.00 monthly
and even much more. Guaranteed! Contractual arrangements
Habersham-Hall, Box 613-0, San Pedro, CA 90733

MOTORIZE Bicycles-Plans! Electric $2.00 - Gasoline
$2.00 - Both $3.00. Guaranteed. Britt. 956 Springdale, At-
lanta, GA 30306

SHORTWAVE
HEAR POLICE FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs show receivers;
exclusive directories of "confidential" channels. Send 10c
stamp. Communications, Box 56AU, Commack, New York
11725.

---- Sound System
' / Engineering

by Don and Carolyn Davis

A new, completely up-to-date book discussing
audio systems as a whole. The decibel nota-
tion system, loudspeaker directivity and
coverage, the acoustic enviornment, design-
ing for acoustic gain, and interfacing the elec-
trical and acoustical systems are reviewed.
Circuit levels, grounding and shielding, ser-
vicing cable, useful wiring concepts, impe-
dance matching, fundamentals of time delay,

and proofing the installed system are explained in
depth. The authors discuss equalizing the sound system,

instrumentation, sample design application, and specifications. The
many appendices give symbols and abbreviations, recommended in-
stallation practices, priority systems, definitions of terms, test ques-
tions and answers, and other valuable reference information.

AUDIO Book & Learning Systems Div.
401 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108
Enclosed is check for $19.95. Send me, postage prepaid,
Sound System Engineering.

AU9

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AUDIO  SEPTEMBER, 1976
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SONY 880-2
THE WORLD'S BEST.

DIRECT DRIVE SERVOCONTROL SYSTEM.

The name may be long -Close -Loop Dual
Capstan Tape Drive-but the concept is
simple: one capstan is just an extension of the
motor shaft itself (the other connects through
a belt -drive inertia fly -wheel). Gone are the
intervening gears that can often impair opti-
mum operating reliability as well as speed
accuracy. The result-almost nonexistent
wow and flutter-a mere 0.02% @ 15 ips.

PHASE COMPENSATOR CIRCUIT.

Original Source' Source Source Through
After Recording' Phase Compensator'

Ideally, what you want on recorded tape
is a "mirror image" of the original signal. No
more. No less. Problem: the very nature of the
recording process causes phase distortion.
Solution: during playback, Sony's exclusive
Phase Compensator Circuit compensates
for phase distortion. Result: sound quality
that's virtually identical to the original source.
(REFER TO OSCILLOSCOPE READINGS.)

SYMPHASE RECORDING.

Thanks to the durability of Sony's Ferrite
and Ferrite Heads and incredible precision
fabrication and alignment of the head gap,
you can record any matrix 4 -channel signal
(like SQ"" or FM), play it back through a 4 -
channel decoder/amplifier, and retain the
exact positioning of signal throughout the
360° 4 -channel field. What started out in
right front channel stays there. What began
in left rear doesn't wander over to right rear.
There's no phase shift whatsoever.

PEAK READING VU METERS.

They're versatile. Accurate. And incredibly
informative. 1. You can set for standard VU
operation to determine recording level. 2. Set
to display transient peaks only (up to +15 dB).
3. A third display, Peak Hold, retains transient
reading, letting you accurately measure
audio input and adjusts accordingly with
2dB Stepped Record Level Attenuators.

SYNCRO-TRAK.

This means you can lay down two individ-
ually recorded tracks in perfect synchroni-
zation with each other. Record head has
playback -monitor function in record mode.
This eliminates time lag that occurs when
monitoring through playback head. Thus
both tracks can be first generation, keeping
noise levels at minimum. Flashing Standby
Signal alerts you that the unrecorded chan-
nel is record -ready. And Punch -In Record
puts you into record mode instantly, without
stopping tape.

SONY Ask anyone.
Brought to you by SUPERSCOPE.

A. I
ih

f , rTun
-,-

TC-880-2

TC-756-2

Other Distinguished Sony Decks. TC-788-4

'1000 Hz @ 0 dB. 15 ips. "TM CBS. Inc. (Side panels of these units are constructed of plywood,
finished in genuine walnut veneer) 01976 Superscope, Inc.. 20525 Nordhoff St.. Chatsworth. CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the yellow Rages for your nearest Superscope dealer
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the new Sherwood S7910:
State -of -the -Art for under $500'
In the past few years, good specifications have
become a relative commonplace in the consumer
electronics industry.
And, as the statistical gaps between comparably
priced units lessened, other factors gained more
importance. Most notably, design and the
componentry that's used.
Nothing could suit us better. For twenty-three
years, the strength of our reputation has rested
primarily on the excellence of our engineering.
The new S7910** is a case in point.

With a power output of 60 watts per channel
¡minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 HzI
with no more than 0.1% Total Harmonic Distor-
tion, the S7910 is clearly equipped to serve as
the center point of the most progressive music
systems.
More to the point, though, is the componentry
that permits this capability. The output devices
are paralleled OCL direct -coupled. This con-
figuration, combined with the high voltage and
current ratings of the output devices, creates an
extremely stable circuit. Additionally, the mas-
sive power transformer and twin 12,000 µf filter
capacitors, backed by a zener regulated second-
ary power supply, ensure the S7910's ability to
perform well beyond the demands of normal use.

The S7910's IHF FM Sensitivity rating is

9.84 dBf [1.7 µV]. That's one of the finest ratings
attainable-and it can only be achieved through
the utilization of superior componentry. 4 -ganged
tuning capacitors. Dual -Gate MOS FET's. Phase
Lock Loop MPX. Ceramic FM IF Phase Linear
Filters. And Sherwood's newly -developed digital
detector, which introduces virtually no distortion
to the signal and never requires alignment.

The front panel of the S7910 reflects every
significant function of current hi -fidelity tech-
nology. And again, the componentry behind the
faceplate is the finest available. [For example,
the 3 -stage Baxandall tone circuit employed for
the Bass and Treble controls.] Other features,
such as the Master Tone Defeat switch, switch -
able FM deemphasis and FM Stereo Only, and
two front panel tape dubbing jacks, contribute to
an operational versatility that is truly outstanding.

In every respect, the S7910 demonstrates the
attention to detail, the on -going effort to refine
existing solutions and discover better ones, that
has characterized Sherwood throughout
the years.
You might be able to find another receiver in this
price range that offers similar specifications-
on paper.
But you won't find a receiver that's been more
meticulously designed, or more carefully
produced.

At Sherwood, we approach the business of
creating receivers like an art.
Because no approach brings you closer to reality.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
4300 North California Aver le
Chicago. Illinois 60618

For a more complete r' - ption of Sherwood's
unique approach to auc:`uipment engineer-
ing, write to the address above. VVe'll mail you a
copy of our new brochure, "The anatomyof high
performance design:' along with detailed infor-
mation about the new S7910.

SHERWOOD
ÚM Everything you hear is true.

*The value shown is for informational purposes only.
The actual resale price will be set by the individual
Sherwood Dealer at his option. The cabinet shown is
constructed of select plywood with a walnut veneer
covering.

**Model S8910 offers identical specifications and
features, but is FM only.

Check No. 26 on Reader Service Card
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